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A brief note to readers
Although my initial motivation to undertake this work was to prepare the
way for the still unpublished poetic-musical work of Tótila Albert, I am told
that I have achieved (and I can believe it) a broader result, providing
something that was missing in musical education and in culture: a reflection
on music that gives due weight to our musical experience, rather than
disregarding it as a merely subjective and irrelevant extra-musical fact.

During the beginning of his literary career, Bernard Shaw1 was a music
critic, and once wanted to offer a satire of what is usually considered musical
criticism through a comment on the famous Hamlet soliloquy that begins with
"To be or not to be". I read it during my adolescence in a magazine, HighFidelity,
and I have not forgotten its beginning, which stated "the author, bravely,
exposes his theme in the infinitive, and following a passage that, in its
brevity, condenses the meanings of the negative and alternative, decidedly reexposes the infinitive; thus we reach the first semicolon. The following phrase
emphasises, decidedly, the demonstrative adjective... etc.".
¿Why do we find this paragraph amusing? Not only because it would
be ridiculous for a literary critic to limit his commentary on this passage to
purely grammatical issues, but also because music critics do something
similar when they assume that music is merely rhythm, melody, harmony,
counterpoint, tone quality and other formal or physical matters.

The feeling that music is a sound symbolism that conveys meaning is
not, especially, part of our academic musical culture. When this is
highlighted, it is soon refuted by "musical expression has nothing to do with
verbal language..." - which is quite true, or that music does not allude to the
facts of the external world. People get confused with such arguments, as if
the only possibility that music was alluding to extra-musical content was the
onomatopoeia, and as if beyond the sounds of the outside world did not exist a
whole inner world, which is the real territory of music and of life itself.

I know people who think that academics have adulterated music like
everything else, distracting those who seek knowledge of knowledge itself,
which is above all an understanding of the reality experienced, and leading
them to a kind of conceptual foam that is of great interest to the
supposedly knowledgeable. I think that not only in music, but also in life,
thought has often been a substitute for comprehension experienced and
therefore something akin to a cultural pathology.

George Bernard Shaw (Dublin, July 26th, 1856 - Ayot St. Lawrence, Hertfordshire, November
1950) - writer, musical and theatre critic, awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1925 and
the Oscar in 1938. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Bernard_Shaw)
1
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Which is why it is not to the academics or professional musicians to whom I have
wanted to address this book, but to the common people, to whom the
impoverishing vice of musicology has left bereft of a relevant introduction to
music that is part of our culture, but which is beginning to be forgotten precisely
in the absence of other comments than those of musicology, which begins by
requiring them to know how to read musical notation.

However, musical notation is not required to talk about music nowadays,
provided that we go beyond the limitations of a book printed on
paper. Therefore, this book has taken the form of a digital document on which
the reader may click to listen to its musical ilustrations.

It only remains for me to thank Eduardo Ribeiro, who despite his busy life as
a university professor and orchestra conductor has offered to attend to
the acoustic illustrations and musical notation in my manuscript; Peggy and
Juanita Richter, who have helped me with the translations of Tótila Albert, also
Patxi del Campo, my editor, and the wonderfully talented Fernando
Palacios for the privilege of his Preface.

A dedication in the form of an
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL PREFACE

My mother admired great men, and it seems that musicians seemed especially
great to her, being herself musically cultured and a good amateur pianist (very
appreciated in her way of playing by her friend Claudio Arrau, who she named
me after). Thanks to a combination of her interest in musical celebrities and the
fact that my father was not only a good provider, but also a generous man very
attentive to my mother’s wishes, I can remember the presence of many
musicians in my childhood home. Over time, my mother became a famous
hostess for foreign musicians visiting our country, who were quite a few as, due
to the Second World War, many great European musicians were traveling to
South America.
I think that the openness and pleasant atmosphere of my mother’s house came to
be known in the music guild precisely thanks to Claudio Arrau; and this is how I
became quite familiar in childhood with the presence of Erich Kleiber, Mischa
Elman, Herman Scherchen, Jascha Horenstein and others. In the words of Arrau,
my mother’s house resembled something like the Mendelssohn hall in nineteenth
century Germany.

And of course my mother wanted me to be a musician too, although she never
told me so, yet when the time came for me to choose a profession, and I wanted
to follow this path, she opposed it vehemently. I must have sensed her desire
without need of words during my childhood, though; and because as a child I did
not feel loved by her, I implicitly conceived that I might someday attract her love
by becoming a great man.
I began receiving piano lessons at the age of six, although I cannot say that I was
thrilled with them. They were simply one of the routines of my life until the day
that, together with the live-in students with whom I was studying first year of
humanities, I was taken to a cinema in Valparaíso to see a film about the life of
Chopin, “A Song to Remember” 2, that I began to be moved by music. At first I was
moved only by the music of Chopin, bringing me to tears and to ecstasy; but then,
naturally, the desire to play it greatly accelerated my progress on the piano.
It was at that time, when I was 11 years old, that my fascination with Chopin
attracted the attention of one of my mother’s friends who, despite being an
architect by profession, has been one of the most extraordinary musical talents I
have ever met. Aquiles Landoff could not only play the music of the latest film

A Song to Remember is a 1945 biographical film that recounts the life of the Polish pianist and
composer Frédéric Chopin. Directed by Charles Vidor and starring Cornel Wilde (as Chopin),
Merle Oberon (as George Sand), Paul Muni (as Józef Elsner), Stephen Bekassy (as Franz Liszt) and
Nina Foch (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Song_to_Remember).
2

seen at the cinema on the piano, but he could also play by ear difficult passages
from works such as Chopin’s ballads. He was a personal friend of Arthur
Rubinstein, with whom he shared the passion for Chopin that I now began to feel,
and in response to the excitement he felt in me, gave me one of the greatest gifts
of my life, the recordings that Cortot and Rubinstein had done of Chopin’s
polonaises, mazurkas, scherzos, studies, preludes and ballads.
As soon as my boarding period ended, I entered the Music Conservatory of Viña
del Mar and had a chance to establish a personal friendship with other music
enthusiasts I had met in my mother’s house. Hearing them play and playing for
them, I would say that I learned even more than in the Conservatory. Particularly
I learned from the presence of a young musicologist named Federico Heinlein,
who had recently moved from Argentina and had stayed for a few seasons in our
house. Only decades later would he become known in the Chilean music scene,
teaching at the National Conservatory and becoming the most respected musical
critic in the country, writing his reviews in the newspaper El Mercurio.
During my childhood, he was a rather private person, only his friends really
knew him, and I had the good fortune of sitting together with him for countless
hours during the holiday months, when he introduced me one by one to the
sonatas of Mozart and Beethoven.

During the last years of Humanities, having moved from Viña del Mar to Santiago,
I became a student of the Modern School of Music, where I studied piano with
Elena Waiss and composition with René Amengual; then I joined the National
Conservatory, where I studied counterpoint with Domingo Santa Cruz and
Gustavo Becerra. Despite having won several music competitions, both in
composition and piano, my parents - fearful for my survival – were opposed to
me dedicating myself professionally to music, and when I started medical school
I was so busy with the pace of the studies that I gradually drifted way from the
piano and musical composition.

It was during this period, however, that I received the most significant of musical
influences, only this time not that of a musician, but a poet. Or more specifically,
a Chilean poet who was known only as a sculptor; and, that more precisely, was
an enlightened person whom I think of today more as a prophet, although one
completely ignored in his own country.
Although 40 years have passed since Tótila Albert’s death, through some of my
books he has come to be a little known, especially in reference to his vision of
patriarchy as the root of society’s evils, and for his epic "the Birth of the I" - Die
Geburt aus dem Ich - to which I have devoted the last chapter of "Songs of
Awakening". However, nothing is yet known of his unpublished poetic-musical
work, which I have so deeply appreciated and as heir of the corresponding
manuscripts I feel responsible for its message; only in this book do I begin to
shed light on it. It is primarily to account for it that I write it - even though I
discuss other themes in it. Only they are themes that I have been interested in
precisely because of my great interest in the "Musical Dictation" of Tótila Albert,
to which I refer explicitly in its last part.

This mysterious and unusual "Musical Dictation" led me to a deeper
understanding of music that, paradoxically, did not become a stimulus to delve
deeper into playing nor composing, but, on the contrary, made me feel an
insignificant composer. This occurred when, once I had finished my medical
studies, much of my time was absorbed by a new enthusiasm - and also a new
need. Becoming more aware of my unhappiness, until then so implicit that it had
become invisible, I began to feel the need to know myself better; and after a long
time feeling limited by my studies and my profession, an urge for spiritual
seeking arose in me. This is how, already a doctor, I gravitated to psychiatry; for I
saw hopes for myself in Psychoanalysis and I was attracted to the things that
Jung spoke of. Although with the passage of time I came to feel deceived by
psychoanalysis and by Jung, I became a psychotherapist, and after traveling to
California I was able to develop myself further through other aids and influences,
such as Fritz Perls, Leo Zeff, Bob Hoffman, Suzuki Roshi, Idries Shah, Oscar
Ichazo, Suleyman Dede and a number of Tibetan teachers.

Naturally, a time came in my life when I had something to give, and it is logical
that it took the form of a synthesis of many influences and disciplines. It was also
natural that among the ingredients of my work, music would find its place, as my
understanding of music had allowed me to create original ways of listening to
music applied to the meditative experience and to psychotherapy.
However, my musical training did not only influence my work helping others in
the process of psycho-spiritual maturation. One result of the youthful impact of
Tótila Albert’s work was that I developed an interest in philosophical reflection
on music, and more specifically around how music operates as a language, or as a
symbolic system that enables the communication of experiences; especially in
how music, far from being just music, works in us as spiritual nourishment. Since
my modest contributions seem to me a bridge to the interest of a future public in
the poetic-musical work of Tótila Albert, that in this book I begin to make known,
they seem to me something akin to a fitting setting for such a jewel.
Already entering the year in which I become an octogenarian, I consider this
book as part of a mission that life had assigned me to be the harbinger or herald
of my mentor; At another time in my life I found my musical education had been
the main way of drawing the attention of this extraordinary being, and thus was
the spark that ignited our friendship, that was so important in my life. Now, so
many years later, it seems to me as if the main function of the musical training
that I providentially received had been to prepare me for the task of which this
book is the first step: to act as a bridge to the world for a work as valuable and
foreign to the prevailing intellectual fashion amongst academic musicians.
This autobiographical explanation about my relationship with music would not
be complete without reference to the stimulus that encountering music therapy
has meant for the explanation of my ideas about the philosophy of music and my
explorations in its use in the development of consciousness. This encounter was
made possible by the invitation to various conferences and special meetings and particularly by the initiative of Patxi del Campo, director of the school of

music therapy of Vitoria, thanks to whom I had the privilege of a number of
stimulating encounters with Tony Wigram, Karl Pribram, Fernando Palacios, the
Argentine psychoanalyst Héctor Fiorini and others in Oma, near Guernica.

It was also Patxi who invited me to publish a book with a summary of my
contributions – a "book" that has taken the form of a series of
digital documents in an interactive form, that current technology offers as
the best alternative to the presentation of a text with both sound and visual
illustrations.

If the most appropriate dedication for a book is one that reflects the gratitude
to those who have contributed to its genesis, I hope I have explained who they
are, and all that remains is to list them: my mother, Julia Cohen of
Naranjo, my namesake Claudio Arrau, who was like a godfather to me, my
mother’s friends Aquiles Landoff and Federico Heinlein, whom I remember as
those having most inspired me during childhood, Tótila Albert, whom I can
call a spiritual father, Elena Waiss, my wise piano teacher, and Patxi del
Campo, whom over the last twenty years has encouraged me to put into
words something of what I have understood about music as a mirror of
consciousness.

PROLOGUE
There are eyes that are able to read conversations on the lips of porcelain
figures; where others see only mist, they decipher pictures as if they were books
and discover whole worlds hidden in poems; an elephant memory sense of smell
able to remember complete epics; and tastes with laboratory precision. There
are ears that are able to hear whispers through walls, hear rustling in the thicket
of a forest, distinguish a humble false note in an orchestra’s fortissimo, decipher
messages in melodies and feel irrepressible urges to match rhythms to words.
Ears, in a nutshell, that never fail to find Ariadne’s thread in musical mazes.
Claudio Naranjo possesses all of these ears. His unerring compass allows him to
orientate himself in any sound ziggurat, he knows how to find the lifeboat in
shipwrecks: it is as if he always possessed the master key to the box of secrets.
Tolstoy wrote, “Music is the shorthand of emotion”. Claudio is the stenographer
who in his analysis reveals the secrets inaccessible to bewildered ears.
Experienced in reflecting on, and investigating that which is beyond sounds, his
inquisitive ear, willing to be exposed without protection, is always ready to
embark on a journey, to pursue silence and measure himself with the unknown.
Claudio considers that music fills a certain inner emptiness - in other words, it
operates as a mirror that makes us realize what is happening to us. Indeed, music
is not only an aesthetic game - it contains many other phenomena interesting to
know. In this singular book, he guides us through the mystical process of
Schubert, who “dies before dying”; in “the hero’s journey”, which is none other
than Beethoven; in Bach, “the heart of music”… Delving deeper and deeper into
the “essential” composers, he leads us along a path of wisdom and passion,
culminating in the incomparable feeling of “truly listening”.

We have many opportunities to listen to music that in a seemingly casual manner
we combine at every moment, and our wandering attention allows us to pass
from one to another depending on the interest the work stirs in us. As it is the
mind that decides, we end up being slaves to our own repetition: some find
supreme pleasure in enjoying a certain type of noise (motorcycle fanatics, as a
case in point, sole enjoyers of their own detritus), while others go into ecstasies
in contemplation of a single sound repeated "ad infinitum"; there are those who,
suffering from strange hearing impairments, find havens in the sounds of choice
high fidelity (escaping the discomfort of live music); even those who only enjoy
comparing versions of their favourite artists without taking much interest in the
works themselves, however astounding they are; I know sound engineers who
are capable of perceiving a barely audible "click" on a recording with dozens of
tracks, but are unable to recognize a good melody; in the same way as there are
pop producers who effortlessly target prevailing tastes, yet remain cold when
presented with a high grade symphony. Conversely, going into a deeper, more
mysterious and beneficial listening, Claudio reveals to us the figure of Tótila

Albert, the poet who, in a kind of trance, felt the need to transcribe the words he
heard when listening to sublime music. Tótila did not write, but discovered; the
logic of the sounds themselves dictated the words to him, which led him to say
that he had assumed the role of secretary of Beethoven. As the thinker Simon
Leys' says, “Painters, philosophers, poets, but also novelists – even inventors and
sages – all attain the truth by the shortcuts of the imagination". Tótila and
Claudio work in this field: if the poetic task of the teacher is a fascinating exercise
in imagination, the contribution of the disciple to offer this hidden treasure and
provide the means to facilitate its listening is no less worthy.

When language seeks to approach musical resonance, it becomes poetry. If the
aspiration of the visual arts to be music clashes with how we use tempo, poetry
has it easier, because, in a way, poetry is music. Poetry and music have so many
related qualities, that their mutuality is evident; their similarities cannot be
fortuitous. In this transcendent point of dissolution of both languages lies the
work of Tótila that so moved Claudio when he discovered it. There is something
in his work that reminds me of the description that Italo Calvino makes of Zora,
one of his "Invisible Cities": "This city that remains indelible in the mind like a
frame or grid, where each person can place in the different slots the things they
wish to remember". This grid is the one that Tótila and Claudio bring to life for us
in this book. Their analysis has the virtue, by way of wonder, of fixing and
arranging the events of music in our memory.

Music and poetry are condensation of time, only they know to hold it, untie the
knots and show the changes and developments; with that ability for
transfiguration they leave us stunned. "All is swept away by time, all is consumed
and ages under the action of its usury", averred Aristotle. When both arts are
manifested, that time asleep awakens, unfolds and is set in motion, allowing its
ropes to intermingle in an inexorable process beyond our control. Like life itself,
they manifest an aspiration for a state of flux, a desire to continue and change
things and a tendency to disappear. "Music does not imitate nature, it imitates
words", specifies José Luis Tellez; "speech has a linear nature that corresponds
with its own temporality". Indeed, music is closer to literature than to the visual
arts, because it shares with it the principle of formal continuity. What do
“klezmer” clarinets, jazz metal mutes, electric guitar pedals, Romanian violins or
Indian percussion do but "speak" in a language close to the vocal, as the talking
drums of Senegal or the whistling language of the island of La Gomera? In a way,
all music operates similarly: as communication through time.

Although no chemical purity exists in generalities, when a composer takes a
poem to turn it into song, the poet feels proud, elected (excepting Goethe, of
course); he understands that his words will be elevated to a higher art, for, as is
so often said, all the arts aspire to be music. However, part of the composer’s task
is to shorten the rhythmic spectrum of the language of the verses to offer a

personal path; he must also limit the intrinsic melody of the poems - ever
changing, according to his reading – to a specific one; introduce emphasis where
he considers it needed, even if the poet has not taken this into account; and
likewise he must experiment with the rest of the parameters. Should the musical
"converter" be Schubert, the poem will undoubtedly reach an unsuspected
artistic dimension, but if less fortunate, the expressive reduction that it will lend
to the poem will leave us yearning for pure verses devoid of other supposedly
artistic additions.

As we can see, a majority applauds the tradition of joining forces to turn poems
into songs, as has been done for centuries. This is not the case with the opposite
work, which enjoys a certain discredit: applying a poem to a pre-established
melody arouses astonishment amongst the "academic police", given that, for
them, the abstract nature of music is "stripped", simplified and confined to a
solitary semantic meaning. It is obviously not considered that something similar
might occur in the opposite direction that I mentioned: a melody can be
improved with the appropriate text, in the same way that the pace of a good
story can add interest to bland music. That music was not created for this
purpose does not mean that it cannot be used to support a text. Whether
intended or not, all music sings and recounts - thankfully, the unbiased world of
jazz makes no objections and works with equal enthusiasm in both directions: in
the repertoire, countless ancient melodies to which several texts have been
added coexist with melodies of songs that are performed without any text.

I was struck by an unexpected feeling as a teenager when, for reasons that are
irrelevant to explain here, I decided to listen to symphonic music, namely
Tanhäusser’s Overture. His jubilant melodies and epic breath evoked in me
inexplicable inner reactions; I sensed that it was music strangely tailor-made for
me (as we know, this always happens). At no moment was I concerned to know
whether its themes had some meaning within the opera to which they belonged.
It was exciting, full music, and that was enough, it needed no further explanation:
I hummed its melodies compulsively, giving them different lyrics, carrying the
harmonies to the guitar and turning them into songs that I sang from memory
(texts, even incomprehensible ones, are remembered better when sung, that is
why it is easier to memorize poetry than prose). When years later, I sat down
with the radio to listen to the complete opera, armed with the libretto in two
languages, I was surprised - yet in some way, also expecting - to find
confirmation that these melodies had their own lyrics (and they were not mine!),
they are sung in German and were part of the drama. I found that all the notes,
previously pure, intimately coexisted with the text, that is, they had a meaning:
the tremendous initial "crescendo" corresponded to the entrance of the pilgrims;
in the spirited theme, Tanhäusser sang the wonders of worldly love; the
meandering fast spins of the strings placed us on the mound of Venus. On the one
hand I felt betrayed, but on the other I felt the relief of confirming that, as I was

sensing in listening to any instrumental music, behind each melody lay hidden
poems to be discovered. Not only that: each interval, each melodic turn,
everything had a meaning, or rather, many meanings. If the notes were ascending
or descending it was deliberate, there were reasons to explain the whys of all its
turns and cavalcades of chords in the score. Translations could be ambiguous
and even, contradictory, but therein lay its charm, in this well-known secret that
was heard when listening carefully to the notes. The artist Carmen Santonja
(composer and author of the lyrics to the Vainica Doble duo songs) told me
something similar: her father sang the Beethoven symphonies to her and her
sisters with improvised lyrics; with that childhood game, he got his daughters,
from a young age, to hum the symphonies from beginning to end, and this
experience served Santonja as training for writing, in the last years of her life,
some of the best musical stories known, musical forms where text and music ride
together, although on different horses. Those of us who have always thought that
these kind of poetic-musical games, as well as bringing us immense pleasure,
were a substantial part of us, will find in wise Naranjo’s book new arguments
that insist on the power of music to speak to us about ourselves.

When, at a meeting in a remote country house, Claudio revealed the "secret
world" of Tótila Albert to a chosen few, not only did we find answers to many
questions, but also, as occurs when we explore hidden passages, we entered an
unknown field where art, magic and life are linked. In this peculiar work we are
allowed to listen to the composition and the process simultaneously, the channel
of emotions opens wide and imposes itself as the necessary pathway. Sometimes
note for note, others bar by bar, always melody by melody, theme by theme... the
poet writes his verses on classic pentagrams (like the libretto of an opera) and
reveals a homogeneous vision, with multiple meanings. The poems are not only
magnificent, but read while listening to the music they refer to, they appear to
translate the seemingly ineffable content of the pentagrams to the field of words,
thus uncovering hidden meanings in the works.
However, a question came to me: was music not that abstract and “assemantic”
art reflected in some books and that my teachers continuously brought to my
attention? With the experience of musical dictations and Claudio’s analysis, I
understood that emotion is as intrinsic to music as representation is to painting this emotional nature has always been there and is found in all styles and all
forms: emotion and form beat together from the embryo, and are destined to
play together. If a single sound is a simple occurrence, two already describe an
interrogative trajectory, forming a proto-melodic amoeba with a desire for
meaning; with three, we already find calms and anxieties, tensions and
relaxations, triangles, each with its small internal drama; and with four,
contrasts, dissonances and a thousand other factors appear. All of this, combined
with rhythms, durations, repetitions and variations, produces a growth in the
manner of a journey where things are constantly happening. Copland used to say

that the greatness of a composition is inversely proportional to our ability to say
what it is about. However, if a style has features of mathematical frigidity, they
will always be apparent, for we cannot describe any style as purely abstract, we
will always find subtle arguments, whether suggested by the composer or not.
The ambiguity, imprecision, the “asemmanticism” of music are but inspiring
incentives for poets, who, like musicians, explore the human condition. In the
cold and dehumanized idea of the formalists, music reveals its meanings in the
form of emotions, and the more provocative, the more alive it is. As Philip Ball
tells us, every work of art transcends its original raison d’être, making itself
available so that everyone can listen to and interpret in their own way. Music is
also about something, even if we do not share that something with the composer.
According to Naranjo, "music is a sound symbolism that conveys meaning,
nothing like it communicates our experiential world". Music is not just music;
hence he proposes the work of Tótila as an antidote to the prevailing prejudice
arising from the superficial interpretations that have been made of absolute
music being devoid of meaning. Intellectual barriers have been created over the
last two centuries, avoiding the dangerous grounds of speculation directed
towards the meaning of music. Fortunately, times have changed; an actionreaction effect has started a movement that shuns false literature and reclaims
speaking of music in a more rigorous way. In the Musical Analysis courses of the
UIMP (Cuenca), on radio programmes – "The Couch and the Kabbalah" or "Music
and Meaning" by Luis Angel Benito (RNE) - and in some publications - "Music
and rhetoric in the Baroque", by Rubén López Cano – the tables have turned:
music must be analysed from many angles, connecting its language with its
brethren, seeking the significant dimensions and contemplating ourselves in it.
All that is needed is to stop commenting exclusively on "what surrounds the
music" and start talking about real music. There are many ways to do this. One of
the most perceptive and beautiful is to be found in this book. Now, when
Vladimir Jankélévitch ponders: "the sentiment of the inexpressible, does it not
leave those who experience it speechless?”, we understand that to verbalize any
feeling is inconsequential if music and poetry are not involved. His internal
universe contains all: music flows together with poetry, dance and life and
therefore with all the arts.
Fernando Palacios, 2013

1 By way of introduction: music, meaning and healing

It is evident that music served as an expressive medium, operating in a manner
comparable to language, for primitive man, at the dawn of the great civilizations,
during the Middle Ages, the Renaissance for Baroque composers and most of all
for the Romantics; this explains its closeness in the Middle Ages to rhetoric,
another component of the trivium 3 together with mathematics.

Amongst contemporaries, however, it is fashionable to say that music means
nothing. Since Stravinsky’s provocative statement, most professional musicians
have reiterated this; many of them had already had been saying something
similar since Hanslick's book, “On The Beautiful in Music”. 4

Since Hanslick was respected as a critic, his claim, that the best music is not
concerned with or should not refer to extra-musical experiences, was popular
amongst music connoisseurs; however it should be explained that it is not
accurate to say that the concept of “absolute music” introduced by Hanslick is
equivalent to the common view that music “means nothing”; it is intended,
rather, that the experiences we access through music "are not of this world", nor
are they translatable into terms such as the content of the performing arts, for
which form is merely something akin to a costume. Nor should we think that
since music is not representative (except in obvious cases such as the tempest in
Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony, or music composed for ballet or film), this is
equivalent to the assertion that it has no content. Therefore, the insignificance of
referential content in music in no way contradicts what matters most, which is
that music, unlike anything else, conveys our experiential world.
It is said that our Neanderthal relatives (whose skulls were somewhat larger
than ours but apparently had the disadvantage of not being as aggressive or
cunning as our contemporary kind) did not achieve speech, but they sang. I do
not recall the arguments of someone who wrote a book about it, other than that
they seemed plausible to me, and I can easily imagine the origins of language in
the gesture and the use of voice. I imagine, also, that our understanding of the

Trivium - Trivium in Latin means "three ways or roads"; it grouped the disciplines related with
eloquence, according to the maxim Gram. loquitur, Dia. vera docet, Rhet. verba colorat ("grammar
helps to speak, the dialectic help to seek the truth, rhetoric colours words) Thus was understood
grammar (lingua-"language"), dialectics (ratio-"reason") and rhetoric (tropus-"figures")
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trivium).
4 Eduard Hanslick (Prague, September 11th, 1825 - Vienna, August 6th, 1904) was an Austrian
musicologist and music critic. He was an advocate of formalism in music, as opposed to the
romantic idealism of the time. His elegant prose earned him a reputation, at the same time his
ideas caused him several disputes with other musicians and music critics. His most important
work is Vom Musikalisch-Schoenen ("The beautiful in music"), first published in 1854.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduard_Hanslick).
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experiential language of music operates subconsciously, in spite of our insistence
on declaring it a “pure art” which perhaps pleases us merely because of certain
mathematical features of the arrangement of sounds.

However, I think we are looking erroneously at reality when we insist that music
be something like a decorative art, comparable to certain geometric shapes that
may please us for their symmetry or for a sense of unity in diversity; by
theorizing this way we overlook the importance of music to us, and veil the truth
that is echoed in the myth of Orpheus, that introduces us to music as something
that can move even the gods of the underworld.
Manuel Valls begins his book, “Music in the Embrace of Eros” with a chapter
entitled “The extra-musical power of music”, in which he highlights precisely the
contrast between our theoretical views and our practical experience, drawing
attention to such obvious matters as how a monotonous litany, or a barely
whispered rhyme numb the senses and induce the mind to sleep, while the
rhythmic beat of percussion accompanying the war dance of a savage tribe
stimulates the aggressive impulse and calls to combat.

However, I believe that more important than the use of music in war and at
work, is the implicit use it has always had in terms of the wellbeing that music
induces in us, which cannot be reduced to a simple “pleasure of the senses”.
Today we would call “therapeutic” the effect that Dorothea describes in a
passage of Don Quixote: “experience was showing me that music soothes a
troubled mind and eases the work of the spirit”.
Just as Hanslick tried to defend Brahms from the criticism of New German Music
(that, with Liszt and Wagner at the helm, advocated a musical-literary ideal), I
now wish to defend in advance the poetic-musical work of an artist hitherto
virtually unknown - Tótila Albert - with something akin to an antidote to the
prevailing prejudice arising from a superficial interpretation of Hanslick, who
simply intended to say that music is ineffable, and not literally that it does not
convey anything - he only wrote this moved by an ideological exaggeration, born
of the conjunction of Wagner’s propagandistic grandeur and the narcissism of
Liszt.
I propose to do this through the chapters of this book, which will deal mainly
with two different aspects of music: musical hermeneutics, understood as the
investigation of the experiential correlation of musical works (or fragments
thereof), and its therapeutic aspect, understood as its effect on our emotional and
spiritual life.

I think there is no denying the extra-musical aspect of music, given a
hermeneutic exploration, that convincingly reveals its “inner” or experiential
aspect, which is our intrinsic musical response to the strictly material

phenomenon of an “architecture of sounds”; neither can we deny an extramusical effect to music that sharpens our consciousness, either in the transient
form of trance or in the lasting form of therapeutic effect.
Although this book addresses the two themes outlined - music as a conveyor or
re-creator of the composer’s experiences to his audience, and that of music as a
means to enhance or raise consciousness – it does not explicitly address
something the title of this chapter has raised implicitly, which is a theory of
healing. My belief is that if music is psycho-spiritual nourishment that elevates
us, heals us or makes us better individuals, this is possible precisely because it
operates as a means, or as a “language” of experiential communication.

Though I might well have given this book the same title as this chapter, “Music,
meaning and healing”, I preferred to present it with the simpler title of “Essays
on Musical Hermeneutics”, for what I contribute is my ability to translate to a
certain extent the seemingly ineffable content of music into the realm of words not because music itself is translatable into words, but in the hope that this
collection of audio-visual (or written) documents may help some, through better
listening, to receive the subtle influence of composers whom we usually consider
mere architects of sound, and yet have been invisibly powerful spiritual guides
for Western culture.
May my collection of musical reflections also serve as the setting for the jewel
that has been the essence behind their inspiration: Tótila Albert’s musical
dictation – which I shall present at the end of this collection.

Although I originally conceived this collection of writings and filmed lectures as a
small book with some added DVDs, computer progress now makes it possible to
insert audio and video files in the context of pdf documents. So I have turned this
project into an audio book with audio and video illustrations, to be read on a
computer.

By completing this work I shall fulfil the commitment made implicitly by
accepting Tótila Albert’s literary heritage, trusting that what I say will serve as a
bridge to the future audience of his "musical dictation". I think this collection of
works contains such a blessing that I cannot help feeling that by fulfilling my role
as herald or sower of this corpus of musical meditations I have the privilege of
doing something of great historical significance.

2 Musical proto-semantics, and tonal colour play in time

Music takes place in time, like poetry and dance - and resembles dance in that it
consists of gestures and implies choreography. It also resembles poetry; to the
extent that Beethoven, referring to his craft, chose not to use the common
german word for “composer” but introduced the term “Tondichter” or Soundpoet.

Music takes place in time as we ourselves exist in time, and it is natural to feel
the flow of sound as a spontaneous metaphor for our becoming. Music is like a
journey, and could well be a sound metaphor for our Great Journey – that is to
say our evolutionary process. We move towards the future each musical
moment, whether we perceive that movement as a flow, a sliding, a flight, a
walking, a jumping or running, a forging on against obstacles, a rushed desire or
an allowing ourselves to be peacefully carried by a current, etc.

The tempo - or speed of our progress - is related to the affective sphere, so that
an allegro evokes joy, an adagio suffering or seriousness, an andante,
naturalness, etc.; and many gestures characterize our progress in life through the
vehicle of music. Let us listen, for example, to “Footsteps in the Snow” - one of the
preludes from Debussy’s first notebook, in which the repeated two-note motif
suggests steps, its ascending melodic progression insinuates progress, while the
somewhat dissonant independence of the melody regarding such “steps”
intimates something akin to loneliness, a sense of being lost.

Debussy – Footsteps in the Snow

Different rhythms suggest specific gestures,

and just as the leap evokes the playful step of one who occasionally skips on the
same foot, or the repeated sequence of two short notes and longer one, a
galloping rhythm,

certain melodic motifs containing a leap (as in the introduction to Beethoven’s
Pathétique) suggest sighing, and the acceleration of a steady beat evokes the
heartbeat (such as the tone poem “Death and Transfiguration” by Strauss, where
we are able to perceive the precise moment, half way through the piece, when
the heart stops beating and the soul begins its ascent through space). However,
in the rhythmic reality of a given composition, such rhythms commonly also have
a syntactic function; so that a repeated rhythmic sequence tells us that the
corresponding musical phrases assimilated through this correspondence should
be understood through a mutual reference or contrast.
For example, when the subject of a fugue is repeated in a higher fifth (response),
we feel something akin to an elevation of its emotional content to a higher level
of intensity, making us tremble with excitement.

Bach - The Well Tempered Clavier 1 fugue n.2 in C Minor

However, I shall not elaborate further on the language of rhythm (which
deserves to be discussed by a connoisseur of the African drum or the Indian
tabla) other than to note that certain rhythmic elements combine with the “notes
of the scale” and sometimes with harmonies, forming something like “musical
molecules” called motifs, which can also be considered proto-melodies.

I have never cared to make an inventory of the elemental rhythms, but they are
visible wherever there are melodic “musical atoms” – according to the frequency
of the successive degrees of the musical scales.

Classical music has seen the predominance of only two musical modes or scales,
although others have been used in the Middle Ages, Ancient Greece, classical
Chinese civilization and India. Yet in all cases, the phenomenon of repeated
intonations can be observed at intervals of one octave, so that the initial and final
notes of the scale recognize each other as the same, despite their distance of an
octave. Furthermore, many cultures have given special importance to the fourth
and fifth degrees of the scale. It is not merely a traditional convention, but a
natural fact - that they (the fourth, the fundamental and the fifth) follow each
other in the so-called “circle of fifths”, which results from the simplest division of
a string or column of air.
Here is the sequence of two successive fifths: the ascending F, C and G notes.

If we start from C, and consider it the fundamental note of a scale, the next fifth,
which is G, corresponds to the fifth degree of the corresponding scale:

This interval gives us a very clear sense of rising from a state of rest to one of
tension. However, if we now consider the interval between C and the preceding
fifth, F:

we perceive this interval as a fall that leaves us with a feeling of a deeper state of
rest. Even when this F is heard above C:

This rising sounds to us like reaching a certain stability, unlike the unstable
position of the fifth degree. The intervals of the fifth and fourth ascending are
contrasting, as the fourth at the beginning of the Marseillaise or the fifth at the
call of Siegfried's horn.

Marseillaise

Siegfried´s horn

In Indian music, both degrees of the scale, the fourth and the fifth, are called the
ministers of the first degree. As I discuss later, they can be compared to the sun
and the moon in their semantic features.

In our scale the octave is divided into a sequence of seven contiguous sounds in
which successive notes are connected following tone or half-tone intervals and
the major mode differs from the minor in that the third, sixth and seventh degree
of these are major or minor, respectively.

Let us first listen to the ascending major scale

and now the third and sixth intervals, which as I have explained, are major:

Now let us listen to the ascending minor scale

and now the minor third and sixth intervals

Finally, let us listen to the contrast between a major third and a minor third

and the contrast between a major sixth and minor sixth

It would seem that the differences in colour between the musical notes would be
too subtle to warrant comment - but I hope to show next that we should see in
such subtle proto-meanings the “atoms” of which, as “musical molecules” are
formed, more specific and apparent meanings are constructed.

However at this point I should be more precise: to speak of “musical notes” is not
the same as speaking of isolated sounds, because what we call “musical notes”
are the tones in the context of a scale to which they belong, and implicitly those
sounds are related to the fundamental note of that scale. We can say that this
fundamental note of the scale is in the hearing or auditory memories of the
listener, in turn, these notes imply intervals relative to the aforementioned tonic.

When we say that musical notes are somewhat like the atoms of the melodic
world, more accurately we should say that it is the intervals that are the atoms:
the intervals of the tones in relation to the fundamental note of the scale, and in a
broader sense the intervals between one tone and the next.

It would seem that the colour of musical tones depends simply on their degree of
frequency, in the same way that colour depends on the frequency of light.
However, it is not so in the acoustic world, as I have explained, for it is not on the
frequency of a sound but rather on the relationship between that frequency and
another that its expressive content will depend.
Similarly, we can assume that from the motifs and their micro-meanings not only
more extensive musical thoughts are constructed, but that they are also more
deeply imbued with meaning – that we can go so far as to say, for example, such
specific and apparently extra-musical things such as Beethoven defies God, or
Schubert faces the intuition of a premature death.

If we wish to understand, then, how the world of sound becomes the vehicle of a
flow of experiences, we must begin with an analysis of these proto-meanings so
elementary that they can be compared to colours or flavours; expressive
qualities that we would not expect from the consideration of their frequencies,
but that we would expect from certain relationships between frequencies.
Although in our present chromatic scale, represented on the keyboard of a piano
by the succession of black and white keys, there are 11 possible ascending
intervals and 11 descending ones from the note that we designate as the
fundamental, two of these are of particular importance: those at a distance of a
fifth above or below the note of reference. Correspondingly, there are three main
notes in the musical scales of most of the world: the fundamental note, its higher
fifth, and the note on the fourth degree of the scale - which also corresponds to
the note a fifth below the fundamental.

Let us now examine the remaining notes, and I shall start with the seventh note –
B - that is a semitone below the tonic and seems different from all the other notes
of the scale, as it is the least stable. It can be likened to the moon that circles the
Earth and is not strictly a planet but a satellite. “B” is at a point of non-rest and
fervently desires to fall on the tonic. It is a suspension of where the tonic might
lay, one note amongst the others that presents one of the major tensions. We call
it tension in the sense that it is eager for resolution. We can say this of the major
seventh in general and of the ascending minor second, especially when these
intervals are in relation to the tonic. If “G” wishes to fall on the tonic, similarly,
the wish of “B” to fall on the tonic is of the same nature, so we can say that it is
related to the dominant. However, since it is part of the dominant chord, at this
point in our consideration of individual notes, I think it apt to open a parenthesis
on harmony; it is not true that there is something akin to a purely melodic note

independent of harmony because we hear the harmonics in any note - which act
as hidden chords.
So, when we hear the first degree of the scale (that I will continue to call “C”)

then we hear “G” together with “C”,

and possibly an “E”

Particularly when the register is deep and when the instrument used is rich in
partials or harmonics, and even when we are not adept at distinguishing these
additional notes fluctuating on the fundamental, they bear a certain harmonic
quality that continues to appear in an isolated note. Since this is also true of the
fourth and fifth degrees of the scale - as well as of all the others – this justifies my
occasional naming of these notes with the words Tonic, Dominant and
Subdominant, which are technically reserved for chords.

A chord is a group of notes played simultaneously, the simplest chords are called
major and minor triads, which result from the superposition of two successive
thirds on successive degrees of the scale - which is the same as adding a higher
third and a fifth to a note.
Let us listen to the C major chord (C+E+G),

F major (F+A+C)

and G major (G+B+D),

first as simultaneous tones, and then successively or in “arpeggio” form in order
to hear the third and fifth more clearly.

Finally, let us listen to the succession of these same chords so that the character
of each can be better appreciated in the context of the whole.

If notes are implicit chords, as I have suggested, apparently simple sound
sequences have something of the character of harmonic progressions, so that
consideration of basic harmonic progressions might throw light on the subtle
nature of corresponding sequences of isolated notes.
Let us listen to a few sequences, beginning with the tonic-dominant-tonic

Let us compare it now with the tonic-subdominant-tonic

Now let us listen to the very common succession of subdominant-dominanttonic:

In musicology this sequence is given the name “the perfect cadence” because it
makes us feel that we have reached the end of a phrase.
If we now listen to the dominant-subdominant-tonic sequence,

it strikes us how much less compelling it sounds to us.

Any melodic interval suggests a hidden chord progression and has a character
(colour) in itself, so that the notes of the scale differ not by frequency alone but
also by the character (colour) given to them by means of their relationship to the
first degree or “C”.
So far, we have discussed the fundamental note of the scale, which we could call
the archetypal C (although according to its vibrational frequency it could be any
other note) and its “two ministers” F and G. We have also seen that B - the
“leading note” that precedes C, is characterized by a tendency to fall on the tonic
that we feel is a personification of that wish. Moreover, we might add that the
intense “thirst for the tonic” evoked by “B” is not only related to its proximity to
C, but also to the fact that part of the Dominant chord (G-B-D) is defined by the

same characteristic will to return to the fundamental sound - a “homecoming”
that in certain contexts we perceive as a return to the divine.

Let us now continue our enquiry into the specific qualities of the notes of the
scale (and in a broader sense, of the intervals possible from the tonic) - which are
qualities that can be compared to colours or flavours, and that like colours, imply
a certain characteristic affective tone.

In ancient China, as we are told by Marius Schneider 5, the notes of the pentatonic
scale resembled the elements, and Marius Schneider himself discovered that the
capitels representing animals, of the columns around the centre courtyard of the
monastery of San Cugat, near Barcelona, also represent musical notes. He was
able to demonstrate this by establishing the sequence and searching for possible
correspondences between the animals and notes; he discovered that the capitels
correspond to the notes of the hymn of the same monastery. In addition,
Schneider found that the correlation between the notes and animals correspond
to that of an ancient tradition in classical India.

A similar correlation can be established between the notes of the scale and
colours, and there are people with synaesthesia who establish such
correspondences spontaneously. However, it is interesting to note that
synaesthetes disagree on the colours of the notes, but rather establish
correspondences somewhat personally. We can interpret this by saying that it is
rather like metaphorical thinking, which should serve to shed light on things, but
that we should not turn into dogmatic thinking.
That said, we can say that if C is like the earth, G is like the sun, and F is like the
moon.

Yet, what is the colour of C? As the source of sounds and foundation, we could
say it is black; but does it not also lend itself to the metaphor of white?
Let us say the lower C is Black and the higher octave one, White.

What then is the colour of the note G? We must take into consideration F, with
which it is in a relation of symmetry - and this suggests that their respective
colours are red and blue, toward opposite ends of the rainbow, with their
suggestion of action and rest, respectively.

Marius Schneider (1903-1982) - German musicologist whose works stand out for their
original approach based on anthropological insights and founded on deep knowledge of ancient
symbolism and mythology. His fundamental work is The musical origin of animals-symbols in
mythology and ancient sculpture, which proposes a system of symbolic correspondences and
synesthesia based on analogical thinking which can be revealing for aesthetic studies. Elémire
Zolla defined this work as "the only completely initiatory one of the twentieth century".
Schneider was a teacher of Juan Eduardo Cirlot.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marius_Schneider).
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What can be said now of the remaining notes of the scale: D, E and A?

German classicism’s most well-known theorist - Hugo Riemann 6 - considered
that the chords built on the 2nd, 3rd and 6th degrees of the scale correspond to the
major chords of Tonic, Dominant and Subdominant already discussed - and
therefore gave the chord on La the name “Parallel Tonic”; calling Parallel
Dominant the chord on E and Subdominant Parallel Dominant the D chord.
However, it might have been more appropriate to list them in a different
sequence, as D, A and E (parallel to the subdominant, tonic and dominant,
respectively) are related as successive frequencies in the circle of fifths 7.

Hugo Riemann (1849-1919) - German musicologist and pedagogue. Riemann gained a
worldwide reputation as a composer. His best known works include Musiklexikon, a complete
dictionary of music and musicians, the Handbuch der Harmonielehre (Manual of Harrmony) and
the Lehrbuch des Contrapunkts (Manual of Counterpoint).
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugo_Riemann).
7 Circle of fifths (or circle of fourths) - In music theory it represents the relationships amongst
the twelve tones of the chromatic scale, their corresponding key signatures and the associated
major and minor keys. Specifically, it is a geometric representation of the relationship between
the 12 pitch classes of the chromatic scale in pitch class space. Since the term "fifth" defines an
interval or mathematical ratio that is the closest and most consonant non-octave interval, the
circle of fifths is a sequence of closely interrelated pitches or key tonalities. Musicians and
composers use the circle of fifths to understand and describe these relationships. The circle
design is useful when composing and harmonizing melodies, building chords and modulating to
different keys within a composition. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_of_fifths).
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_of_fifths).

Just as in the major scale, the chords that build on the fundamental, the
subdominant and the dominant chords are major, in the case of the 2nd, 3rd and
6th degrees that we are now discussing, they are minor. In each case, these
chords, which fall a third below those in relation to which they are “parallel”,
have two notes in common with them.

According to Riemann’s analysis, we could represent the relationships between
six of the notes on the scale (excluding the leading note) as two symmetrical
superimposed triangles (like the star of David) - that of the fundamental notes of
major chords with its apex pointing upwards and that of the notes that generate
minor chords with the apex downwards, analogous with their forlorn character.

We said that the C-major and C-minor scales differ according to the character of
the notes in their third and sixth degrees, so that where there is an E in the Cmajor scale, in the minor scale we find an E-flat whose pitch is a semitone below;
and similarly, where there is an A it is replaced in the minor scale by an A-flat.
This is enough to infuse the melodies created in the major or minor tonalities
with a more joyful or forlorn character, respectively, as we can understand when
we compare the contrasting intervals.

Let us now consider the third intervals, and I propose to do so firstly by
comparing them to the harmonic context of the main chords to which they
belong. I would like to open another parenthesis here about harmonic analysis,
for I should draw attention as to how perception of the incomplete chord, formed
only by a note with its higher fifth, differs in comparison to the full chord, in
which the third is introduced between these two notes – that is, the distance of a
third is in relation to both the lower and the higher notes.

How to describe the effect of this third note that completes the chord?

It is as if a “fifth chord” - that is an incomplete chord - had its belly in its
fundamental note and its head in its higher note, but was still lacking its heart.

Once we add an E or an E-flat to the C chord (which makes it a chord itself, or, as
they say, a triad) we have added the affective element – whether it be joyful or
sad.

There was a time when music was only melodic or monodic, and a time (during
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance) in which the counterpoint to several
voices only allowed intervals of fourths or fifths. Then came harmony itself,
which lends to music its rich emotional embrace with the introduction of the
third.

Organum (Music Enchiriadis)

Let us leave this digression on harmony to return to the simpler issue of the
intervals in their melodic expression, resuming the theme of intervals of the
third and especially the interval of a third from the fundamental note or tonic –
that is to say, E.

Before returning to the theme of the expressive character of the third, I wish to
mention a physical-mathematical and acoustic fact: although it is said that all the
notes of the musical scale are generated from the circle of fifths, this is not so
certain in relation to E, which is situated at a distance of too many fifths in
relation to C for its vibration to be audible. The thirds, which are so harmonious
to us, derive rather from the division of a string in five parts, and this apparently
gives them their unique beauty and gentleness - thus being the preferred interval
when one wants to improvise the accompaniment of a voice by another in folk
singing.
Let us now listen to the melodic interval from C to E.

The question about its character becomes clearer if we compare them to the
intervals already discussed of C-F and C-G.

The transition from C to G is like that from the bottom to the summit of a
mountain, and the passage from C to F is an ascent to a plateau where we can
rest, but in both cases, we feel we have reached some place - which is to say they
are intervals that we perceive as stable. While the dominant note is a note/chord
that tends to the tonic, and though this is something we perceive as a measure of
tension seeking release, it does not contradict the fact that we can feel relatively
rooted at that summit. However, when instead of jumping from C to the higher
fifth we jump only to the third, it is doubtful that we can say that we have
reached somewhere; rather we feel we are half way towards some place.

In this, the expressive character of E corresponds to its name “mediant”. There is
something of a neutral place in E - more neutral than the tonic itself, for the tonic
makes us feel that we plumb the depths of the musical space or the root of the
sound tree.
We can better understand the interval of a third by comparing it to a second which is the interval that mediates between successive notes of the scale.

Whether it is the minor second, like the one that separates B from C and also E
from F,

or the major second (such as the one that goes from C to D),

the interval of a second, being the minimum distance between two notes, we
perceive a succession of them as a sliding or a winding.

The melody of Ravel's Bolero, for example, is winding, consisting mainly of

seconds and, by contrast, when a third appears we feel that the melody takes a
small leap.

However, when a melody progresses in leaps, it does not usually do so through a
succession of thirds, but through a combination of thirds and fourths, as this is
how the “arpeggio" is formed – which can be described as the melodic
dismemberment of chords.

So in the theme of the first Beethoven sonata,

the fact that it is not an ascending scale but an arpeggio conveys the impression
of fiery progress, as if someone were in a rush to arrive and did so with the leaps
and bounds of one who wears the seven-league boots spoken about in fairy tales.

If we wish to better understand the nature of D in the C scale we must go beyond
its role as a first step in an ascending scale. We would do better to savour the
isolated interval simply, and look for an equivalent gesture. We might find it in
the raising of a head, perhaps in raising our hands a little from our sides, turning
our palms forward, perhaps in taking a step; all these gestures express
something like an opening up to, a going forth to meet something or someone.
Although as I have explained, the musician has at his or her disposal no less than
22 notes/intervals, as there are eleven ascending and eleven descending in the
chromatic scale, it seems enough for this introduction to the subject that I
conclude with an examination of the notes of the tonal scale - and for that I
merely need to consider the sixth interval - which corresponds both to A, and A
flat (in the minor scale).
However, it should be noted that, as in the case of the other notes of the scale, the
sixth degree defines a double interval regarding the fundamental or first note. On
the one hand, this sixth degree is placed a sixth (major or minor - according to
the tonality) above the tonic; on the other hand, it is placed a third (minor or
major) below it.

(The fourth and fifth intervals are also complementary, the one resulting from
the reversal of the other).

Likewise, the second and seventh are complementary, which we have not yet
referred to.

In all these cases we feel a certain affinity between the complementary intervals,
so that those of second and seventh are dissonant, those of fourth and fifth
consonant and those of third and sixth share a particularly harmonious, soft or
sweet nature.
The expressive character of the ascending sixth contains that gentleness, but we
also find it to be a transposition or affective metaphor of its very spaciousness, in
such a way that it could be translated through the idea of generosity,
benevolence, love or empathy - like in Beethoven’s cavatina of the famous String
Quartet, op.130, where the benevolent impulse of the ascending sixth (that rises
from the fifth degree of the scale to the third) is extended even further in the
continuation of the melody.

In the case of the minor sixth - in the interval from C to A flat - the
aforementioned expansive and open gesture is combined with the characteristic
feeling of incompleteness that is associated with the minor key, the combination
of these two “proto-meanings” resulting in something that could be translated as

a great aspiration to love that sees itself thwarted, thus becoming an intense
longing, - as in Chopin’s famous waltz (Op. 64, nº 2 in C# minor.)

I have commented on the contrast between the major mode and minor mode,
saying that they are distinguished by the varying nature of their third and sixth
degrees without mentioning that our two classical music scales are also different
in their seventh degree, that at least is minor in the descending minor scale although the seventh major is kept in the ascending form to preserve the
character of the leading note and its cadential character.
Although since Debussy we have become accustomed to hearing dissonances not
seeking resolution, the seventh major interval, as dissonant as the minor second
of which it is an inversion, is rarely found as an isolated harmony in the classical
repertoire, and in melodic form it impresses us as a leap to a higher octave
modified by an apoggiatura 8.

The minor seventh is more common, which we will find after the commentary of
Ravel’s Bolero in the next chapter, which, as well as contributing to a broader
level of musical analysis, will also serve to review what has been said about the
phenomenology of intervals and the expressive colouring of notes.
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Appoggiatura - The term comes from the Italian verb appoggiare meaning "to support". In music,
it is a sign known as a musical ornament. Also called long appoggiatura as opposed to the short
appoggiatura, which is the acciaccatura. A musical appoggiatura involves avoiding the note that
would be required by the harmonic-melodic structure and rather than executing it immediately, it is
arrived at indirectly producing a dissonance.
(See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ornament_(music)#Appoggiatura).

3 Musical motifs, phrases and sentences

I will continue now with the consideration of units of musical meaning larger
than simple intervals - beginning with those brief melodic units that the lexicon
of music designates as “motifs”, as well as some longer melodies that often
constitute the subject of fugues.
Perhaps there is no musical motif more famous than that of the four notes that
open Beethoven's Fifth Symphony:

Not only does the same motif modulated a tone lower respond to it, but the first
theme of the symphony is then constructed from this same structure, constituted
by the triple repetition of a note followed by a longer one, a major third below:

The fame of the opening motif of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is due precisely to
the density of its meaning. Schindler, who was a secretary to Beethoven, says
that for the composer this motif was "destiny knocking on the door" - and ever
since it has been associated with Beethoven's reaction to the knowledge that he
would be doomed to deafness. Once we understand the four fatal notes, we also
spontaneously understand Beethoven's response to the voice of destiny with the
following four notes: a defiant answer, no less intense than the terrible threat
that he has been presented with; a determination to not give up, but to put all his
strength at the service of overcoming the obstacles that seem to block his path.

If we compare musical intervals to atoms of different elements that make up the
material world, we must compare these compact sound units, which are motifs
consisting of a few notes and a rhythm, to molecules. Although no one before
Beethoven created music so systematically from motifs, we come across
something similar in the Baroque, where we can already discern an expressive
content in such “musical molecules”.
Bach is generally thought of as the highest representative of pure music, and
meanings are not usually sought in the Well-Tempered Clavier fugues. However,
is it true to say that the theme of one of these fugues reveals but an abstract

pleasure, unrelated to our experience of life?

Let us turn to the subject of the first fugue, in C major, from the first notebook.

Let us turn our attention for now to the short ascending scale of its opening,
leading us from the initial C to F. The listener does not necessarily know that the
work will be in the key of C, and hence the ascent of C to F strikes us as one that
modulates from the dominant (or more properly the fifth degree) to the Tonic 9.

With this melody we feel ourselves unhurriedly and rhythmically moving
forward to what we perceive as a point of arrival, and as such this ceremonious
or dignified progression becomes an implicit metaphor of our universal path. For
is not our destiny a journey from where we are to the natural end of our
existence and to rest there?
Let us now turn to the theme, which continues with a further two ascending
fourths – only no longer as intervals through which the melody runs note for
note, but as faster intervals, as if the composer's expressive will were satisfied by
drawing attention to its fundamental structure.
Tonic - first note (or degree) of the scale. The note that defines the tone of a chord and hence
lends it part of its name is also called the tonic. The tonic chord has the function of state of rest
in the tonal system. The tonic is the point of departure and return and all other chords of the
musical discourse refer to it. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonic_(music).
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Aside from the rapid descending notes that introduce the second part of the
subject that I have illustrated (and that we perceive as something similar to a
conjunction), the pattern of the three successive intervals of ascending fourths
that we have heard so far - the first one that we have examined in detail, and the
remaining two schematically - which summarizing, may be compared to a thick
trunk from which two branches are born; explained otherwise, it is as if the motif
of the rising procession to an end were immediately reflected in two microvariations. It is as if someone were singing, “with dignity we move towards the
divine, which is our home, and this setting off towards our end is the path of
every one of us – of this one and that one - until...”

However, to complete this sentence we need to listen to and discern the form of
the third portion, which ends with the subject of the fugue:

As can be appreciated, the end (once again) consists of two sequences of four
successive notes, only now in the form of descending scales.

Just as we have heard two ascending fourths which seemed to us like branches
reflecting the structure of a tree trunk, likewise these descending fourths now
seem derived from the original trunk – only the ascending motif has been
reversed, so what in the beginning was a going towards now strikes us as a
return. One might summarize the process, as akin to, “we are all moving towards
our noble end, every one of us, and then we ultimately return to our starting

point, where we can rest”.

Let us now hear the entire fugue, which allows us to see the multiple
reiteration of what we have already heard and discussed.

Bach - The Well Tempered Clavier 1 fugue n.1 in C Major

Let us now turn to the consideration of a more extensive musical structure: the
beginning of the aria “lascia ch'io pianga” from Handel’s opera Rinaldo.

VIDEO
Lascia chi´o pianga, George Friedrich Haendel

What we have heard is clearly composed of four symmetrical segments, and the
rhythmic similarity between these four segments highlights their respective
differences. We can see how the first three are more similar, while, as in the
famous four notes opening the Fifth Symphony (of which the fourth, by contrast,
responds to the first three), also in this set of musical phrases, the final phrase by
contrast, responds to the first three.

Now let us more closely at the initial phrase, built on the motif of an ascending
semitone:

F-major being the tonality, the melody begins in the third degree and ascends
taking the smallest of steps that our music permits, which is a minor second, to
the fourth degree. Only from the third degree and from the leading note can you
go up a semitone on a major scale, but from the leading note we fall, as
mentioned, on the tonic, with a very different effect to that of this melody, in

which the ascending semitone suggests to us a shy ascent, barely a rising, whose
tentative character is reinforced by the repetition of the first note. This
repetition, followed by the timid ascent and then also a repetition of the note
reached, suggests a faltering voice, choked with a sob.

However, the repetition of the first note, together with the repetition of the
following note, establishes a rhythmic pattern that serves as a metric unit, that
conforms the melodic unit in which this semitone is inserted with the
subsequent ones, and then these with the remaining two, making their mutual
relationships apparent, providing them with contextual meaning.
Thus, the simple and, we might say timid, ascending semitone A-B♭with the
ascending G-C leap of the following phrase, that starting a note below, reaches a
higher note:

This interval of an ascending fourth that starts a tone below the one we have
already heard suggests a backing up to move forwards; its continuation, which
responds symmetrically to the same ascending semitone (at the end of the halfphrase we have heard) with the F-E descending semitone is as satisfying as an
out-breath following an in-breath, particularly since the second half-phrase of
the melody, which completes previous one, brings us back to the starting point.
Let us now listen to the two half-phrases as a whole.

Next let us listen once again to the four melodic units we heard at the beginning:
the two melodic units analysed so far, which make up what is commonly called
the “antecedent” and the following two, completing a musical sentence and
usually designated as the “consequent”.

We have observed symmetry between the first and the second phrases, but how
to characterize the third?

The specific thing about it is not so much its ascending or descending character,
as with the first and second phrases respectively, but the fact that the melodic
unit has been moved several degrees higher, so that its ascending beginning
carries the melody to its highest peak thus far.
The third phrase seems to us something akin to a maximum intensification of
what we have discussed up until now (because of the height of its initial notes
and the melodic height it soars to, as well as the rhythmic variation, which we
perceive as an acceleration) – something like a series of comparative adjectives
in grammar, where the last term is a superlative.

However, in spite of listening to a superlative, we have not reached the end of the
musical sentence, which will be completed with a rather different phrase to the
three previous ones - as if it constitutes a response to them all.

Furthermore, what does the musical metaphor suggest to us?

I would say something like, “even in this case”. This lends a special significance to
the fourth, conclusive phrase. It is as if someone who has expressed his or her
love through the pleading and adoring gaze in the first sentence, then through
the more expansive gesture of the second - almost insinuating a hug - now
wishes to say that their love will remain forever constant. This final phrase, then,
comes as a declaration of love itself.

Although I have limited myself here to the commentary of the first “sentence” of
Handel’s famous aria, it seems to me that if we wish to understand its almost
magical beauty, we need to take into account something not yet made explicit:
the particular expressive intensity in the face of which everything said up until
now falls short as an explanation. Considering the contrast between the
explained and the magic of listening, I believe the explanation that is needed is
one that has not yet been formulated in musical analysis - which is, that the
experiential content of the music’s first gesture, in some way remains within us, as
a backdrop to all the rest.
Just as the tonic is a point of departure and return in the world of sound
frequencies, in the world of experiences, a specific experience establishes itself at
the beginning of a composition and permeates all that follows. For all that
follows defines its sense as a development, a transposition or a contrast of the
same thing. If we perceive a great delicateness, then, in that seemingly
insignificant passage from A to B♭,

by the very fact that we assume it is the same person still singing, we attribute a
continuity in the feeling the person has already expressed; so, what happens
over time is not disconnected, but an organic development that always carries its
root implicitly.

The first bars of the Goldberg Variations
We know that Bach wrote the Goldberg Variations in response to a desire of his
employer, who had requested appropriate music to fall asleep to. It may seem
humorous to think that it was one of the most acute minds that had to undertake
the task of easing the sleep of Count Keyserling (at whose court Goldberg was the
harpsichordist) - but it is not so if we consider that falling asleep (particularly for
an insomniac) requires an atmosphere of peace and trust that may be for the
mind what a mother’s presence is to a child, something that is perceived as part
of one’s own world rather than an external menace, and something that evokes a
more peaceful mood than restless passions. Therefore, we can understand Bach’s
task as inviting his listener to rest by being cloaked in sound that induces
surrender, one that evokes the feeling that all is well - and yet, does not evoke it
so solemnly that it requires your attention. Rather than a musical equivalent of
the Days of Creation in Genesis (after each of which God declares that "it was
good"), it is something that evokes the feeling that "all is well", as a baby might
feel close to a mother's breast, or even a foetus in a mother’s womb –
surrendering to the workings of universal laws in an absolute non-doing.

It seems to us that the melody of this Aria introduces itself naturally (not
spectacularly) in the perfection of a universal flow, and it seems to us that its
very perfection stems from this. We seem to guess at something like a
mathematical regularity behind the sound architecture; nevertheless, it does not
occur to us to think of talking about something as grand as "the music of the
spheres". One cannot say that it is not precisely about conformability to universal
laws, but this is given to us on a "homely" and intimate scale, not on a "global" or
"cosmic" one, as in the raga (or stylistic quality) of sublimity.
This Bach Aria is a fine example of that which justifies expressions such as “the
Tao of music” or “transpersonal music”: music that flows in such a way that it
evokes an eternal and omnipresent process, yet it does so not by leading us to
exaltation, but to restfulness. We would say that the Tao speaks to us of this
music in its yin aspect - as a female presence that invites our receptive passivity.

How is this possible?

I intend to look into how, in this work of Bach, the basic elements of music tempo, rhythm, notes and intervals, harmonies, chord progressions, modulations
and counterpoint – are able to convey this “emotional landscape”. I shall start
with the first phrase, which occupies the first two bars:

Let us now listen to it unadorned:

What a difference! The bare phrase is too obvious in its display of its harmonic
skeleton of tonic to dominant (though a dominant softened by the 1st
inversion 10, that allows minimal movement of the bass).

The emphasis on the appoggiaturas 11 masks this skeleton like a flexible mantle
thrown over its “bones”, so that simultaneously we hear the mercurial lightness
of this melodic mantle and the rhythmic regularity of the ternary rhythm of the
harmony played with the left hand.
Let us now consider the melody of this first phrase at greater length. It starts on
the fundamental note, as is so often the case in Baroque music. Where is it
heading? Downwards? Upwards?

Above all, forwards, for in the second tempo the fundamental note is repeated. It
is not that it is not going anywhere. By repeating itself, continuing along its path,
instead, “it moves forward in a straight line” so to speak, persisting in its
direction, suggesting stability.
Inversion - Any note of a chord can be changed from one octave to another, in a process called
inversion. Through this process of inversion a variety of textures is achieved. Each inversion is
defined by the bass (lowest note) of those forming the chord. Therefore, the order of the notes,
as their appearance or not in the chord, except for the lowest, is irrelevant to each inversion. In
three-note chords there are only three types of inversion: Root position: it really is not an
inversion but the chord in its natural state, with the tonic on the bass. First inversion: with the
third on the bass. Second inversion: with the fifth on the bass.
(See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chord_(music).

10

Appoggiatura - The term comes from the Italian verb appoggiare meaning "to support". In
music, it is a sign known as a musical ornament. Also called long appoggiatura as opposed to
the short appoggiatura, which is the acciaccatura. A musical appoggiatura involves avoiding
the note that would be required by the harmonic-melodic structure and rather than executing it
immediately, it is arrived at indirectly producing a dissonance.
11

(See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ornament_(music)#Appoggiatura).

Already in the third tempo, however, we can say that the melody rises, and it is
only after evoking a slow, neutral, dispassionate progress with the first two
notes, that the following two notes (of the phrase and C major scale) – with a
dotted note in the third tempo - suggest to us an active gesture. Active because it
is ascending, active because the notes multiply in time, and active moreover
because that is what is suggested by the dotted note compared to what would
otherwise be a simple sequence of two eighth notes 12.
As we find this beginning of a musical phrase “active”, we find its continuation in
the second bar passive: it is a cascading melodic drop through the dominant
chord 13, that ends on the dominant note itself or fifth degree of the scale.

However, there is a balance between the passive quality of the descending
melody and the active quality inherent to the dominant (degree of maximum
tension on the scale) in relation to the tonic, which is the degree of greatest rest.
We feel the result of these overlapping complementary levels as something like a
“falling upwards”: a reposeful movement ending in a position of imbalance. What
perfection this balancing juxtaposition of melodic and harmonic factors evokes!
Let us listen once again to the entire first phrase:
F1

12 Eighth note - one of the rhythmic figures of music theory. Musical rhythm is defined as the
organization of pulses and accents. A rhythm can have a steady pulse and accents generate
metrics and bars of 2, 3 and 4 beats. If we take a rhythmic figure as a unit of pulse or beat, we
define the rhythmic proportions. The basic rhythmic figures are the whole note or semibreve (4
beats), the minim (2 beats), the semi minima (one beat) and the eighth note (½ beat). (See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhythm, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eighth_note).

Dominant - in music theory, it corresponds to the fifth degree of a tonal diatonic scale.
Depending on the context, it may refer either just to the fifth note of the scale or to the chord that
forms on that note and/or the corresponding tonal function and sound. The concept of dominant
is understood in the field of functional harmony in tonal music. In most cases, the dominant
refers to the dominant function (tension or instability) that as opposed to the tonic function
(rest) is generated by the existence of the leading-note formed on the fifth degree. (See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominant_(music).
13

The second phrase, between the third and fourth bar, is similar enough to the
first to hear in it a logical relationship of the type: “and this as well”.
F2

However, there is a difference, and we can even speak of a contrast, given that
(apart from a melodic variation) this echo of the first phrase begins an octave
below, and is accompanied by a different harmony. These differences, however,
are counteracted by the repetition of the basic melodic structure. If we translate
the first phrase as “it is the case that every A leads to B”; the second sounds
something like “and it is also true that A’ leads to B’ ”, or “in different conditions
it is also true that starting from A one reaches B”.
Only music does not merely contemplate, but sings, and therefore celebrates - so
to speak – that “all rivers run from the mountains to the plain”.
Let us now turn to the third phrase, which is echoed in the first in transposition
of the fifth (that is, starting on the dominant note).
F3

The initial (dominant) fifth degree of the (active) melody is now counterpoised
with the soft harmony of the tonic in first inversion, and instead of the harmonic
structure I-V this time we have the progression I-II 14.

Progression - In Western music, harmony is the sub-discipline that studies the sequence of
various overlapping notes; i.e. the organization of chords. A “chord” is the combination of three
or more different notes that sound simultaneously (or are perceived as simultaneous, even if
successive, like in an arpeggio). The steps from one chord to another are called progression and
when there is a sequence of similar steps the progression is called harmonic progression. The
study of harmony relates generally to the study of harmonic progressions and the structural
principles that govern them. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmony).
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This phrase sounds something like a second “also in this (harmonically different)
case the already stated is true” (Thank heavens!), and leads immediately to a
conclusion that (as in the earlier analysis of “lascia ch’io pianga”) not only
impresses us as the result of phrase F3 but as a response to the three isomorphic
phrases we have heard so far.
F4=G

Only now does it become apparent to us that the form of the four phrases as a
whole is not only the simple conventional binary structure of F1/F2, F3/F4, but
something we hear as (F1, F2, F3)→ G, designating as “G” a phrase that at first
glance does not repeat the previous ones but, suggesting something different,
seems to answer them as a whole.

Let us now consider more closely the constitution of the conclusion of the first
sentence of the Aria (which, in turn, constitutes half of the first part).

Its harmonic skeleton is that of a perfect cadence 15 I-IV-VI, which gives it a
particularly conclusive quality. That the fourth degree of the scale becomes more
present than before also contributes to this: Bach seems to have reserved the
subdominant 16 for the conclusive phrase to enhance its meaning and render it
Perfect cadence - in the study of tonal harmony, the term cadence means a series of chords
(or melodic formulas), which usually coincides with the end of a section in a given work. Perfect
cadence is produced by the succession of degrees V (dominant) to I (fundamental), producing a
clear sense of repose. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadence_(music)
16 Subdominant - in musical theory it is the fourth note of a scale. Roman numerals are used to
symbolize the subdominant as IV. Its harmonic expression derives from its distance from the
tonic, giving rise to a movement of forces, which naturally leads to the dominant chord, the peak
force and that contains the momentum of the return to the tonic chord. (See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subdominant).
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more beautiful here. It is as if everything thus far has been earth and sun (tonic
and dominant) and now for the first time, the moon or water appears to us.

With the rhythmic aspect of this last phrase alone we perceive its greater density
of notes, which as a verb phrase with more words, suggests a more emphatic
affirmation; though the melody is focused on the downwards slide on the
dominant chord (constituting an accelerated condensation of the end of the first
phrase and of each of its echoes) it is completed with a sort of mini-coda that
continues this downward gesture while completing it, taking it from the high A to
the tonic a ninth below.

In response to the triple statement that precedes it, its structure seems to say:
“Not only is it true that all waters flow from high to low, but even those flowing
from the highest point (suggested by the higher A) flow into the sea” (falling onto
the lower G).
Aside from being a perfect cadence, the 4th concluding phrase breaks the formal
pattern that has been repeated thus far, because its antecedent is not an echo of
the previous antecedents (A) but of the resulting semi-phrases (B).

This last illustration allows us to hear its correspondence with the "predicates"
of the previous three phrases, accordingly we feel that it is no longer speaking of
the same thing (that is to say – the same subject), but of that which was said
about it? – As if to reaffirm it or go further in its formulation. What is predicated
of this predicate that has become the subject of the phrase?

The following two notes, which initiate the resulting semi-phrase, constitute
their summary, since the descending 6th interval from the higher A reiterates the
beginning and end of its melodic cascade in dotted notes. A verbal equivalent of
this structure could be illustrated with something such as, “yes, in all cases, large
and small rivers flow into the sea; all rivers (b) (as I was saying) (b’) flow into
the self-same sea (c)”.

We feel that with these four phrases, traditionally analysed as A-B, A’-B’, A”’-B”’,
B”” C but also heard as F, F’, F”-G, the statement of a thought is completed.
However the music continues, and we will come to understand that this thought
is merely an “antecedent” that another will answer to as consequent, and that
then two new thoughts will follow in the second half of the Aria, of which we
have so far discussed only a quarter.
Although in this partial analysis I have not succeeded in coming closer to an
explanation of the serene perfection of this music any more so than a finger
pointing a way to the moon, I hope the attempt to do so has been a small step
towards the elucidation of musical semantics. Instead of continuing with the
analysis, however, I will content myself with pointing out how, in principle, it can
be possible to explain complex musical meanings from elementary meanings and
how reiteration in music - by way of structural rhyme - serves to establish a
relationship of emphasis and at the same time contrast, involving syntactic and
logical suggestions.
However, I now turn to something slightly more complex in addressing an
analysis of the beginning of

Beethoven’s Cavatina Quartet, Opus 130
Beethoven once said that this Cavatina was the most sacred work he had
composed, and we just have to hear his opening phrase to agree.

Where does this sacredness come from?

Naturally, from the composer’s experience first and foremost, however let us try
to get closer to the experience that it evokes in us to see if there is anything else
that can be said about it to explain its mysterious quality.

Does it have any other attribute that can be mentioned, apart from “sacred”? Any
term that we find particularly appropriate to describe it? I would say, first,
“nobleness”, and asking myself, at once, what is this that I call “nobleness”, I think
what is “human” in its maximum expression: a human sublimity, which could be
contrasted with the more common aesthetic emotion of divine or superhuman,
or titanic sublimity, that we so associate with the heroic Beethoven.
How to explain what I mean by “human” (as opposed to “superhuman”)?

The human in this melody implies to me a great purity and also a great depth,
and we feel it is a melody impregnated with an intense love, but essentially it is a
suffering love, a magnanimous love in the midst of suffering. With this I believe I
have touched the crux of what I have called “nobleness”: a virtuous attitude in
the face of pain.

It is usually understood that when Aristotle famously explained that tragedy has
a function of catharsis, this merely recognizes that people need to give
expression to their pain. However, I think the real reason that the expression of
suffering through art is important for is more complex – which is that great
works of art teach us to suffer well; that is to say, to suffer without diminishing
ourselves through our resistance to suffering.
It seems to me that this is the "nobility" or "virtuous attitude in the face of pain"
we are discussing.

How can the expression of such nobility be possible with sound? Wherein does
the magic of the Cavatina lie, so to speak? Let us see if I can contribute something
to its revelation.
The introductory phrase opens with an ascending sixth (from the dominant on
the anacrusis 17, with a fall in the harmony of the tonic following an anticipation)
that evokes a sigh.

The ascending sixth is the most expansive and magnanimous of the intervals as it
corresponds to the greater of consonant intervals, and now its mere utterance
(in a slow tempo and sighing rhythm) suggests a heart persevering in a generous
sentiment in the midst of suffering.

Moreover, the almost modulating chromaticism of the bass precedes the melody
from the second half of the introductory bar, and that, as a backdrop to a very
simple melody, evokes emotional intensification, as the pressure on the limits of
the key becomes dramatic for us and suggests depth.

As part of the second violin melody with cello and viola (which could be likened
to the voice of a narrator who begins with something like, "Once upon a time" the
melody, as such, starts with the aforementioned ascending sixth of the first
violin, and the skeleton of the phrase that follows is simply the descent of G to F,
only this resolution of G to F is ornamented and delayed by a short melodic

Anacrusis (from the Greek ἀνάκρουσις [anákroːsis], pick-up) - in music refers to the
unstressed note or sequence of notes preceding the first downbeat in a bar in a musical phrase.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anacrusis)
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ascent and descent, that strongly suggests a sigh and accentuates the emotional
intensification; after the expressive sixth, as the melody continues to rise, it
makes us feel a “going beyond” of its loving gesture that suggests a desire to
continue the climb towards the higher octave, a “going to the end” for it descends
once again, not only to G, but even lower down to F.

After introducing an echo in the second violin with its own chromaticisms – that
now announces the second phrase of the violin and emphasizes its analogy with
the first, this second phrase begins a note below the previous one (in keeping
with the fall that is the essence of the preceding phrase) and mimics the first
phrase while at the same time contrasting it.

Although the melody does not reiterate the ascending sixth, imitating its “sigh”, it
ends with an upward gesture, suggesting a facing up to the pain. Next, instead of
completing its descent to the tonic, as would befit a descending melodic
progression that is to some extent expected, it ascends in a leap – to the
dominant.

The three ascending notes that follow begin a third above the height previously
reached by the melody, and emphasize the gesture of rising, particularly because
the phrase does not stop in the tonic but surpasses it. It is as if someone who has
said "I am raising myself up" now declares, "not only: I stand tall (heroically)
with all my might".

Next, we hear the leap of a descending sixth and the succession of the notes A♭
and G.

The A♭- G fall echoes the previous two falls, and communicates to us through its
height (a tone higher than that at the end of the opening phrase) that the attitude
of standing tall has left the individual in a higher state of satisfaction or
fulfilment. Only now, once again, we hear the original G-F progression, which
continues with a phrase in which what was background appears as part of the
conclusive phrase of a first sentence.

This one ends in a development of the fall of F on the tonic of E♭, so we hear the
“narrator’s” familiar phrase as an interpolation. The effect of the three phrases
that make up this sentence (the second of which has a kind of an added and
intensifying echo) is something like:
1) Here I am singing my pain

2) and I do not let it overcome me, or extinguish the flame of my heart

3) and I say to you, in the end (narrator’s voice) that I am at peace.

The latter meaning is emphasized by the repetition (by a way of mini-coda) in
the second violin.
Let us now consider the following sentence, which begins with the phrase:

This phrase sums up what has been said so far, repeating the initial phrase and
concluding it, in essence, with the conclusion of the previous sentence. It is as if,
instead of saying, "I suffer, I stand tall with integrity and I am at peace," (saving
us the process by which it has come to this) after synthesizing the essence of
what is expressed in a single phrase, it anticipates the development of his train of
thought. The first phrase barely finished, the immediate repetition of the final
tonic introduces a group of three notes

that make us feel that, in a sense, the one who expresses them gets "down to the
task" instead of stopping to enjoy the rest of the tonic, yet the downward gesture

continues, which from rest now goes on to evoke a deeper search; something of a
turning inward, and immediately following from this turning inward emerges an
expansive gesture that seems prolonged with the same ease with which an outbreath is prolonged by an in-breath. However, while the short descending phrase
(or word?) has passed by the tonic, the ascending phrase which is, in essence, its
inversion, surprises us with a natural E which sidesteps the tonic and modulates
the landscape to the F tonality.

We hear the combined effect of the ascent of the natural E with the (transient)
displacement of the tonic from E♭ to F as an opening or release, in which the
melody is moving into a larger space – even though the very fleeting minor key
reminds us of the suffering. The next phrase from C to G comes to be a third
variation of the motif heard twice already, only with a higher C interspersed as
an interjection, and an amplification of the rhythm going from G to A♭,

Moreover, the ascending gesture of G to B♭ is repeated once again in the next
bar, and it is again repeated in various forms as a somewhat broader ascent,
passing from G to B.

Let us now listen to all of what we have been discussing in fragmentary form, to
appreciate the progressive intensification of the rising gesture that follows as an

inversion to the sighing motif of the descending semitone which opens this part
of the second sentence; an intensification that we implicitly decipher as a
metaphor for the progressively standing tall that comes from someone who has
just adopted an attitude of fortitude in suffering.

The conclusion of this phrase - the sequence F#-G-A♭ is an approximate
transposition of the D-E-F sequence of the preceding phrase, and suggests to us
that after the gesture of withdrawal that started this mini development and after
the gesture of opening or liberation that follows it, the process of expansion or
progress is prolonged. As I have suggested, C reiterated above this melodic
progression, strikes us as something equivalent to an exclamation (like the "Oh!"
which adds emphasis to what is being said, or as a "take note").

The rhythmic variation brings equal emphasis to the phrase, in which the
sequence of two eighths has been replaced in the last notes, by the succession of
a black and a white note. The stirring effect of this is comparable to the situation
of someone who, coming to a particularly important or surprising thought in
what they are saying, enunciates it slowly and deliberately. It is common in such

cases that the speaker raises his or her voice a little, and so it is when this phrase
reaches its last note: Beethoven shows it with a fleeting crescendo.

Following the two modulatory phrases, in this moment we feel that we are in the
sub-dominant of C minor, and reaching it through a very logical ascending
progression does not deprive it of the character of something like moving
tentatively towards a new space, or opening an unexpected door. The (slightly
varied) reiteration of the phrase in the next bar (in which the second violin
echoes the first) touches us as the act of one who, having formulated a
disconcerting thought, repeats it as though to understand it more fully before
continuing with their train of thought.
2nd violin

The following phrase, with only two notes

echoes the one we have heard twice already, but despite also starting in G, it
involves an amplification of the ascending second to a major third, and this
suggests a new endeavour in exploring increasing heights by one who until now
has only risen to A♭.

It is as if someone after saying somewhat dramatically, "I have made it this far",
and having spent a while taking in the experience, were to ask himself: “would it
not be possible to leap to even higher heights?”

We are now at the highest point of the scale – the sensitive cadencial, and this
contributes to how emphatically we feel the answer is affirmative - since it is
lead by the tonic of C (which is transient, for it is immediately transformed into
dominant of F minor).

It could be said that the sentence ends with this C, but an end and a beginning are
superimposed - or at least it is a less conclusive conclusion than a simple arrival
at C - it seems significant that the leap of a descending sixth in this "final word" of
the phrase we have heard is the inverse, reciprocal or contrary of the ascending
sixth with which Beethoven began his melody - as if he, consciously or
unconsciously, were telling us that he has come to invert his initial gesture of
suffering love with another that is like the key to unlock it.

All the above, exposed in the last three bars, is now re-exposed with a repetition
in the following three, in which the reiteration of the motif of the descending
sixth confirms its significance:

Much has been said about the heroic attitude of Beethoven’s first mature period characterized by a strong response to the challenge of obstacles. I myself have
often pointed out the contrast between such a heroic (or "counter-phobic")
attitude with the noble acceptance of pain during what might be called his
second maturity; nevertheless, consideration of these early stages of the
Cavatina invite us to observe the continuity or similarity that remains beyond

this contrast: Beethoven prevails as one who faces pain bravely, only now
without rage; and we can also say that by not transforming his suffering into
fury, he shows a courage even greater than his youthful heroism: a courage that
requires vulnerability, resisting the temptation to summon strength and arms
and to replace suffering with an attack. A saintlier Beethoven in his invisibility
has renounced the threat and dramatic quality of bravado.
Ravel’s Bolero
If I try to put into words what Ravel's Bolero is telling me, the first meaning I
discern is that of the tonic, so reiterated in it. I can say about the tonic that it is
the "musical home", the basis of all that the music says, an omnipresent
background, a beginning and expected end that evokes in us the foundation, the
alpha and omega of all things: the Divine.

The first one and a half bars are an embellishment of the tonic.

The melody is a varied gruppetto that we hear as a celebration, a caress, a
peripheral reference that brings our attention to the tonal centre and therefore
to its value. It differs from a simple meander around C, however, by the presence
of a A, which fills a rhythmic niche and also breaks away from the simpler, more
conventional harmonic structure that a G would require.

The second phrase (metrically similar to the first in its beginning, but with a
rhythmic discrepancy with respect to the bar) responds to A with A'. Let us now
listen to the succession of the two:

The second phrase also responds to the tonic with the dominant, and to the turn
of four descending notes with a melodic variation, and it changes by reaching the
last note with a leap (ascending third) instead of by contiguous degrees.
The third consists of a descending then ascending melodic series that functions
as an embellishment of the dominant which in turn prolongs and exalts it leaving for a fourth phrase (an echo of the first) the return to the tonic.

The fourth phrase is a rhythmic variation of the preceding ones, but in contrast,
it begins by ascending then descending, yet does not finish directly on C, but
rather prolongs its arrival by going back to E.

The musical thought is not finished, however, given that C is reached in the weak
part of the first beat the metric invites us to expect a sequel. While Ravel wants
to finish his musical thought in the dominant, he combines the rhythmic play of
postponing G with the fall from F to D, that we hear as an echo of the previous
leap from A to C in the first phrase.

Already this D makes us feel that we are in the dominant, and this is confirmed
by the dominant note itself, which comes “suddenly and effortlessly” in the 2nd
beat of the bar and will last the whole of the next bar. Only now we have reached
the end of a semi-period. We can see that the structure of the melody revolves
around the descending chord of the tonic to then proceed to the dominant D-G.

Thus far I have analysed a musical thought composed of 4+1 mini-phrases of
which the fifth has the character of an afterthought that gives us the feeling of
something "to be continued", leaving us awaiting a response to the thought
enunciated thus far.

We are impressed by the musical thought of this addition as that of someone,
who having said something seems about to say something else, but rather than
confirming or elaborating on what was said, ends up questioning it, or adding a
new question or even the proposal of a new subject to the affirmation heard.
The response to everything we have heard goes from bars 13 to 21 and
contrasts with it, because so far the melody has only moved between notes of
the tonic chord, no matter how much the end suggests a step to the dominant,
while the following phrase is built around a succession of three different chords:
first the dominant,

then the sub-dominant,

and finally the parallel sub-dominant (which as a seventh chord, perceived
retrospectively, acquires to some extent the function of "dominant of the
dominant," in spite of F remaining without the sharp that would turn it into a
dominant seventh major chord, establishing G by modulation as the new tonal
centre).

We hear then in this "response" to the antecedent celebration of C (that ends up
proposing a G) a message that is transmitted largely through the harmony
(subtle in that only melodic but accentuated by its dissonance with the
unchanging tonic pedal, that makes this implied harmony more apparent).
In short, after the “long celebration” of C through the first phrase, we
immediately hear how D (with a dominant function) passes rapidly to the subdominant to lead into, not G (to some extent expected) but F; and then,
immediately to the sub-dominant parallel - all of which, following a reiterated
phrase of emphasis and suspense, prepares the cadence of the dominant over the
tonic.

Let us see what all of this tells us, analysing it "word for word", so to speak.

If the opening phrase of the Bolero suggests a celebration of the Divine, how does
the beginning of the second enunciation in its discourse sound to us?
Although the melodic focus starts with D instead of C, the analogy suggests to us
"more of the same"; that is, the repetition of the celebratory melodic turn a
degree above sounds to us a little like "and also in this case the above said is
true" or "since I have paid tribute to C I will now pay tribute to D" (the tone
following C in the ascending scale, which is at the same time emblematic of the

chord that follows in importance in the circle of fifths of C – in other words, the
dominant).

In addition to having the reiteration of D at the start of the second phrase, with
its suggestion of "it is also the case", the fact that it is a higher note suggests
intensification, and the increased dissonance of D regarding the pedal tone of C
also conveys an insistence on its affirmation, which is something of a challenge to
the tonal and harmonic "law of gravity". This semantic nuance of "more" or
intensification will immediately be confirmed by the double repetition of the
pivoting around F, and other characteristics of the second phrase.
For example, just as the first lengthy phrase remained within the range of the C
chord throughout its duration, the one that follows answers to that "monolithic
C" with a harmonic succession, and thus counters the motionless with
movement, variation and development. Melodically, a somewhat asymmetric
sequence of a larger number of phrases comes in response to the first
symmetrical eight bars already analysed.

I have proposed that the initial phrase of the second sentence of the Bolero has
evoked in us both a persistence and intensification of the aforementioned in the
"monolithic" glorification of the fundamental note - and therefore, of what is
fundamental in our experience of life and ourselves. In their rapid succession,
phrases 7, 8 and 9, in turn evoke in us more of the same - as would be the case of
someone who, having said "yes", were to reiterate: yes, yes and yes.

Not only is there repetition in its sequence, but, as we have seen, there is a
passing from the dominant to the sub-dominant and sub-dominant parallel – that
invites a return to the dominant, and all this is something we feel as passing from
a state of tension to one of relaxation, as well as part of a rise and fall like the
breath when the in-breath is followed by the out-breath. It would seem that the
continuation of the surrender to effortlessness once again becomes tension and a

desire to breathe in. (Remember the comment in the Bach Aria as a "falling
upwards").

It is noteworthy that the phrase which began at a higher D comes to a halt at a
lower D where - despite the harmonic context and serene progression in which it
is inserted - it implies tension due to its dissonance, therefore asking us for an
“air” of resolution.
How do all these semantic elements of reiterated and varied affirmation (or on
an emotional level, of reverence), through a sequence that begins on the
dominant higher D and ends at a lower D, overlap in our perception? I could
explain it through the image of someone who, by taking similar steps, finds
himself in different points along his path, or of one who, by affirming the same
thing over and over, discovers in it new implications, or of someone who, by
persisting in the same attitude goes through various moods: thus, while "6"

involves a standing erect (which we perceive as a gesture that is both
manly and generous); "7"

makes us feel peacefully at home; "8",

an echo of "7", exalts by repetition this evocation of a "being at home", while the
next reiteration, further on, evokes in us that to which I have alluded in terms of
respiratory experience but it may well be considered as the universal principle
evoked by the Taoist yin-yang symbol. The white spot in the heart of the black
field and the black spot in the heart of the white symbolise how yin becomes
yang and yang becomes yin; even more so as each principle by intensification
leads to its opposite. In this case the melodic descent that brought us "home"
(that is to say, to the sub-dominant) - ends its evocation of a tonic beyond the
tonic by continuing, taking us from rest to a suffocating repose.
Particularly the echo of “9”

in“10”,

prolonging D becomes like the act of a diver who begins to linger too long
underwater and will soon need to breathe.
“9” and “10”

Now instead of “10”, the composer might allow us to catch our breath with the
melody in “11”.

What Ravel does instead is respond to 6+7+8+9 with a binary phrase 10+11, in
which the first half can be understood as a "structural suspension": an
"adornment" that, scattered throughout the musical discourse, makes us expect
the already anticipated cadence of dominant and tonic even more.

We have reached the end of a macro-structure: A (five short phrases), B
(comprised of seven smaller melodic units), and we shall now hear its repetition.
Again we will hear the contrast between the unmoving and fundamental and a
movement, where the stated seems to fragment as white light is broken into in a
series of colours, which in this case happens so organically, that they evoke a
fluctuation intrinsic to the law of life.

The Bolero continues after this with a third part, also a binary structure, and all
this will be repeated seventeen times to lead into a dramatic coda – however I
shall not proceed with a detailed commentary of the work; I will only call

attention to how the phrase with which this third part begins, echoing the one
that opens the first (glorification of the fundamental), and the one that leads the
second, alluding to a glorification of D, and therefore what comes from, follows,
and also contrasts with the fundamental and the essential, means once again an
“also in this case” as well as a reiteration (already established as glorifying) with
respect to a note (or situation) even further from the tonic: a B♭; 7th degree of
the scale.

The melody will soon progress to D♭(even more distant from the tonic in
harmonic terms) and affirm it strongly through repetition.

We feel with this that, rather than with simple D of the second sentence or B♭of
the third, that the one singing and thus celebrating, extends his celebratory
gesture to all things, however remote from the tonality (that is always reiterated
by the rhythmic pedal).
Let us listen to the third complete sentence, which in the prolonging of its
descent evokes once more the progressive breaking down of simplicity.

Again the end of the Bolero, as a coda (with an abrupt jump of tonality to Emajor), will reiterate the significance of breaking boundaries and moving
towards increasingly distant and unexpected spaces. All of this evokes in us a

gesture that is both expansive and all encompassing, for the breaking of limits
breaks nothing, as the continuation of elements that suggests the unalterable
prevails. It is as if even the expansion into remoteness occurred within the
omnipresent, fundamental, and simple, and the celebration of the fundamental
culminated in the celebration of the accidental and complex - always in a
unifying context that makes us perceive it as an ornament and a derivative
exalting the selfness of simplicity.

4 The construction of meaning through musical form

Since music serves as a vehicle capable of transmitting experiences (so the
greatest composers have felt), it seems justified to speak of a "musical language";
yet because it cannot be said that it resembles verbal and conceptual language
where certain words are conventionally associated with certain things, some
people prefer to avoid this term. Whether we are speaking about "language" or
not, however, the question remains of how can music, which is pure sonoral
architecture, function as a "mirror of the soul" without a repertoire of precise
meanings? I believe Schumann was right when he said: "If you wish to understand
the meaning of music, understand its form"; for it would seem that, unlike poetry,
where the form contains the meaning – the form in music embodies it. Whereas in
poetry the meaning of the form can be extrapolated, in music you cannot have
one without the other. How can a sound configuration (to use Susanne Langer’s
term) become a "significant form"?

So far, I have argued that the meanings expressed by music are a construction
arising something like molecules of meaning from certain elemental protomeanings and such molecules of meaning combine to generate more complex
meanings. Such proto-meanings are associated to tempo, to rhythmic motifs and
to intervals.
We can compare the musical intervals (or the notes that in the tonal system
implicate them by their distance to the fundamental note) to colours; it is worth
remembering that the Chinese had a pentatonic system in which the notes were
associated with the elements.
However, according to Marius Schneider notes in ancient Indian music were
associated with animals, and they could also be associated with other things.
Thus, at a conference I once gave in Jerusalem, I discussed how musical notes can
be related to the Sephiroth of what is called the "lower face" (Zeir Anpin) in the
Tree of Life of the Kabbalah, and at one of the meetings with Patxi del Campo,
Karl Pribram and Tony Wigram in Oma I established similar relationships
between musical notes and the classic Greek gods.

Turning to an analogous language taken from our common experience in the
natural world, we could alternatively say that the fundamental note of our scales
(major or minor) is something like the earth, so that everything that comes out of
the tonic wants to return to it, and therefore the tonic becomes a sound
metaphor of the Self itself, beyond all attributes, while the remaining notes in the
tonal system seem to us attributes of the self. We have also suggested that the
higher fifth,

which is most distant from the fundamental note that you can get (since rising
above it is felt as a fall to the fundamental note an octave higher) could be
compared to the sun over our heads; while the fifth below the fundamental note,

(which on a scale of C is F) could, for its suggestion of relaxation be compared to
water, which trickles downwards, or to a lake.

Once, in Tokyo, I met a German musicologist, who, carrying out an analysis of the
lieder of Schubert, found that the harmonies of the dominant (on the fifth degree
of the scale) agreed in their texts with content that expressed more excitement
than those of the subdominant (that is, on the note a fifth below the
fundamental), which in turn corresponded to texts alluding to a greater
relaxation. How much distance is there between the proto-semantic elements or
atoms of meaning in music, and that in a musical work can be expressed
experiences as complex as a premonition of death! (as in Schubert’s Unfinished),
or an attitude of defiance towards death in the last quintet; or, what is more, a
defiance of death through a posture of celebration of beauty, as I will discuss in
connection with the opening of his last quintet. It is such a difficult challenge for
the philosophical mind to understand how one can get from such "atoms of
meaning" to the dramatic grandeur of the musical works, that it is
understandable that some will be tempted to adopt the bias that has dominated
musicology in the last century, according to which music means nothing, and
only obeys mysterious aesthetic laws, which we might someday be able to
explain without reference to extra-musical experiences.
However, the fact that music that impresses us as "pure" or not, depends much
on how we listen. One can say that the abstract, almost mathematical character of
certain works (which may suggest a "pure" or "absolute" music) in no way
implies an absence of meaning, but rather a type of meaning comparable to that
proposed by the Kabbalah where it says that "God created the world with
numbers and letters".
However, let us now return (in light of what has already been analysed) to my
initial question of how it is possible to understand that music, being pure form,
becomes a means of communicating experiences. Besides it being possible

through form to elaborate complex meanings from elementary meanings as
those of the tones, I think music can generate meanings (despite their lack of
reference to the outside world) through self-reference - and that such selfreference operates through repetition and variation.

In much of European classical music, at least, the musical discourse returns each
moment to something that has already been said, but with a variation, and it is
through such a variation of the already heard that it is able to communicate
something.
Let us consider this proposition by examining a piece of music taken from late
Romanticism: the eighth variation on the Passacaglia which is the subject of the
fourth and final movement of Brahms’s Fourth and final Symphony.
Let us hear first the theme at the very beginning of this fourth movement.
Although the written illustration only plays the melody, I have included the
orchestral version as an audio illustration, the modulating harmonic passage of
which (with a dominant of the dominant), when reaching the fifth degree
suggests something like the crossing of an abyss in the transition from the fourth
to the fifth culminating degree of the melody, and through this a profound
transformation.

Let us now turn to the 8th variation, already announced. It consists of a melody
played by the flute with a simple harmonic accompaniment. Here is the complete
variation:

We feel that this melody creates an atmosphere of solitude - and by the fact that
it is a melody played by a solo flute; already the initial motif,

suggests a desire to leave, that remains suspended.

We can think of someone who stammers, who after saying something
fragmentary and interrupted, again makes an attempt to go a little further in
what he has said. We can also translate the musical metaphor into a heading
towards a greater height, which after being interrupted, begins anew from even
higher, as if making the most of a certain height already reached.

Not only does what we have heard evoke the loneliness of someone who is rising
upwards with intermittence evocative of stammering, but also of a strong
aspiration - that longing which in German is called Sehnsucht.

And what pain, that of seeking something that is not attained!

Let us now go back to consider in greater detail how this melody is constructed
in the E-minor key. We first hear only the fundamental note,

the E that announces with its tonic chord the tonality of E minor, which also
corresponds to the first note of the theme upon which the entire fourth

movement of the Fourth Symphony is a series of variations.

We then hear a series of four ascending notes that can be understood as a
variation around the second note of the ascending scale (which is the next one in
the theme). Yet we hear these four notes as if they were composed, firstly, of a
varied repetition of the E we have heard, and we now hear again preceded by an
ascending semitone, and then by a variation of the second note of the theme (the
F-sharp), to which an ascending semitone has been added.

What we have heard so far, however, appears to us as the succession of two
blocks of sound: the first composed of the initial E, and the second of the four
ascending notes.

What follows next will in turn be a variation of these two blocks, and now begins
with a phrase that is the exact repetition of the one we have just heard.

It continues with another phrase that begins in a higher degree (F sharp) almost
suggesting by this the intention to reach greater heights. Indeed, this new phrase
reaches even higher, only surprisingly beyond what we could have expected,
and this again results in a expressive effect, that now suggests the intensity of
this longing to ascend to the heights already mentioned. However, the height
impulsively reached through this intense aspiration is not sustained, since the

continuation of the passage suggests that the hiker who has so valiantly reached
such a height begins to slip downwards as one who has already expended all his
energy.

Again, the following phrase is a rhythmic imitation of the preceding ones, and
this leads us to perceive it in reference to them. However, just as the phrase we
have just analysed ended in an ascending leap only slightly tinged with a final
"sighing" descent,

the second part of the phrase that follows the slipping downwards described
strikes us as the arrival at a stable height, as if what was reached by the first leap
was now reached effortlessly (due to the harmony of tonic).

Let us now turn to the consideration of the following melodic segment – again
composed of two symmetrical blocks that variously reiterate the content of the
preceding ones.

Again, the melody continues repeating what we just heard, and once again it
suggests the intention on the part of the one who enunciates the musical thought
to communicate to us that he intends to go beyond what has been said.
Moreover, this resource of repeating what has been said to establish what was
an end for a new beginning, is repeated by passing from the first sound block of
this fragment to the second. Thus, the note B with which the first ends by being
repeated at the beginning of the second is established as the starting point for

another leap to the heights – that will reach to an even greater height than that
reached by the melody so far.
Again, the next episode of this ascending sequence that is modeled on the
ascending melody of the Passacaglia is an echo of something heard previously;
only that instead of,

we now hear:

However, once again the ascending leap of the thirsty seeker will end in a sigh
and will be followed by the chromatic slipping downwards of the melody, and as
the theme of the Passacaglia returns to the tonic, we feel in this variation that
the hiker returns home. As in the theme, he also returns satisfied, for he no
longer experiences not having achieved the infinite as a frustration, but rather
he feels that he has done what he could and that is fine.

That the rhythmic pattern of the phrases is no longer that of 5 notes followed by
5 others, but of 7 + 3, contributes to our feeling that, having the imaginary hiker
already reached the satisfaction sought, he descends to his place of rest more
quickly - as is common in descents, which are not accompanied by as much effort
as ascents. We feel that one who has reached the higher octave of the initial E
(that we feel as its full height), no longer needs anything other than to return
home, analogously to how after each in-breath we are pleased to exhale; and
therefore, as much as he who had longed to ascend progressively descends, we
feel he does so with full acceptance, as one who returns, following his adventure,
satisfied with himself and at peace.

Although I have introduced the logical-mathematical term "self-reference" in my

explanation, I have only given an abstract character through it to what in music
composition and analysis is called "sequence", which is the simple varied
repetition throughout the transposition, of the extension of certain intervals, of
the harmonic variation, the modulation, etc. However, what objectively is varied
repetition is something that we subjectively perceive as a reference of each
melodic fragment to the preceding one, and we can say that a "modulation" of a
given underlying scheme takes place in a different sense to the word
"modulation" than that which it usually has in music and resembles, rather, the
one it has in the term "modulated frequency" used in the context of radio
broadcasts (in which the variation of a basic frequency becomes the bearer of an
echoed sequence of sounds recorded by a microphone, and through this, of
language and its meanings).
I now wish to draw attention to another aspect in the construction of musical
meaning regarding which I have never found a comment, and for this I shall cite
the beginning of a sonata by Mozart, a musician, it is sometimes claimed, who
conveys minimal meaning. Claudio Arrau used to tell his students that the
Mozart sonatas should be played with a similar spirit to the opera, and I
interpret such a statement as equivalent to saying that the spirit of bel canto
should be felt even in the piano, and that this in turn amounts to saying that not
only should one play expressively, but as if the melody were saying something.

Some piano students approach the Mozart sonatas as exercises with little human
content, just as we generally imagine the Rococo era as one of frivolity and
affectation. In the same way that pianists are bored when they play them, a too
mechanical interpretation of Mozart may be boring to those listening to it, and
thus the beginning of the sonata in B- flat K333 (or K315c) might seem to us
music that is barely decorative.

Nothing prevents us from playing the same, imagining that someone is singing or
saying something...

The first thing to impress us is what has already been announced by the mere
fact that, as the opening of this movement, Mozart has written the word
"Allegro". The allegros of classical sonatas are defined by their fast tempo, which

in turn conveys a "lively" vivacious, effusive mood.

We note that this allegro begins with a descending phrase. While the ascending
phrases suggest a going towards, this descending phrase suggests rather, a
coming from.
It is as if someone arrived singing: “Here I come joyfully”!

a phrase that is then completed with:

which comes as a very loving gesture

so if it were an Aria in an opera, these five added notes might say “At your
service” or something similar.
Reiterating: someone has said “Joyfully I come,

to serve you!

Next, we hear a variation of what we have already discussed.

A first aspect of this variation is that the melody has been moved downwards a
pitch, thus forming what is called a sequence. Another aspect is a harmonic
change of the accompaniment from the tonic (or chord on the fundamental note
of the key of the dominant), the chord of the fifth degree, which implies a tension
and a tendency to return to the tonic. A third characteristic of this variation is
that it precedes this new phrase as something akin to an opening, which we
might compare to a conjunction.

However, going back to the consideration of the expressive content, what
happens when the above is repeated slightly lower and in an alternative
harmony?

The variation reaches us as something comparable to the conjugation of a verb,
in which the same action is applied to different persons, or as another
grammatical transformation that might allude to another tense.
It is as if the second phrase were saying: “And tomorrow I shall return again, if
you wish”

or, more abstractly, “the above said also applies to a different circumstance”. Let
us now see how the musical statement continues.

First and foremost, we note that it is no longer, in this third part of the musical
sentence, a simple varied repetition of what we have heard twice; and it is not
even a musical phrase similar in structure to the previous ones. For, if the earlier
phrases shared a binary structure

in this case we can see that the phrase is made up of three parts; firstly,

secondly, a varied repetition of this

and thirdly, the following

If we consider the semantic aspect suggested by the third phrase, I think we
should note that in the latter the repetition of a melodic fragment that recalls the
end of the preceding phrases is very much present:

there is already a repetition:

Twice this repetition is repeated, as twice, variously, is the phrase that contains
it repeated.
Before considering the third part of this ternary phrase, however, let us note that
the first two, which are a condensed and varied echo of something we have
already heard and commented on, seem to convey an enthusiastic confirmation
of what was said before, as if they said: Any day you say!

Whenever you want! You only have to tell me!

After which, it becomes obvious that the ascending scale with which the third
and final phrase begins is something equivalent to: Because I will be very happy!
Very happy! I am thrilled!

At the risk of sounding redundant I will summarize the explained: We have heard
a musical thought,

with its response

(what is called antecedent and consequent) and then an echo of it;

and then we immediately heard - a bit asymmetrically - an affirmation that can
be analysed in three segments:
First:

Then:

And finally:

Clearly, a binary structure:
one

two

has been followed by a ternary one:
one

two

three

That is, we are presented with one thing, then another symmetrical thing, and
something like a conclusion: a sequence of three musical phrases; and it seems to
me that this introduction of a ternary form, that breaks a pattern, which until
now has consisted of mirror phrases, makes us feel that we are in a meta-level of
language: we are not talking about the same thing, or it is as if a third person
came in, that said: “My conclusion is this”. Thus, if we understand the first phrase
as something like:
Here I come very happy

willing to serve you

and we understand the second phrase as a response in which the woman
questioned responds “And I am very glad of what you offer me”,

the third comes as the voice of another character, that says: "Every time this
happens ...

(and) Every time this happens…

I feel very happy;

and I repeat the content corresponding to the repetition of the phrase as if it
were two persons, like when in a Mozart opera two characters sing something in
succession repeating the same thing.
Let us see it in another example, taken from another sonata (n.17 in B-flat major,
KV 570 comp. 32-35) that Mozart wrote later in the same key. It is a very
romantic passage (and Mozart is often intensely romantic) of the adagio:

It seems to us that this passage begins as a declaration of love. If we imagine that
someone is singing his love to someone else:

we could imagine him simply singing, “Here I am, declaring my love to you”. And
we might imagine that in the next phrase, symmetrical, the beloved replies:

“And I, the same”. However, we might also, alternatively, think it is the same
persona who now sings to his beloved, assuring her that he will continue to sing
to her in the future also; however, the first sentence has referred to a feeling of
the present and the next to a feeling of an imaginary future.

The character of the concluding phrase is specifically conclusive - might its
beginning in a higher note already suggests something comparable to what in
language is a superlative, or an “always”?
We can say that this concluding phrase suggests something like a generalization,
so if what has been said so far is: “I like your eyes” and then “I like your voice”,
what is now said is something like “I like everything about you”. Or if the lovestruck has professed his availability today and tomorrow, he now declares his
love will be forever. Alternatively, if until now comparative adjectives such as
“big” and “bigger” have been used, now the superlative adjective is reached:
“biggest”.
To summarise then, it is as if in the musical structure composed of a phrase:

followed by another similar one

and then a third which is divided into three:

the last one as the voice of someone who were saying: “In short:...”. The content of
this third proposition is no longer in the same conceptual terrain as the previous
ones, or in the same dialogue, but is something like a retrospective reflection, an
attempt to move on to something more universal. I think that in these examples
of ternary syntactic structure, the enigmatic universality of a rhythm operates,
that is widely used in the streets, when people want to proclaim a political
message:
one
two
one, two and three—
as in:

“The people
united,
will never be defeated!”

that can be found in countless variations.

I would say that this rhythm expresses an implicit thought in that the mere
enumeration is combined with a recapitulation, so after “one” is said and then
“two”, it is as if someone were explaining: "Now, before we continue, let us
recapitulate; that is to say, we will look with an eagle-eye to capture as a whole
what we have been saying". There is something like a musical perspective in this.
Sometimes music not only reiterates, but also reiterates implicitly, as in the
beginning of the first Beethoven sonata. First, the first phrase says:

and then:

However, having said one thing

and the other,

the melody could be compared to what is said by one that recapitulates but
without quoting literally what has already been said (which would be to repeat
the two complete phrases we have heard); it alludes rather, to what has been
said, citing from each of the two phrases only the end - before going further with
an extrapolation of both.

We find the same structure at the beginning of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. In
the initial motif,

we hear an affirmation; then we hear the famous defiant response

and thus we have something like two pillars, between which a third thing will
flow. And what is that third thing flowing between them? It has three parts.

The first is

the second

and the third is divided into three parts: 1, 2, and 3. The third part, again, has a
ternary structure, although very brief, 1,2,3.

We often hear the binary aspect in music, but sometimes we do not realize a
three appears, which is to say that it suggests a meta-language.

However, let us now turn to the consideration of longer musical thoughts, and
more specifically those very simple works whose structure is known in
musicology as “song form”. More precisely, how can we make sense of this form
which is made up of three parts in which the latter is a repetition of the first, so
these can be represented by the letters ABA?

Schumann, when he had children, placed great emphasis on teaching them to
understand music, and even before becoming a father he wrote his “Scenes from
Childhood”, in which he obviously imagined having them; according to the titles
of the pieces that make up this cycle, which refers to specific contents, he seems
to have wanted to make them aware of how music speaks, as if it referred to
something.
The first of the Scenes from Childhood - Opus 15 (1838) - is called “Of foreign
lands and peoples” (Von fremden Ländern und Menschen). Here is the first part:

The melody begins with a minor sixth

Amongst the musical intervals, as we have seen, the sixth is very expansive, and
there is something gentle about it; we would say that it is not like jumping onto a
rock, but a prairie

Though the minor sixth, which is only half a tone above the fifth that is more
stable, is not a place where the composer will stay for long.

I have already mentioned that the major sixth communicates a very generous
gesture because it evokes satisfaction, whereas the minor sixth, evoking some
dissatisfaction, also evokes a longing. The longing here (reinforced by the
dominant of the dominant chord, that takes us to the limits of the tonality)
supports the meaning of “wanting to know something distant”

We can easily imagine the father with a small child on his knees to whom he
wants to explain what the world that is still unknown is like, the world that is
beyond the child’s current horizon.

Then the second part, constructed on an interval of second ascending (that
evokes a going towards) is most active, as it expresses not so much the longing
for knowledge, but to embark on the adventure, a going out to meet the world.

There is something imperative in this motif of seconds ascending in thirds, as if it
were saying: “Let us go and discover that” “Let us visit those lands!” It is an
adventure in itself, this affirmative gesture in which we can also perceive certain
courage:

The child is being invited to grow up.

The content of the second part then, is the delight of adventure, which in truth is
an imaginary adventure, or an adventure of knowledge. However, after this brief
second part, we return to the first part, for such is the structure of what is called
“song form”; the simplest of musical forms which is the common structure of all
these childhood scenes: ABA).

Yet is the repetition of what has already been heard in the first part still
communicating the same thing now? We can say that the repetition following a
different episode (let us call it here “the adventure”) conveys a sense of
homecoming, and with its greater peace. It is as if the first part had been a call to
adventure, but after the adventure itself, the third becomes, by its very context, a
return from the adventure, in which the emphasis is on something like “let us not
forget that you are at home, on my knees, experiencing the pleasure of hearing me
tell you a story”.

We might say there is now a greater awareness of being at home than when
awaiting an impending adventure. If we ask ourselves why such a universal form
as ABA, we might answer that when one returns to the beginning after leaving,
the return home is no longer the same as before leaving.
The new nuance that the return to the beginning following an interspersed
episode lends to the musical meaning may be something different from what in
the previous example I called a “homecoming”, however, as we can see in the
following Mazurka by Chopin (Opus 63, Nº 2) – that also follows the form ABA
and begins thus:

The melody starts with a D-flat that in the F-minor tone is situated a sixth above
the fundamental note or tonic.

Several times in our analysis already, we have come across this minor sixth as an
interval that suggests longing. Let us also note that the sixth note of the scale is
accompanied by a harmony that we identify as the dominant, which constitutes a
tension on the tonic – that is, one that we perceive as wanting to fall on the tonic.
Also, notice that between the C that we hear in the bass before any other note,
and that we continue to hear when the melody reaches D-flat, a strong
dissonance occurs,

which is not exactly half-tone but two octaves plus a half-tone (but that we
consider equivalent to one semitone), and that because of its dissonance makes
us feel something like a pang, which could translate into an “Ouch!” Since this
initial note of the melody is prolonged for two beats and more, giving it a very
vocal character, we can specify that it is an “Ouch!” sung rather than an “Ouch!”
cried; and as where there is song there is love – we feel here the singing
encompasses, and has somehow assimilated the pain.
Following this brief melodic “Ouch”, we hear a melodic drop

which, because it is a descending minor scale, we associate with weeping, and
abruptly it continues with a melodic turn that impresses us as very elegant both
for its rhythm and its ascending character.

Let us again listen to the succession of this weeping that the suffering subject
seems to respond to with a gesture of good humour:

Not only has the one who sings maintained his loving attitude in spite of his pain,
but he is also willing to take that little ascending leap that, more than a mere
singing, communicates that readiness to dance which is the quintessence of the
mazurka. In short, what we heard so far conveys the spirit of one who suffers
without being in any way depressed, because instead of reacting with gloomy
despondency, he assumes the position of celebrating life.

We hear at once what is announced as a repetition of what we have heard, but
that reveals itself as a varied repetition in which the initial “weeping” no longer
responds to that cheerful and elegant gesture that has seemed so characteristic
of Chopin’s social personality, but to a kind of a cry strangled and twisted by
containment.

We could interpret this contained weeping as the composer’s most intimate
aspect, beneath his cheerful and aristocratically refined mask. If we listen to the
two phrases discussed as a single musical thought, then we can think about the
experience of one whom, after reacting to suffering with the customary control
of one who moves in the world, delves deeper within himself and finds his own
intimacy.

Then we hear a third version of everything heard so far: first, the “compensated
sadness” (we might call it now that we have explained it), only his cheerful
“compensatory” gesture intensified by a brief excursion to the major tonality,
and then the raw sadness laid bare, which is now also presented to us intensified
by a more chromatic variation and by a partial repetition that extends the length

of the melody as if it prolonged the weeping itself.

I will not comment in great detail on the intermediate or “B” section of this
mazurka, which is not only more joyful but also more simple, probably
resembling the mazurkas that Polish peasants danced merrily to in those days. It
is as if the I that has been singing or speaking to us said: “So! Let us lay aside our
sadness. Let us console ourselves with what is positive in life! Let us join the party,
where there are so many pretty girls!” Let us listen just to this middle section (B)
of the mazurka, to appreciate how the continuation of it strikes us as the
repetition of section “A” already analysed.

For me, the effect of this return to the initial melody is that of a return of the
individual to that part of himself he has attempted, but failed to silence, so now

he cries or sings at the top of his voice, as if wishing to compensate for his silence
and also suggest that he has not been able to deeply identify with the superficial
merriness of the party. We can imagine that this return of the initial theme is
somewhat comparable to one of those soliloquies of Shakespeare in which the
character who assumes to be alone is really sharing with his audience things he
only says to himself. Only that the effect of this character’s loyalty to his inner
world transforms his attitude, and his insistence on his sadness, ends up,
paradoxically, restoring joy to him. This is what they make us feel, not only the
transitional step to F-major (five bars from the end), but also the arpeggiated
way Chopin indicates that the chords that accompany the final passage should be
played, which we have already interpreted as a labyrinthine weeping turned on
itself, but that we now hear as integrated into that elegant attitude of the
beginning, and even as something that has reached a certain triumphant
connotation. The dynamic (now indicating “forte”, and not “piano” as in the
beginning) also contributes to what had been experienced with such melancholy
now being experienced, if not less painfully, at least dignified, being accompanied
by a feeling something akin to: “How strong I am, in the midst of all of life’s
suffering!”

Thus, although the mazurka ends with sobs, by the mere fact that these come
after the cheerful middle episode, as a repetition, they are raised to a certain
monumental character. As if saying: “Here I am sobbing, and there is a nobleness
in it”. In this turn of the music on itself, then, there is not only an affirmation, but
also a transformation of meaning that stems from the fact that we hear it as a
conclusion. This conclusive character conveys the condition of a person who
loves himself so much, and loves his experience in the here and now so much,
that he not only sings it, he raises a monument to the act of singing it.
We started with the analysis of short musical passages and then moved to

consideration of the most elemental of forms. If we proceed now to the
consideration of a more complex musical form we should do so with the analysis
of works that combine two or more themes, and although this is something that
reaches its peak in what is called the “sonata form”, I will begin by something a
little simpler - even though historically it emerged after the sonata form itself,
introduced by Haydn, cultivated by Mozart and brought to full maturity by
Beethoven.
I invite you rather, to join me in a reflection on the expressive content of the first
Chopin Ballad, Op. 23.

After starting on a low note to the octave (that we assume is the tonic), we hear
an ascending melody like a wave suggesting to us something like an aspiration to
the heights that we could describe as the essence of Romanticism. This is an
ascending movement:

like a metaphor for someone who is raising himself up and emerging from the
dark and wanting to go back to something luminous, as if seeking air, or life itself.
We can say that in this is a search for liberation and plenitude, of self-fulfilment
on the part of someone who is in a state of shyness, turned in on himself. The
ascending movement ends with a short descent that evokes a sigh,

and then we hear a varied reiteration of that musical sigh (introduced by a
gruppetto 18

finally, it seems that sighing gesture (by one whose desire has not reached the
satisfaction sought), seems further summarised in a short phrase of just three
notes that sounds as if the one who has been speaking of himself through that
rising wave of aspiration, were to add, by way of summary, something like a:
“Such is life!”.

This is a phrase that ends in a very delicate chord, its gentleness in the
dissonance of a note (E-flat) that I remind a Chopin enthusiast to call “the blue
note”:

This is a very Chopinesque harmony, that I suppose no one had used before

The Grupetto (turn) from the Italian gruppetto, "small group") in music is a melodic ornament
that consists of a rapid succession of a group of three or four that by contiguous degrees
surround the written note, considered the main note.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ornament_(music)&redirect=no#Turn)
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(although in some editions it is missing, perhaps due to an overly academic
correction). It is like an Alas! - that dissonance that only accentuates the softness
of the harmony, similar to certain putrid smells that perfumers use to enhance
the fragrance of other pleasant ones.
However, all of this has been just the introduction to the first theme of the ballad,
that we hear next:

More precisely, in this theme this initial phrase that has something of a resigned
sigh, will alternate with the two notes that follow, suggesting that this
resignation is not that of one who sits still, but, on the contrary, one who is still
seeking something.

The succession of the ascending sighing phrase and the two following notes is
repeated, always in the same rhythm but in different melodic configurations and
harmonies, and always with a hint of resignation, as if each time the repetition of
the “sighing motif” were saying to us something like “Such is life!”

The repetition of the same musical idea in various melodic and harmonic
variations impresses us as if Chopin were telling us that a universal quest leads
us all to seek in innumerable ways and the reiteration of the same six notes in
this passage becomes something like a chorus, which as a response to the
variable intonation of the two notes alternating with it impresses us as if
someone were formulating a universal law, and concluded: “Whichever path you
take, whichever form your search takes, you always reach the same place!”.
However, it enters progressively into a greater passion in the development of the
theme, and we feel it first indicated by the figure of the bass, then the trill:

The intensification continues after the trill in the bass with the introduction of
strong octaves in an ascending melodic sequence of the same bass, the episode
ends with a new melodic idea corresponding to the atmosphere of resigned
sadness we have heard and perhaps recognized as typical of Chopin.

However, the first episode of the Ballad, which we can compare to the first
thematic group of a sonata, has not ended yet. Something like a cadence of great
expressiveness introduces again a musical sigh that summarizes the spirit we
have been hearing.

That melodic filigree that Chopin introduces at the end of the first bar in this last
passage seems a pure virtuosity, but it is rather the equivalent of an emotional
explosion in that the density of the content is translated not only in intensity but
also suggests a high sensitivity - perhaps comparable to that of a mother who
gives her full attention to a very precious and dear child. However, the phrase
ends once again in a sigh of something equivalent to the sighs and gestures of
resignation that we have heard. In other words, the great love of the ornamental
passage does not change the atmosphere of "So it is". "So sad, yet so full of love!".
Immediately we hear something we could compare to what in a sonata is the
modulatory passage that separates the two themes in the exposition;

This celebratory interval leads to the second theme of the Ballad, which is
announced “cautiously” at first, without it seeming to be a theme yet, just as how
sometimes in Hindu music the musician gradually passes from the tuning of his
instrument to the raga on which he will improvise his variation.

This pastoral theme is something very different to the painful longing for the
infinite of the beginning. It would seem, rather, that we are now in an earthly
paradise.

We feel that this music belongs to the same category as that genre in ancient
Spanish poetry called pastoral where the shepherd and sheperdess converse as
archetypes of beings that we can interpret as idealizations of a natural and
heavenly state of life.

This theme begins as something calm and peaceful, but soon it also becomes
celebratory:

as if, “Let us sing our happiness!” And the singing becomes even ecstatic.

A greater exaltation is reached with the repetition of the theme though always
within the serene atmosphere of the pastoral, but it concludes with some
resignation.

Again, we find here a somewhat decorative transition passage, inspired by the
first theme but reminiscent of a more lively atmosphere, as befits following an
episode of plenitude.

As can be guessed from the final notes of the passage we have heard, what comes
now is a recurrence of the first theme - only not in G minor but in A minor - that
is to say, a degree above, as if wishing to announce by this an intention to stand
up tall expressed by the one singing.

This is reflected both in the development of the melody, where the two
ascending notes form a sequence going always higher, and in the dynamic,
indicating an increasing sonority to the musician playing.

This time, the development of the theme culminates in a reappearance of what
we have called the pastoral theme - only the serene modality has now become an
almost triumphant, fully ecstatic modality because we feel it not only as an
expression of happiness but as the joy of a liberation that involves having left
behind the somewhat heavy and resigned atmosphere of the beginning of the
Ballad.

After this climax that we perceive as a healthy liberation in the somewhat
melancholic and introverted inner world of the composer, we come to a third
virtuosic passage of a rather atmospheric character that conveys the exalted joy
of one who has achieved such inner triumph.

However, as can be surmised by the passage referred to in audio, we understand
now that this last virtuosic episode has been something like an explosion of joy
in the midst of the development of the second theme that reappears now and
continues in its development.

A new intermezzo separates what we have heard from a new reappearance of
the first theme of the Ballad, and we might ask ourselves whether Chopin’s
intention is something like a re-exposition or the introduction of a new idea.
Soon we come to find out, for in this reiteration of the theme already heard it
seems that something is amiss. At the beginning we only hear the reiteration of
the theme in G minor, but when the melody attempts an ascent comparable to its
previous appearance, the harmonic accompaniment remains fixed, as if a
mechanism had become fixed, making us feel the presence of a malfunction. And
the same melody in its insistence conveys a feeling comparable to someone who
is choking, and insists not only on breathing, but on struggling past an
obstruction.

We could compare the expressive sense of the passage to the feeling of one who
has realized that he is locked up, and after failing to regain his freedom screams
"Let me out of here!"

However, as we have already heard, the obstacle is finally left behind, and its
presence only leads to the sense that overcoming the explosive phenomenon
seems to us even more triumphant than the previous appearance of the same
theme. This is the emotional charge of the Ballad’s coda: an unrestrained
enthusiasm for the freedom finally gained by transcending a forsaken aspiration,
or an implicitly oppressive vital state. Now, all that remains is the joy of the
obstacle having been left behind, and the desire to celebrate that victory.

In summary, we have covered a process that has led us from the beginning of
resigned melancholy to an explosion of plenitude and then to the confrontation
and overcoming of the obstacle that implicitly had the composer’s expression
diminished to his usual sadness. We can say that this is the story of the liberation
of the soul - as in so many legends and myths. As a culmination of all this, we feel
that the display of all the Chopinesque virtuosity of the coda is at the service of
making us feel the immense abundance of life along with the abundance of
enthusiasm and love of he who has managed to break free.

Here ends my commentary on the form and meaning of Chopin’s first Ballad,
written after the establishment of the sonata form (which is an alternative to the
typical development of thematic material therein); however, I shall now go back

chronologically to consider in the next chapter the sonata form as such, as well
as the apparent mystery of its unparalleled historical success.

5 The reason for the sonata form

1. A prelude in the manner of a recapitulation
I have been developing the theme of music as an acoustic-semantic process in
which, although the material aspect of music is a pure sound sequence, the
psychic correlate of its perception allows us to say that sound constitutes a
vehicle of meaning.
In music every moment has meaning, and each moment contributes to the
construction of meaning through intervals, rhythms, motifs and the more allencompassing forms of sound architecture.

The work is a process, but our mind after hearing it remains at a precise point
to which its unfolding has led us. Like a magic carpet, it carries us through a
maze of worlds, but the process of its journey leaves us in a state that is far
from our initial one in the same way that the body’s state changes before and
after nourishment.

Music is language and a virtual heart: a latent emotional experience that once
inside us can become emotion itself. For although music alludes to our
emotional experience, such reference to the emotional is beyond (and closer)
than the emotion itself: it conducts or organizes the emotion, that only comes
to life if we give it our hearts, in an act similar to that of an actor who
identifies with his character by lending his voice and gestures.
Over time the process of musical language sometimes becomes a metaphor
for the Great Journey, and the work, a sonorous symbol of life.

Paradoxically, the extremely fluid medium of sound serves to crystallize an
even more evanescent inner process. However, ultimately it is the eternal
logos that embodies in the evanescent melos in countless variations.

If we go further and consider music not only as a sound and semantic
process, but also as a process that reflects the unfolding of life, or the
evolution of consciousness, that no longer applies to all music because only of
certain types of music can we say that it speaks to us of an evolutionary
process. For example, an ordinary military march, a Gregorian chant or a
Debussy prelude, do not speak of the process of life.

2. Beethoven, poet of sounds and singer of the “Great Journey”
Hermann Scherchen19 said that Beethoven introduced into European music
something very different from what it had been until then, and this seems
true to me. In his first period, as did Haydn and Mozart, Beethoven made use
of existing musical forms, but came to do something radically different with
them.

Despite the tendency of musicologists to interpret music as a purely aesthetic
phenomenon, without reference to expressive content, they have been unable
to ignore the extraordinary case of Beethoven, who, as I said, fiercely
opposed using the then habitual word “Komponist” (composer) to invent a
new one, calling himself a “poet of sounds”.

All critics agree in discerning three successive periods in the life and works of
Beethoven. The music from his first period sounds much like Haydn and
Mozart. Later, although he uses the same musical forms, we feel that there
has been a change that goes beyond what can be described in purely formal,
or even musical terms.
We also know that shortly before composing the “Eroica”, Beethoven was
about to take his own life, though in the end he chose not to. We know this
because he left us a moving document about this time of transition in his life:
the Heiligenstadt Testament. It is hard not to relate the contents of this
document with his music of that period - particularly the Third and Fifth
Symphonies, which he began writing shortly after.

The critics also agree in defining the second stage of Beethoven's career as
“heroic”. It is as if Beethoven expressed in musical terms what in the oral
world of mythology and fables has been called the “myth of the hero” – an
archetypal process unchanging across space, time and people that seems to
embody the structure of the “journey of life” – that is, the structure of full
human development.
Why should this mythologem, so many variations of which are reflected in
the history of mythology, not find musical expression?20 If we wish to find the
musical expression of the hero’s myth, nowhere else will we find it so vividly
and clearly as in Beethoven’s “Eroica” and Fifth Symphony.

Hermann Scherchen - (Berlin, German Empire, June 21st, 1891 - Florence, Italy, June 12th,
1966) was a German conductor and arranger specializing in classical composers of the twentieth
century such as Richard Strauss, Anton Webern, Alban Berg and Edgar Varèse.
(http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermann_Scherchen).
20 As I have demonstrated in “Songs of Awakening: The Myth of the Hero throughout the Great
Epics of the West”, the same content can also be discerned in the great epic poems.
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J. N. Sullivan21 has written a wonderful book on Beethoven about his spiritual
process, and says that two fundamental experiences characterize the central
period of his work: suffering and adversity.

We know that the main suffering in Beethoven's life at that time, was that of
his deafness; and I think it is very difficult to talk about the Eroica or the Fifth
Symphony without perceiving them as expressions of Beethoven’s encounter
with his tragic destiny.

In the case of the Fifth Symphony, we can say that the process of overcoming
this apparent obstacle reaches its most spectacular expression, as the finale is
clearly a victory song and an apotheosis in which Beethoven emerges as a
conqueror of his destiny.

I find it interesting that this theme also appears in Fidelio, because there it is
explicitly about a drama of liberation, and this confirms the meaning
suggested by the development of the first movement of the Fifth Symphony,
which is one of victory over life and over Beethoven himself. The contrast
between the triumphant expression of this melody and the previous melodic
material, in the course of the symphony, is naturally reinforced by the shift
from C-minor to C-major.
If it is true that music is an expression of human experience, we feel that
Beethoven has emerged victorious from a great struggle with himself, and
despite what his scandalous behaviour may suggest, I cannot help but feel the
importance of him being able to dominate his passionate nature.

After this victory, the works of Beethoven's middle period contain a lesser
burden of pain; they sound more like an expression of nature. This is very
explicit of course in the case of the Pastoral, and somewhat more
metaphorical than a direct allusion to nature in the Seventh Symphony.
However, I think that even though there are programmatic or descriptive
elements in the Pastoral Symphony, we would be mistaken to think too
literally about “nature”, and the work would not have the musical importance it
has been universally accorded if it were not because it also evokes in us – as
later the Seventh does as well - a nature beyond the woods and the
tempest.
Certainly Beethoven was a great lover of the woods and of nature, which
were for him a stimulus to experience highly exalted states of consciousness.
Yet both in his case and ours, external nature affects us because it resonates
with an internal nature, or a universal nature, evoking the organismic or
natural state of mind: our psyche in its free state. Surely our love of nature

John William Navin Sullivan (1886 – 1937), English journalist and science writer, was the
author of Beethoven: His Spiritual Development, N. J. W. Sullivan. Mentor Books, New York, 1927.
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results from what it allows us to evoke within us, which is different from and
precedes our civilized I and the already acquired from our culture,
connecting us with a deep spontaneity, not only the life of leaves, flowers and
birds.
This period, in which celebration of the natural or of nature takes particular
prominence in Beethoven, is a transition to transcendence itself, and it is in
the Ninth Symphony that we find ourselves in the new phase, of which we
can say that there is the expression of the individual I that leads to the
expression of the feeling of humanity - which also runs through the late
quartets of Beethoven: his period of full maturity, which he only reached
following several years of relative sterility.

In the last five quartets in which Beethoven’s mature consciousness is
expressed, a supernatural bliss sometimes appears, and there is nothing in
music they can be compared to. I would also say that despite Bach’s sublime
body of religious music, nothing in music like these quartets makes us feel
that we are in the presence of an awareness blossoming from suffering,
leaving behind both complaint and defiance.

Given this evolution of his work, we can say that Beethoven was someone
who started life as a musician in the ordinary sense of the word but came to be
one in a new, and hitherto unknown, sense of the term. It is not just that he put
ancient musical forms at the service of an expression of his personal
emotions. The expression of emotions is something that was made explicit in
music from the time of Monteverdi and with Beethoven it is secondary to
something much more important: the use of music as an expression of an
inner adventure that most people never intuit; the “journey” of myths and
epic tales, the nature of which is a profound transformation that lies dormant in
our nature and is precisely why we are able to recognize it when we
encounter it expressed in such archetypal creations.
I think it is the implicit recognition of this extra-musical phenomenon that
has led to the saying that an orchestra that has not played all the
Beethoven symphonies is not yet an orchestra. I think it was, moreover, the
hidden reason why Beethoven managed to win over the nobility of his
time when it was customary to regard musicians merely as specialized
servants. He achieved this because what he offered to the contemporary
musical public was something new, far beyond a decorative art of sound.
In other words, rather than merely expressing emotional states, as in music that
has served as a complement to operatic librettos, choreography or film, and
rather than focus on the expression of sacredness, like much of medieval music
and the best of Baroque music, Beethoven’s music can be described as a

sonorous equivalent to those literary works in which the “the myth of the hero”
is embodied.

Not all literature focuses on the process of self-creative transformation (in the
context of which, for some, the artistic creative process is included), but it is
perhaps the most significant and fundamental. The Epic of Gilgamesh – a
Sumerian legacy, early in the history of literature – seeks to explain the “great
journey” that is possible for human beings, although it surpasses the limits of
common humanity; it can be argued that the history of the patriarchs in the Book
of Genesis is already an allegorical document on the evolution of individual
consciousness. Moreover, Homer, “master of the Greeks”, does nothing but tell us
about this universal adventure through two epics of conquest and return, and the
most transparent of all in his intentions is Dante, and perhaps no less inspired by
personal experience, is Goethe.
Placing Beethoven together with them is to say that his works reflect the
universal but always individual process of developing consciousness, similar to
how many of Monet’s paintings take as the only subject the lotus pond built with
his own hands as an ideal element for his art.

I think I have said enough by way of introduction to the more specific topic that I
plan to develop - which is how the sonata form lent itself in Beethoven and his
heirs as a vehicle for such content.
3. How in Beethoven the sonata form becomes a sound metaphor for the
evolution of consciousness
It can be said that in its evolution the sonata form includes influences of opera,
and that it is derived from the instrumental suite, where various musical
episodes occur in a variably and seemingly arbitrary manner.
It is in Haydn and Mozart that the sonata form reaches maturity, and we can say
that it is in Beethoven that it reaches perfection. Why would the sonata form,
precisely, come to be something of a culmination of European music before the
modern era?

In other words: why do most of the symphonic and instrumental works of XVIII
and XIX century composers have in common a succession of allegro, adagio,
minueto (or scherzo) and fast finale (usually in the form of a rondo) while the first
movements follow a constant formal pattern for which the musicological term
“sonata form” is reserved?

Before presenting my answer to this, I must open a parenthesis to explain very
simply what is called “sonata form”, which does not refer to the sequence of

three or four movements that make up the majority of instrumental sonatas, but
to the musical structure that usually characterizes their first movements
(although sometimes other movements as well). I speak not only of instrumental
sonatas, but also of other works, such as symphonies, string quartets and
chamber works, as well as concerts for solo instruments and orchestra and
overtures. In synthesis, the sonata form dominates the entire repertoire of music
from the time of Haydn through to the first half of the twentieth century.
This form is comprised of a succession of three parts, the first of which usually
includes two themes. This early part of the “sonata movement” could be
compared to the first part of an opera, in which the characters are introduced and just as in opera, where the main characters are a man and a woman, the two
themes of the exposition of the sonata were termed “masculine” and “feminine”.
Let us see this in Beethoven’s first sonata, of which I have used the beginning of
the first theme as an illustration of the subject of a musical syntax.

Beethoven, piano sonata n.1 - first theme

The second theme is the following:

Beethoven, piano sonata n.1 - second theme

The second part of the sonata form is called the “development”, and in it the
composer allows us to feel the possibilities of the themes, which also interact, as
when in an opera characters interact according to a dramatic plot. More than an
interaction of themes, however, we feel in most sonatas that the development is
something equivalent to a testing of the characters in a painful situation, and
sometimes in the presence of obstacles or malice.

In Schumann’s Quintet for Piano and Strings, we also feel in the development
progress through a difficulty, but it is not so much an overcoming of something
evil but rather the work or effort involved in living.

Beethoven, piano sonata n.1 - development

The third movement of the sonata, which is called the "recapitulation", and that
may be something very close to a simple reiteration of what was already heard in
the exposition, but with a typical change of tonality: unlike the exposition, in
which the second theme was presented in a different tonality to the initial one
(that is to say, not in the tonic but in the dominant tonality, or in the parallel
tonic), in the recapitulation we hear the second theme in the tonic, and this
makes us feel like we have finally come home.

In other words, although the exposition and recapitulation are almost the same,
the change of tonality of its second theme makes us feel that a return to what
was heard at the beginning is not the equivalent of a circular structure, but
rather something like a spiral, which repeats what has already been heard (or
experienced) on another level. Is this not something that we feel at times in life,

when closing a cycle of experience? T. S. Eliot 22 said in “Quartets” that at the end
of our journey we come back to the starting point, but we can experience it as if
for the first time.

Beethoven, piano sonata n.1 - recapitulation

As I mentioned, the sonata form appeared in the musical period called “Classical”
that followed the Baroque, and that Haydn elevated to its formal perfection,
using it not only in his sonatas and quartets but in his numerous symphonies as
well; but we do not feel the same when listening to Haydn as we begin to feel
with Mozart, whose works sound to us more impregnated by his personal
experience of life; and the process of humanization of the sonata, through which
what was mere architectural sound becomes a metaphor for a personal
developmental experience, culminates with Beethoven, who, more specifically,
after leaping over his own grave, is reborn to a new level of psycho-spiritual
development.
Thomas Stearns Eliot, known as T. S. Eliot (St. Louis, 26th September 1888 - London; 4th
January 1965) was a British-American poet, playwright and literary critic. He represented one of
the pinnacles in English language poetry of the twentieth century.
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T._S._Eliot).

However, I shall now answer my question about the “reason for the sonata form”
by saying that although for Haydn it most certainly constituted merely a formal
intuition, or at most the intuition of expressive possibilities that he himself did
not understand first hand, not having lived that process of inner transformation
that very few come to know, that Beethoven did experience. Hence, from
Beethoven onwards we can say that the sonata form is an organic sound form
that reflects the shape of an organismic flow, and, therefore the form of a
universal process of life, even beyond its biological incarnation or its
manifestation in the maturation of the individual.
Musicologists, as I have reiterated, are not fond of the allocation of extra-musical
content to music, and thus are no longer keen on the old language designating
the themes of the exposition of a sonata as “masculine” and “feminine”, but could
it be that the systematic expression of the encounter between these contrasting
parts of our being is something that allows us to understand the success of the
sonata form more clearly? Could it not be, in more specific terms, that we live
divided between our tender and aggressive propensities (which are attributed to
the feminine and the masculine) and that music plays a therapeutic role by
showing us how to integrate them?

We can conceive of sonata form as a musical container, something like a mould
into which we can pour the male and female halves of our own body of
experience, and once we have become music, we can let ourselves be guided by
the composer through the next section of the sonata form following the
exposition the development through which a third configuration integrates the
two gestalts we came across separately. To continue this process experientially
naturally involves going back to a more all-encompassing consciousness, by in
some way experiencing a synthesis.

Whether it is the contrast between aggression and affection or the fertilizing
masculine and receptive feminine, or the contrast between the affirmative major
key and the forlorn minor key (as in the first movement of Beethoven's Ninth),
one might think that one of the attractions of the sonata form stems from the fact
that it serves as a magical device to reflect a dialectical process between our
internal yin and yang; just as it has been shown that dreams serve our mental
health regardless of whether we remember them or not, it may be that one
listening to a sonata will benefit from its therapeutic value more than one
realizes because when talking about his or her musical experience, it all becomes
a simple “listening pleasure” or “taste for music”.
As I explained, after the development, the exposition is repeated in the sonata
form, but with changes that make us feel this homecoming as the conclusion of a
journey. What we hear now is something we already knew, but that we knew
while we were journeying, so to speak, whereas we recognize it now as being the

soil on which we are to remain, and perhaps as a soil to which we feel that we
will surrender our bones.

Listening to the recapitulation after the development of the sonata form sounds
like a return to the archetypal or primary level from whence the development
originated only perhaps now it reaches us as something perceived from a calm
distance, without the dramatic tension that the dominant introduced. The theme
now sounds more neutral, more objective, with less a feeling of suspense, rather
as if a narrator were telling us something that is “like this”. Between the
exposition and the recapitulation, then, we feel that there has been a
transformation and often this transformation evokes an emotional
intensification and a struggle. Just as during the development, the dismantling of
the themes suggests a psychic dismemberment.

As in the myth of Osiris, in the great developments in music we may speak of
dismemberment and decay, while a gestation of something new coincides with
the recapitulation of what we have already heard. For what was not an answer
for us at the beginning, becomes an answer after the crisis experienced during
the development, and the recapitulation can only be listened to in light of its past
in the development.
The simple musical resource of a varied recapitulation through modulation has
served, then, as a musical analogy for a process of transformation with a starting
and an end point which is in turn something of a starting point, albeit from a
different perspective.

However, as I have already explained, what is called the coda has yet to follow
the recapitulation, which makes us feel that the environment we have reached
with the recapitulation is not a closed one, but something open to the future and
further evolution. It is as if, having reached the centre of the world, the composer
were to tell us before leaving, that he is now able to continue his journey into an
unknown dimension.

Beethoven, piano sonata n.1 - coda

The “sonata form” that we have examined only brings us to the end of the first
movement of the three or four that usually comprise most sonatas, chamber
works, symphonies and concerts.

However, just as we have questioned the reason for the sonata form, we should
also question the reason for the symphonic structure, which in the same way
came to impose itself as an ideal form. I will include this theme, however, with a
closer consideration of the metaphorical sense of the sonata form in the next
chapter.

6 The Hero's Journey in symphonic structure

Mozart’s symphonies, as Haydn’s do, typically begin with a first movement in the
form that has come to be called “sonata allegro” which is followed by a painful
and slow movement, the adagio. They are followed by a minuetto, light and
somewhat mundane in its invitation to dance, and end with a quick movement
that often has the structure of a rondo - a musical form in which a theme
alternates in the manner of a chorus with diverse contrasting “episodes”.

In Beethoven’s symphonies the classic minuet is replaced by a “scherzo”, always
with a cheerful tone but no longer worldly, as befits these works that make us
participants in a profound transformation of consciousness; and the great
composers who developed his legacy Schubert, Schumann and Brahms
preserved not only the form of four movements (which evokes the succession of
the four seasons), but the Beethovenian scherzo as well.
Could it be that this succession, like the “sonata form” of the first movements,
also corresponds to the structure of an internal process in the development of
consciousness?

If it is true that the instrumental sonata (and related forms such as the quartet,
symphony and concert) did not emerge “without a reason”, but rather because
its seemingly abstract form structurally corresponds to the form of an
experiential and spiritual process, are not the “Four Seasons” already a metaphor
applicable to our experience of life?

I shall discuss this next, but I will also better illustrate the aforementioned
considerations, for when expounding the idea that the “sonata form” has its
raison d’être in an isomorphism between this particular organization of sound
construction and the form of a psycho-spiritual process, I have proceeded so far
somewhat abstractly, and I think that both the theme of the development of
consciousness and its relevance to Beethoven’s symphonies demand a more
detailed discussion of the musical experience.

First of all, it would be appropriate for me to return to the theme of the “hero's
journey” which I have so often compared to the “sonata form”, the structure of
most compositions, in that this form has been included in the classical repertoire.

As I have already mentioned, the term “Hero's Journey” refers to a narrative
formulation that reflects, according to some (and in my own opinion 23 as well as
in Joseph Campbell’s, though not in that of the majority of scholars) a process of
Formulated in a chapter of “Songs of Awakening” entitled, “A hero’s journey as mystical
theology”.
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spiritual development. In other words: the “hero’s journey” is no more than the
adventure each of us undertakes to the extent that, in response to a vocation for
seeking, we go through a process of transformation that lies latent within our
potential (in the same way that metamorphosis lies within the genes of insects).

Surely, it is to develop this potential that we are born, only that due to a psychosocial pathology to which we adapt to a greater or lesser extent, most people
remain in a larval condition, and the world situation has become one of
generalized underdevelopment.

Only a few undertake this “inner journey” that lies in our potential, and those
who do, enter into something that has been expressed in a type of literature that
apparently has little to do with the mundane: a literature that has been
characterized as “magical”, particularly in the case of the type of stories we call
“fairy tales” or “magical tales”, precisely because they allude to experiences that,
not being of this world, are expressed symbolically in an unrealistic manner.
However, I shall not dwell on this beyond citing the observations of Otto Rank,
Frazer, Vladimir Propp and others, concerning how a few narrative ingredients
are repeated through many stories and myths, suggesting the expression of
important universal experiences.

Based on Joseph Campbell’s proposition that regularities in stories correspond
with a certain sequence of steps in an inner development, I have proposed an
itinerary of the "inner journey" somewhat more complex than Campbell’s, that
describes the "hero's journey" as one of a simple departure and return. If we
consider the experience of spiritual maturation, as well as some of the allegorical
tales about it, I would say that it is more accurate to describe the process as a
double journey, in the narrative expression of which two apogee or “victories”
are reached - which correspond to a spectacular but partial enlightenment at the
beginning of the path of mystical development, and then the definitive
enlightenment at the end, which is not reached until after an apparent regression
or fall: a journey into hell, a purification or “dark night of the soul” that for those
who live it, resembles a kind of living death.

Turning to music, it seems appropriate to begin developing this theme of the
“hero's journey” in reference to the music of Beethoven's heroic period; although
when it is said that “Romanticism” begins with Beethoven (even though he is
generally regarded as more of a Classic than a Romantic), we are only referring
to the customary definition of Romanticism, without recognizing that the specific
subject matter that Beethoven introduces in music is not so much the expression
of personal or “romantic” emotions, but rather, something esoteric - in the sense
that the process of healing and liberating transformation is not only unknown to
most people but also to culture itself.

Scherchen, the great conductor in the days of my youth, says in his book entitled,
“The Nature of Music”, that in some way Beethoven was the inventor of
European music, even if it was obvious that not only had music evolved through
the preceding centuries, Beethoven himself during his training in his youth drew
upon Mozart and Haydn more widely than upon what is sometimes called
Rococo. What is it that Beethoven introduced in music entering into what is
called his “heroic” period, which we also recognize as the beginning of
Romanticism?

It seems to me that the explanation of what caught the attention of his
contemporaries and that marked later music forever is not something to be
sought through an analysis of the music itself, but rather through a reflection on
what it conveys to us; and I think this would be something that many of his
contemporaries perceived not only through his music, but through the personal
impact of the composer’s presence. I am convinced that Beethoven was able to
receive the patronage of many nobles of that period (who until then had treated
musicians merely as specialized servants) because they felt a greatness that can
best be described with the word “genius”, a word which came into use at that
time, but that we should endeavour to understand more fully.

Two great geniuses lived in Germany at the same time: Goethe and Beethoven,
and the Germans felt an unmatched reverence for them both. Yet surely, they
would not have been able to explain what it was that they called genius, for lack
of the necessary vocabulary or cultural background. The phenomenon of genius
is something that lies in a completely different dimension to that of talent, which
is purely a specific skill: Goethe spoke of Beethoven as a “force of nature”. On the
other hand, Beethoven said of himself (through Bettina Brentano, according to
her letter to Goethe) that he considered himself the man closest to God of his
time. I think that what we perceive as “greatness” in geniuses comes to them
from an extraordinary development of consciousness, which goes beyond their
specific art.
Nowadays, since the Western world has long become familiar with Eastern
concepts concerning spiritual development, we can say that true geniuses are
self-realized people, or people who through their life and art have advanced on
the path of self-realization. In other words, we could say that Beethoven was not
wrong to feel a closeness to the divine, and that it is precisely this experience of
the divine that lends to his music a special importance (even if this did not seem
obvious to his contemporaries, for whom his music did not sound at all
“religious” according to the canons of his time).
It is known that Beethoven conceived music as a “heart to heart communication”
and that he was disappointed that people only rejoiced or were moved to tears,
without being so deeply touched as to be transformed by it. Occasionally,

however, his music profoundly moves those who have sufficient eloquence to
explain it, then it seems that they speak for the many others who, without such
eloquence, experience the musical impact without knowing how to explain it.

As I have already mentioned, I think that music has been excessively
“aestheticized”, and to think of it as “art” distracts us from the fact that it is
something more than what is ordinarily considered art for we are also unaware
that true art is great because it is much more.

A contemporary Swiss writer Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt, author of a work of fiction
called Kiki van Beethoven, also later wrote an essay that in its publication in
book form bears the title “When I think that Beethoven is dead and morons are
alive!” a phrase used by a piano teacher that the author had in his childhood; and
I suspect that despite the great love of humanity that is expressed by
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, during his youth Beethoven must also have felt
that he lived as a genius amongst morons. The book that Schmidt has left us is an
autobiographical work, in which, after sharing his youthful enthusiasm for
Beethoven, and how, for a long part of his life he had come to regard his youthful
enthusiasm as something to overcome in maturity, a new awakening
(precipitated by listening to Fidelio) gave him a more explicit insight as to what
Beethoven had transmitted to him and how it was something of lasting value.
Thus, for example, he realized how listening to the Third Symphony had
influenced his mind, transforming his sense of time so that instead of it being
something like a cannibal devouring him, it was a power to act. He says:
“Beethoven put me back in the driver’s seat”. Understanding that all music
influences our spiritual life, so that the classics are not only providers of sound
but also providers of sense, Schmitt wonders how to formulate the specifically
Beethovenian spirituality. He chooses three terms: humanism, heroism and
optimism.

Regarding the explanation of the first of these, he says that Beethoven infused
him with his “religion of man”, and this seems to me a most accurate expression,
coinciding also with Von Bülow, saying that if the music of Bach was that of the
Father, Beethoven’s was that of the Son.
To speak of a religion of man is to speak about the sacredness of man, or
alternatively, to speak of the human as sacred; and I would venture to say that the
new dimension introduced by Beethoven in music is one that translates a spiritual
evolution that few ever reach, even among those who call themselves “spiritual”,
for it is one thing to feel moved by devotion to a great external and higher
divinity, and another to feel divinity in one’s own heart.
It is known that throughout his life, Beethoven was a fighter, but it is one thing to
say that a person has the character trait of pugnacity, and another to say that he

fights from a deep sense of dignity, which gives him the strength necessary to
become a warrior in the service of his ideals. This is what we call heroism,
although when we speak of Beethoven’s “heroic period” we do not reflect in
depth, and we only think of the composer as a revolutionary who, disappointed
with Napoleon, raised the ideal of heroism to an archetype.

Schmitt later says that with Beethoven, God perceives that art is no longer
addressed to him, but to men. The divine pales and is replaced by the human. It is
true that Beethoven, the individual, retains a Christian vocabulary, and makes
the values of the Gospel his own, but to a friend who invoked God, Beethoven
said, “Man, help yourself”. We could say that his music was the first humanist
music in history.

Elsewhere in his book, Schmitt elaborates on how men have always detested the
human condition, have difficulty adapting to it and preferring gods, statues or
trees, wanting to identify with something beyond their problems, but a lucid
Beethoven knows that a human trajectory represents a battle in which one is
vanquished and might say to oneself “why fight, then, in view of the defeat”. He
answers himself (or rather Beethoven, his black eyes devouring him, replies):
“The aim is not to change the human condition by becoming immortal,
omniscient and omnipotent, but rather to embody the human condition. To
achieve this, we must accept our frailty, our weaknesses, our torments, our
bewilderment, strip away the illusion of knowing, mourn the truth, recognize the
other as a brother in questioning and in ignorance”.

“That is what I call humanism”, he concludes, “and to remain in it one must fight
against fear... that is what is called courage, and to persevere in courage one is
required to have pride, and to feel good one needs to overcome sadness, loathing
of the temporary, the longing for possessions; to prefer to open one’s arms in
celebration of existence; and that is joy, humanism, courage, worship of pride, to
embrace exultation. That is what Beethoven proposes, and that is what I call a
code of Ethics”.

I would call it a coincidence that Beethoven was a hero in two different senses of
the word: firstly, he was heroic for his courage, both in his way of relating to
society and in his attitude of valiantly overcoming life’s obstacles. However we
would fall short if we thought that the heroic is nothing but the courage of a rebel
who lived at the time of the French Revolution and felt himself to be superior to
others; for he also was a hero in the innermost and spiritual sense of the word
that Schmitt insists on explaining when writing about the courage that goes hand
in hand with a “choosing joy”, which in turn entails a code of ethics.
When we speak of a “hero's journey”, we are certainly not alluding to a particular
type of personality – likely brave and passionate about facing life’s challenges, as
in the case of Beethoven - but to the fact that one has lived the “adventure of the

soul” that takes him or her beyond their conditioned personality and even
beyond ordinary consciousness. We are talking then, of a condition, in a way
more than human (though also more fully human than the ordinary condition);
one that the Greeks attributed to heroes, and that in modern language is
sometimes referred to as “self-realization”. However, before examining the
musical expression of the theme of “Beethoven the hero” in the mythological
sense of the word, I should say something about Beethoven’s heroism in the
most common sense of the term, which is comes to light when the composer
considers dedicating the “Eroica” Symphony to Napoleon.

Surely Beethoven saw in Napoleon a projection of his own courage, his
determination, his idealism and ability to triumph in his quest for a
revolutionary ideal, for he saw in him the culmination and triumph of the hopes
placed in the French Revolution. For having done away with the old regime, and
the revolution turned into chaos and terror, it seemed that Napoleon had
recovered his original purpose to liberate Europe from the despotism of the old
monarchies. Only that, when he proclaimed himself Emperor, Beethoven was
disappointed, thinking (as others did as well) that he had succumbed to the same
love of power that characterized the old regime in the first place.
There is no doubt that Beethoven was a man of great courage who knew how to
impose his values without bowing to false ones or feel constrained by the
opinions of his contemporaries; and most certainly, that he was heroic in this
regard helped him to become a hero in a deeper sense of the word, according to
which, we call a hero someone who triumphs in the search of oneself and in the
realization of one’s own potential and task.

In other words, the fact that Beethoven had the strength and courage to pursue
his dream or mission as a composer also allowed him to go beyond the limits of
humanity’s ordinary condition, and in so doing, came to make of music more
than it had ever been before.

Now let us try to better understand this transformation of music. We could start
by saying that Baroque music was something of a celebration of the universe, or
of the divine creative power reflected in the universe. However, in Mozart’s
music we find something very different, because in it we feel that there has been
a shift from the divine to the human. We could say that Mozart's music is an echo
of the opera, and because theatre and opera are mirrors of life, the music of
Mozart suggests an implicit musical drama.

To music history, Beethoven means something very different from Mozart. Is
Beethoven’s music human or divine? It is both, and also something different. For
although in Beethoven we encounter the human in its aspect of becoming - here
it is not that becoming which is the subject of so many plays and operas, that
could be characterized as a “horizontal becoming”, the Beethovenian musical

drama seems to be not quite of this world, but rather it is the drama of the man
seeking the absolute, setting off for a higher world. It is, therefore, the drama of
self-realization, which is precisely that which in literature has been called “the
hero's journey”.

This is why, in Beethoven, we feel the presence of the divine: it is because the
hero in his quest for the divine already reflects a divine order; and to the extent
that the human being comes to fruition in his path, he becomes divine, to some
extent – just as the Greek heroes were deified and thus became worthy of a
worship even more solemn than that reserved for the gods.

It has been said that with Beethoven, music begins to be conceived as the selfexpression of the composer - and this is true; but we would be mistaken if we
imply by this that the interest Beethoven arouses in us is that of musical
autobiography (similarly to how we feel that it is the autobiographical that gives
significance to Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique). Rather, I would say that
Beethoven had imitators, who, impressed by the possibility of using music as a
narrative of personal experience, did the same; but the biography (musical or
not) of a Berlioz does not arouse the same interest as that of a Beethoven, for
Beethoven is one that even without knowing it (in the sense of being able to put
it into words), was one who walked a path comparable to that of the mystics, and
if he felt it worthy of the expression of his individual experience, it must have
been because his real life was precisely this extraordinary life of mystics and
heroes – that lying dormant within each of us, becomes of archetypical and
universal interest.

Something similar to what I have said of Berlioz can also be said of Strauss - who
was so talented in translating anything into musical language. One of Strauss’
symphonic poems is called precisely “A Hero's Life”, but Strauss’ reputed
heroism is mundane or external in comparison with that of Beethoven, and
therefore does not affect us as deeply. How could it be otherwise? I would say
that Strauss, in spite of his immense musical talent, simply was not one who
came to experience that inner journey of transformation, which would have
given him the ability to shape the hero's journey (even in his “Thus Spake
Zarathustra”) from his own experience.

If we wish, then, to contemplate a genuine expression of the hero's journey in
music, we must resort to a composer who has actually undergone this great
transformation known by spiritual traditions, which speaks of an inner death
and a new beginning. I think that despite Beethoven’s problematic character,
such a transformation is apparent to us through the evolution of his early music
to the new style of his heroic period and then to the style that characterized the
work of his full maturity, which include the Ninth Symphony and his last five
quartets.

Beethoven, String quartet Op.131, last moviment

In order to state that Beethoven's music is a sonorous equivalent of myths,
however, we should be able to point out some evidence that his music, like the
myths of transformation, not only goes back from the realm of ordinary passions
to extraordinary experiences such as universal compassion and ecstasy, but also
refers to the experiences of death and rebirth that constitute the universal core
of transformation – whether in human life or in symbolic expressions of the
“inner journey”.

I think the clearest demonstration of this is in the development of the first
movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, but before considering the specific
passage that conveys the experience of mortal defeat, we should consider the
expressive content of this first movement from its beginning.

I have already explained that Beethoven seems to have given us a guideline on
the significance of the initial motif of the first movement by referring to it as
“destiny calling at one’s door”,

and I would add that the veracity of what was transmitted by Schindler has been
questioned: “si non è vero è ben trovato”. We know that the Fifth Symphony was
written in the same period as the Third, and that they both respond to the
composer’s gesture of heroic defiance faced with the great blow of his deafness,
to which Beethoven initial response was the thought of taking his own life,
although he opted later for something even more difficult: confronting his
deficiency as one grasps a bull by the horns, and succeeding. Such an attitude,
which Beethoven speaks about in his famous “Testament of Heiligenstadt”, is
consistent with the attitude conveyed to us by the following four notes,
answering to the four notes of the “calling” with such a brave meeting of the
challenge of the great threat to his project of musical realization that it is easy to
imagine them as the exact musical equivalent of the final gesture in the
composer's life, when after lying in a coma for a long time, he suddenly sat up in
his deathbed in response to a bolt of lightening (or thunder?), raising his fist at
the sky.

In the continuation of the first theme we hear the musical self-portrait of one
who puts all his energy into moving forward with determination to overcome
resistance:

The first theme culminates in what we might call a gesture of liberation and at
the same time of fulfilment, comparable to the famous Leonardo Da Vinci
drawing of a naked man standing with arms outstretched, suggesting the human
being in plenitude:

It is as if Beethoven, through this first theme, were telling us: “I will fight, I will go
forth, I will put my fury into conquering obstacles until I can stand tall
completely as a free being”.

We immediately hear the “feminine” theme, as befits the sonata form of the
typical First Symphonic Movement, and we can interpret these two themes, not
only as in an opera where the appearance on the scene of the hero and his
beloved follow each other (with their respective arias), but also as the passage
from tension to relaxation in the course of a natural process, after tension
reaches its climax. Here is the beginning of the second theme (with the
counterpoint of the four “fateful notes” of the first):

We may also think that it is not an exterior drama but the presence in the mind
of the individual of his masculine and feminine side, a polarity as typical of its
very structure as the two cerebral hemispheres, both driven by the same ideal,
working together in the same endeavour of personal development.
However, let us now turn to the development: the middle part of the Sonata form
in which we often witness a dialectic confrontation of the thematic material with
the bleak side of life.

In this case we feel that the enemy is superior to the hero, and it is easy to
conceive this development, in which a collapse of the theme is heard as a battle,
in which the hero gradually loses parts of his body until he falls, seemingly
defeated.

Do we not hear in this passage how, defeated by an overwhelming force, the hero
then rises again, as if animated by a new source of energy?
Let us listen once again to this passage, which we might compare to what in the
myths is the typical hero’s encounter with the dragon, during which the hero is
more and more battered with each attack; and let us bear in mind that the
melodic figure which is slowly dismembered is the motif of the six notes we
heard during the exposition in the French horn and that we discussed as an
expression of the plenitude reached by the hero after standing up to the
challenge of the fateful call of destiny:

In contrast to the complete form we can appreciate the gradual fragmentation
that Beethoven submits his character to.
First we heard the complete motif of the six notes twice in succession, each time
followed by a descending response of the bass instruments and an ascending one
of the wind instruments.

Then we heard a first mutilation of the motif, which is lacking the last note, and
as an echo the last two notes of this fragment are repeated, so that they strike us
as something even more fragmentary.

Finally, the “hero’s part” is reduced in this confrontation to a single note, like a
precarious sign of survival - a note that is repeated, decreasing in volume as one
who is fainting for having almost entirely lost his vital energies.

Finally, we witness the return of the hero, who seems to make a superhuman
effort, yet falls once again.

His stable recovery, however, coincides with the start of the recapitulation, now
with an orchestral tutti in fortissimo.

Do we know of a more convincing musical metaphor of death and rebirth?

As previously touched upon, in the sonata form, the re-exposition of the second
theme appears in the initial key, emphasizing in this way the aspect of “returning
home” by evoking in us the return to what was heard at the beginning, in the
specific re-exposition of the Fifth Symphony, the main difference between the
exposition and re-exposition is that in the latter an oboe solo appears briefly:

This is a lyrical episode that suggests to us that the conquering hero not only
wears a crest to symbolize his victory, but also that in this re-born hero there is a
desire to sing. In this brief passage, there is also the suggestion of greater
introspection, of a more loving attitude, and something elegiac as well, as if the
hero were not insensitive to the cost of his victory.

However, the sonata form does not end with the re-exposition, but with what is
called the coda: a “tail” or final addition, that in Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is of
uncommon length, comparable to the development itself, and that could be the
equivalent of a second development.

The codas of movements in sonata form suggest something like the opening of a
new dimension, after the closing of the spiral cycle; or even as a continuation of
the spiral movement towards an unknown space - as is the case throughout the
course of life itself, which is always open to future developments.
What we have heard gives us the idea of an afterlife due to the inversion of the
descending third that has dominated the movement thus far.

Another new element in this coda is the transformation of the initial motif into
one that preserves the rhythm but without the third descending or ascending,
which gives it a neutrality or character of pure strength, which would be
meaningless without all that we heard previously. We have heard it in

alternation with the motif of the four notes ending with an ascending ending
(first in a second and then in a third).

Significantly, moreover, the movement ends with a reiteration of its initial tutti
that we no longer perceive as threatening, since we now recognize it as
something that Beethoven has assimilated and turned into an expression of his
own power.

Let us now turn to a consideration of the first movement of the Third Symphony,
with which it would have been logical to begin, both from a chronological point
of view and because its very name indicates it as the most pertinent illustration
of the subject of this chapter. I have not done so, because the “Eroica” symphony,
with which a new period begins, not only in the works of Beethoven but in the
very history of music, is less typical in some aspects, amongst which is the fact
that it contains no less than five “thematic groups” (as the most recent
musicology prefers to call them), instead of the usual two themes in the
exposition of a first movement.

Just as the first movement of the Fifth Symphony begins with the dramatic and
famous four notes of the orchestra in unison, followed by their repetition a
degree below, the Third Symphony also begins with a brief introduction, which
in this case consists of two strong and brief tonic chords:

These chords in the key of E-flat major, that no longer seem to wish to say “here I
am, about to begin my story”, could be compared to the curtains being raised
before the first scene in a play, or as we will hear next, to two columns through
which the “hero’s theme” will pass. They convey a strong and dynamic spirit, like
the allegro itself.
The beginning of the first theme, which we hear immediately afterward in the
male voice of the cellos, evokes for us one who is going forwards - but who soon
seems to slip towards something sombre.

Although this melody suggests confident progress at the beginning, soon its
descent into two successive semitones, which takes us out of the tonality, seems
to us something like an entering into the unknown, unexpected and somewhat
alarming.

First, let us listen to the confident, carefree and almost playful progression of this
melody, like a child's game.

Now let us listen to the same excerpt followed by the slipping from the luminous
diurnal realm towards something that we perceive as a dark area.

I have artificially interrupted the musical thought in this illustration, however,
since it is difficult to separate the melodic descent of the cellos (and the
corresponding harmonic change, which takes us out of the tonality towards what
could be called a parallel world) from the appearance of the high note (G in the
violins) that is repeated, suggesting something akin to a light, a beacon or a star but above all, an ideal to aspire to. Just as when Dante meets his guide upon
discovering that he has become lost in the dark forest, “la selva oscura", that light
appears to Beethoven precisely when danger insinuates its way onto his path.
Then we hear how that luminous note ascends, swiftly leading to an impetuous
drop in the melody that suggests to us that, the moment of alarm having passed,
the hero has recovered and is self-assured.

Although I hope these comments about the beginning of the Eroica serve as a
context to our present theme of the death and rebirth of the hero, I shall not
proceed to a full analysis of the exposition of the Eroica, but shall move on to the
development, and more specifically, to that point in the development that could
be understood as an analogy of the mythical hero’s encounter with the dragon.

This moment in the development of the Eroica comes after a fugue, the
coherence of which - as is usual in the fugues that Beethoven inserts into his
symphonies - leads us to feel that the experience of the composer has reached a
high degree of integration, and such a happy state of coherence that we implicitly
perceive as one of harmony with a cosmic order that comes to disrupt something
akin to a disorder and stridency of equally cosmic proportions, in the presence of
which, we lose the sense of melody and rhythm. I think that nothing so
aggressively contrary to the rhythmic and harmonic uses of music had ever been
composed before this passage of Beethoven, and perhaps not even after, until
Stravinsky.

Here is the passage in question:

The bar of three beats per bar was already altered by Beethoven in the
exposition and in the middle of the first theme, through occasional “hemiolas 24”
in which the rhythm of two intermittently replaces the rhythm of three, but in
perspective, these hemiolas of the exposition now seem to us a preparation or
announcement of the much more intense rhythmic rupture of this development,
where the unexpectedness of the rhythm forces us to lose any foreseeable metric
sense. Moreover, a repetition of dissonant chords at high volume forces us once
again to lose the ordinary sense of melodic or harmonic progression, so that the
motif of ascending leaps suggests a very Beethovenian desire for conquest and
self-improvement, and we perceive the passage primarily as the irruption of a
powerful destructive will.

Hemiola - in music, is the metric ratio 3:2. It consists of two bars of three beats (such as the
3/4 bar, for example) executed as if they were three bars of two beats (such as 2/4). Alternating
their execution results in the rhythmic pattern of 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2, 1-2, 1-2, etc. Another way to
analyse it, is as alternating between a 6/8 (1-2-3, 1-2-3) bar and a 3/4 (1-2, 1-2, 1-2) bar. In
rhythm, hemiola rate refers to three beats of equal value in the time normally occupied by two
beats. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemiola).
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Finally the assault of chaos ceases, and the repeated notes of the strings make us
feel that the hero has survived; and we feel that his very survival of the onslaught
of such overwhelming power has revealed the measure of his own strength.

However, I leave now the comment of the first movement of the Eroica to
address the broader theme of the symphonic structure, as announced in the
heading of this chapter.

We could say that the first movement of the Eroica is somewhat comparable to
Autumn among the four seasons: a time when some species bear fruit and is
harvested; an age of maturity in which the beginning of a decline is also
perceived. Even though we feel summer as a peak, in a sense autumn is even
more so, though at the same time it is the beginning of a decline. For even though
the leaves are falling from the trees, they fall in a symphony of colours of singular
beauty, and even though we feel that winter approaches, we also feel a peak of
maturation. Thus, Autumn is offered to us as a natural metaphor for this stage of
the hero’s inner life, during which, rendered glorious by his encounter with the
light, he senses the beginning of his journey through the night.
Beethoven called the next movement of the Eroica, an adagio as customary,
“Funeral March on the Death of a Hero”, and we could say that it corresponds to
Winter. Just as we can say that the first movement echoes the enlightening
experience on the inner journey, the second echoed that heavy heart that in the
Christian tradition has been called the “dark night of the soul”. Let us say, that in
terms of the myth of Osiris, the first movement corresponds to the rise of the
king during the final stages of his reign, and during the second movement Osiris
goes in the boat of the dead while his wife and sister Isis mourn him and search
for him.

However, not only the adagio of the Eroica is funereal in character; the beginning
of Brahms’ Fourth symphony seems to us no less funereal.

Neither is it limited to the symphonic world that the succession of the first
movement to the second - typically that from an allegro to an adagio –
corresponds to the passage from autumn to an inner winter in the journey of the
soul.
Let us see this in Schumann’s beautiful quintet for piano and strings.

Just as Spring follows winter, a third, brisk movement follows the typical adagio
in the symphonic structure, lively but not impetuous, suggesting a return of life.
In Haydn’s symphonies the third movement was a minuet, but Beethoven
replaced this dance, that we so associate with the Rococo halls, with a scherzo,
more compatible with the mythic stature of his symphonies.

While the minuet merely suggests the return of the dance after an immersion in
pain, in Beethoven the Scherzi suggest the beginning of a return to life after the
contemplation of death - and in the Fifth Symphony we witness what could
described as a battle between the sombre C-minor key - which has predominated
in the call of destiny and in the slow movement that follows it - and the luminous
C-major key, which will continue in the exalted final movement. In the third
movement of the Eroica we also feel the bubbling up of new life as befits the
arrival of a new Spring.

If we reflect upon the content of the fourth and final movement of Beethoven's
symphonies and of those who followed, it is natural to think it congruent with
the next and final stage of the inner journey: that which in Christian mystical
theology has been called the “unitive way” and that corresponds to the fulfilment
of one who has not only been reborn to the spiritual life after having lost it, but
has now integrated perception of the spirit into his life in the world.
If in the Fifth Symphony this apotheosis of the finale is expressed as a triumph, in
the Eroica we feel that this is more a celebration, or festivity.

The 4th movement of the Eroica has the structure of a theme with variations,
theme that Beethoven borrows from an earlier work, written for a ballet entitled
“The Creatures of Prometheus”. I shall cite here only one of the variations (alla
polacca), which for its earthly festivity may well be in keeping with the
celebration of a wedding.

Was it only Beethoven who experienced and sang the process of transformation?
I think, with what we know of Beethoven and what our culture has come to
realize over the course of time since his own lifetime, it is not hard to accept that
Beethoven was one who reached the spiritual maturity characteristic of the
enlightened, despite his considerable personality problems and although we
have no witness to this, other than his music.

Aside from the transformation of his music throughout his life, what most makes
us feel that Beethoven reached a mystical realization, despite having had the
manners of a barbarian, is the music of his third period – that comes to us not
only as great music, but conveys the presence of a great spirit. In his Ninth
Symphony and in his last quartets (as in the Cavatina of Op.130), no longer do we
find the hero visibly heroic on his path to realization, but the hero who has
stripped himself of heroism; that is to say, the titan who has reclaimed his simple
vulnerable humanity and that despite his great suffering, has “returned home”.

However, after considering Beethoven’s case, we are presented with the
question of how many other musicians may have undergone a similar process.
Naturally, we cannot help but think of Bach as one whose music expresses such
sacrality and that he was surely endowed with a higher mind; however, one
thing is a higher mind, and another music that reflects the process through which
the individual has reached such elevation. As much as Bach may have gone
through a great transformation, it is not obvious to us that his music constitutes
the expression of that great journey of the soul. Rather, Bach seems to us one of
those seraphim whose existence was devoted to singing praises to God and to
the perfection of his creation. If we return to the affirmation that suggests that a
new music begins with Beethoven, where, after him, can we find a second
example of musically documented self-realization? Where else can we say that
we come across something like a musical spiritual autobiography?
I believe we find it in the case of Beethoven’s contemporary, who also lived in
Vienna, and admired him deeply, but was overshadowed by the titan’s fame
during his lifetime: Schubert. To the analysis of his process, I shall devote a
separate chapter.

7 The intuition of a premature death in Schubert

I might have entitled this chapter, “The experience of dying before dying in
Schubert”, if it were not that “the experience of dying before dying” might seem a
play on words. These words were pronounced by Mohammed, with no intention
of playing with language, and also by the Christian mystic Angelus Silesius, who
said that “he who does not die before he dies, after he dies will rot”; that is to say,
to experience death before physical death is a way of accessing transcendence.
We find the concept of a great light that comes with an inner death in all mystical
traditions; whether we speak of ‘Dying in God’ as in Christianity, of ‘Nirvana’,
‘annihilation’ in Buddhism, or of ‘faná’ in the Sufi tradition, which is also
translated as annihilation.

When the ordinary mind disappears, consciousness opens to a new dimension,
and it is nothing new to say this in the context of mysticism or shamanism. When
anthropologists studied shamans, who we could say were the inventors of music
- for all archaic cultures were closely linked with music through rites, some
healing, others religious - they found that what in other religions is presented as
mythical reality, within the shamanistic culture is very common. We speak of
Christ who dies and is reborn, for example, or of Osiris who journeys into death
to then be reborn as Horus, and many are the heroes who have a similar story, as
Joseph Campbell 25 suggested in his remarkable book, “The Hero with a Thousand
Faces”. However, amongst shamans, that mythical reality of death and
resurrection appears to be embodied in the individual lives of the shamans.
When Admundsen 26 was exploring the North Pole, for example, he met someone
who explained to him that he had died fighting a polar bear, and someone else
who had been unconscious for many days and then returned to life after a
journey into hell. In other words, he found that many personal stories had the
seal of the inner experience of a death and a rebirth taking place as part of a
major transformation, and that this transformation can sometimes include a
series of stages including a journey through hell, a kind of purgatory or an ascent
to heaven. A shaman can say, then, that he has met the Lord of Death - or the
Lord of Diseases – who has given him the gift of healing himself to then be able to
help others. We can say through many such experiences of this kind that the
Great Journey of the soul is a universal human reality, only in modern times few

Joseph John Campbell (March 26th, 1904 - October 30th, 1987) was a mythologist, writer and
lecturer, best known for his work on mythology and comparative religion. His work is vast,
covering many aspects of human experience. One of his major works is The Hero with a Thousand
Faces, addressing myth in various cultures. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Campbell).
26 Roald Engelbregt Gravning Amundsen (Borge Østfold, Norway, July 16th, 1872 - Barents Sea,
June 18th, 1928) was a Norwegian explorer of the polar regions. He led the Antarctic expedition
which first reached the South Pole. He was also the first to sail the Northwest Passage linking the
Atlantic with the Pacific, and was part of the first aerial expedition that flew over the North Pole.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roald_Amundsen)
25

people recognize these universal things that have left their echo primarily in
myths, so even when scholars do recognize them, few people have experienced
them directly. I have already dealt with the theme of the “Journey of the Soul” in
music, and I am only apparently dealing with a different theme when I highlight
the experience of death; or, in the case of Schubert, the fact that this “psychic
death” appeared to the composer through the real threat of physical death –
which is a circumstance not so different from that of Beethoven, who reached the
point of being prepared to take his own life before facing the challenge of living
and fulfilling his musical mission in spite of his deafness.
However, to say that Beethoven was one who reached a higher consciousness
than that of other mortals is easier to believe than to say something similar of
Schubert, who lived unrecognized and whose musical journey does not
constitute such an unmistakable manifestation of transformation.
To say that Schubert experienced a “death before dying” is to say that he
underwent a mystical process, and this is not reflected in the idea of Schubert
that his biographies have conveyed so far.

Just as in the case of Beethoven, where a great misfortune awakened the
composer to a higher realm of existence, in the case of Schubert it is also possible
to discern something similar: a great misfortune coincided with the passage of
the first period to the second period in the history of his work.
It is quite clear. Something occurs around 1822 (six years before his death at the
age of 31 in 1828), and thereafter Schubert’s music deepens. Why is it deeper?
Moreover, why do I say he suffered a great misfortune? Because from that
moment onwards, he was able to foresee the tragedy of his untimely death.

We know that some people awaken to the pain of another's death, as happened
to Dante with Beatrice, and also of people who are experiencing a deep
transformation when they themselves survive near-fatal accidents, which
sometimes have led them to clinical death for several minutes - as studied by
Kenneth Ring 27, and described as N.D.E. (Near Death Experiences), but it seems
that Schubert’s case was that of one who came to “give himself up for dead” and
profoundly accept his mortality simply with the knowledge of his fatal illness.
We know that he was hospitalized in 1822, six years before his death, due to
syphilis and that syphilis, at that time, was something comparable to or worse
than AIDS is today, so he must have felt the victim of an incurable disease, and in

Kenneth Ring (1936) - is an Professor Emeritus of Psychology at the University of
Connecticut, and a researcher in the field of research on near-death experiences (NDE). He is
cofounder and former president of the International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS)
and is the founding editor of the Journal of Near-Death Studies. His book Life at Death was
published
by
William
Morrow
and
Company
in
1980.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_Ring).
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a situation of great danger. If the music he writes is examined in the light of this
situation in his life, it is not hard to feel that the references to such fatality go
beyond mere coincidence.
However, before examining the music of Schubert’s second period, equivalent to
Beethoven’s heroic period, we should know that, unlike Beethoven, Schubert was
not a famous musician during his lifetime; he was only a popular musician in the
small world of his circle of friends. It is true that his music became almost an
institution in Vienna, where gatherings in which one or another friend sang came
to be called the 'Schubertiades', but despite being an extraordinary composer of
lieder; this only made him popular, but not someone recognized as 'great'.
Nobody, while Schubert lived, felt he was a great composer.
Let us listen to the beginning of Quartet No. 14, “Death and the Maiden”.

What is this series of five strong descending notes saying?

It seems to us that Schubert then responds to them with a symmetrical
affirmation:

As in Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, we hear a rather aggressive, accurate,
relentless phrase. The phrase begins from above, and more precisely from the
fifth degree of the scale, called the dominant, which is the farthest from the
fundamental note in terms of sonorous tension, that is, the one that makes us feel
maximum tension with respect to the tonality of the quartet. That high note
followed by the rhythm of three short notes and a long one

evokes in us the beginning of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony with its “call of
destiny”;

and no doubt it was like this too for Schubert's contemporaries, because when
Beethoven died a year before Schubert, his funeral procession was similar to that
of an emperor.

This call: “pa-pa-pa-pam” not only has intrinsic meaning, which Beethoven had
already made use of, it also has historical significance, and thus it almost
becomes a citation. Likewise, Schubert does what Beethoven had already done:
he repeats the motif a note below, as if to say, “To that, this is my answer”.

After encountering this harsh reality, what does Schubert tell us?

First of all, we hear a question like that of one who does not give full credit to
what he has just come to know, or who seeks to know more. And seems also, to
implore, or perhaps to mourn. His manner continues in the following phrases, as
one who mournfully wants to know when and how.

Finally, Schubert acknowledges the truth and faces up to his tragic circumstance,
beginning to “digest” it; or, we might say, preparing himself for the inevitable.

In the courageous dramatic encounter at the announcement of his untimely
death, Schubert's mood radiates such beauty that even the terrible becomes
beautiful. We would say that he has found a new approach; a new way of being
with death, reflecting his heroism and nobility. In other words, he finds himself.
As in Beethoven himself, there is almost a victory in Schubert's readiness to
surrender to his destiny. We find something similar at the beginning of
Schubert’s last quartet (Op. 161): first the shock of the encounter with the
terrible:

then the questions (really? when? how?),

and immediately getting to work on it, as he who digests the new circumstances.
Let us listen again to it from the beginning, in order to proceed.

Let us now turn to the consideration of a symphony almost a contemporary of
the quartet “The Death and the Maiden” - the famous “Unfinished”.

Why is this symphony that Schubert obviously did not finish, “unfinished”? It is
known that he intended to continue but did not have the inspiration to do so. We
could say that he intended to write a complete symphony, but one thing is the
will of the musician and another inspiration. We might say that inspiration may
have dictated something to him that, from the point of view of the composer’s
intention, thwarted his purpose; but from a different point of view, might we not
say that the “unfinished” symphony with its two movements is something like a
self-portrait of Schubert’s incomplete life; as if the work that flowed through his
inspiration knew more than his conscious mind?

It has a strange perfection, this symphony, precisely due to which it has been
compared to Beethoven’s Fifth - while the experience of the two is very different,
as befits the contrast between the personalities of the two composers.
For Beethoven was someone who had confronted his fear with a defiant courage,
since as a child he had learned not to let himself be dominated by his father, from

whom he had to forcibly defend himself. Schubert, however, was a very tender
person. It could be said that he was also fearful, but not one who rushes
forwards, as Beethoven, but one who tends to back away shyly, and whose
unaggressive courage can seem weak.

I would say that Schubert’s courage is a 'Christic' courage that “turns the other
cheek”. One who responds to aggression without anger seems to not have
courage, but is courage not needed to suffer aggression without violence? In life
one who does not get angry is crucified.
Schubert was crucified, in a way, by devoting himself to the exaltation of beauty
when life required him to earn money and be more practical. He was a dreamer,
you might say, by devoting himself to a vocation that could be characterized as a
priesthood of beauty.

His father had a school and invited him to work there. Schubert, however,
decided to devote himself to his interest, which was music. Yet he did not have
the patronage that Beethoven achieved with his titanic gestures, moving among
the nobility as one of an even higher nobility, and lent it genius, even so, his
meagre means often meant he went hungry, and for years he did not have a
piano. What a living allegory: to write music of such quality and not have a piano!
We know that he sometimes wrote on the paper used for covering restaurant
tables. Is it not courage to accept such a difficult life in order not to be diverted
from one’s path? We might think that Schubert sacrificed himself for his
vocation, and that he possessed the considerable but inconspicuous courage of
being true to himself.
Now let us hear the beginning of his eighth and penultimate symphony, called
the “Unfinished”, a contemporary of the quartet “Death and the Maiden”.

Have we heard an affirmation or a question?

It seems a question to me. As the melody does not end on the fundamental note,
but on the fifth degree of the scale (B minor), it seems to expect an answer. It is a
question that seems to emerge from the darkness, a grim question. Let us say it is
a question regarding death itself, just as the beginning of the quartet “The Death
and the Maiden” poses the theme as an affirmation.
In response to the question that life itself seems to formulate – or death itself –
“the hero” of the work now manifests, but by using the term “hero” I do not mean

to imply that his mind was up to the Beethovenian challenge - quite the contrary.
For one listening superficially, the agile and soft melody of violins might sound
cheerful, just as Schubert himself, in his introversion and delicacy, despite
bearing his tragedy on the inside seemed more cheerful. However, for one paying
closer attention, the repeated notes two by two of the violins convey a tremor and where there is a tremor, there is usually fear. The repeated four-note motif
on the bass, echoing the call of destiny in Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, confirms
to us the menacing omnipresence that is looming.

It seems that what we hear is the mental state of someone who wonders if his
situation is really as terrible as it seems, is it deadly? Not only does he tremble,
but he hesitates, in an ambivalent state, heading first in one direction and then
the opposite. This, then, is how Schubert describes himself in his own tremor and
insecurity, until his music shares with us something like an opening up to a
higher inspiration.
We hear something akin to an oracular voice.

It is as if the sky opened and said: “This is the Law”. “It is decreed that life be so:
we all have to live this process”. Alternatively, it is as if the individual's vision
opened for a moment to a cosmic perspective, according to which everything
comes and goes in cycles...

Yet the oracular voice is answered by a gesture of pain, for from the point of view
of the individual soul, attachment to life still persists. It is as if we heard an “Oh”!

I have illustrated the passage with a fragment of orchestral score, which allows
us to better appreciate how the passage in which we hear the “voice of destiny”
is presented in counterpoint with the tremor of the violins and also with the
threat of the four fateful notes in the bass, and where we can appreciate how the
painful groan reaches us with the powerful timbre of the horns.

Then follows the dialogue between the individual and the oracular voice of what
we might conceive of as a higher self. We feel that this higher self demands
courage from the tender, timid, young man who does not yet know the terrible,
as if to say: “Become a man!”

Now, after a very brief introduction, comparable to the opening curtain in a
proscenium, the hero himself appears, able to face death in view of the serenity
of his cosmic perspective.

Even in the tender and sweet Schubert, we find a moment of “Beethovenian”
challenge; but pure contemplation follows for the rest of the exposition of this
movement in sonata form. The hero recovers the peace of one who understands
that just as the stars rotate, everything in nature obeys their laws, that they
compose a harmonious cosmic vision in which things begin and end without
tragedy.

Upon entering the development, the music again surprises us with a threat, and
we understand that the serenity achieved is still intermittent. For it is one thing
that the individual at times go back to the cosmic vision of that “oracular voice”
and another to fully integrate it into his being, reaching a total acceptance of
existence as it is. Throughout the course of the development we feel that the hero
is subjected to a successive series of tests from which he emerges victorious,
transformed at last into a mature hero, triumphant and complete.

Schubert wrote two movements: the allegro and the adagio. Let us now hear the
beginning of the second.

Some orchestral conductors do not highlight sufficiently the bass in the
'pizzicato', as if only what happens in the upper register were interesting. I think
the descending scale of the bass is essential, suggesting the descent to a tomb - or
more accurately to the “kingdom of the shadows”. This motif of the descent
alternates with a heavenly voice, which contrasts with the voice from beyond the
grave, suggesting a presence that survives death; and because it is a melody that
turns on itself, suggesting something like a spiral form, we could take it as a hint
of an embryonic form; that is to say, the incubation of a higher life.

Again and again, the descent to death alternates with the embryonic soul that
seems to take shape precisely through its contact with darkness; but enough for
now on the commentary of this movement, given that I shall return to it during
the demonstration of the musical dictation of Tótila Albert, in a later chapter.

Rather, let us turn to the symphony composed by Schubert after the
“Unfinished”, sometimes called “The Great” for its monumental proportions.
I now wish you to hear the end of this symphony, because if we think that in
composing the “Unfinished” Schubert had not made sufficient progress in his
psycho-spiritual development to address the full musical expression of this
metamorphosis that he had only experienced during his stages of heroism in the
face of adversity and grief, we want to know if in the course of the years that
followed, Schubert reached a level of experience that allowed him to give
expression to the “unitive” level of the path.
I believe, actually, that when Schubert composed his last symphony, not only had
he been through the experience of death and found himself, but that he had
returned to the everyday world as one who returns from “the afterlife”. The third
symphonic movement that was originally a 'minuetto' and suggested a return to
the common world, is for Schubert here, as for Beethoven, the expression of the
experience of one who has faced a great tragedy and returns to the everyday
world with a gentle yet profound attitude. Interestingly, Schubert knows how to
convey this to us in the atmosphere of a folk festival in which he no longer feels
at home after his entry into the mystery of existence.

However, before proceeding to the consideration of the last movement of
Schubert’s last symphony, it seems appropriate to mention that before
embarking on the composition of this symphony, Schubert composed his famous
song cycle entitled “Winterreise” (Winter Journey), written the same year, and
that could be considered an expression of Schubert’s “dark night of the soul”.
Before quoting some of the most painful part of this cycle, I will quote something
from one of the first songs, when he is first entering into his Winter. It is called
"The Linden Tree", and is not only one of the best known, but one of great
interest as it reflects the personality of the composer.

In the preface to an edition of the texts of these songs that I was given, I see that,
moreover, this piece was one of the favoured by Hans Castorp, the character of
“The Magic Mountain” by Thomas Mann 28. It is described here also as “a
completely German piece”; it is not part of an opera but a song, both popular
patrimony and a masterpiece, which precisely for this received its particular
spiritual seal. This music is a lied by Schubert, “The Linden Tree”, which from the
early bars, before the gate, captures the heart of Hans Castorp as if it were telling
him an unfathomable secret and sent him on to something that was above
himself, to a mysterious and indefinable world, and the Mannesque hero feels
how he loves that lied.
Here is the first part of the famous song “The Linden Tree”, which speaks of
feeling protected and at peace before, in the second part, the wind begins to blow
and the storm breaks loose. The successive verses of the translation of the text
that I quote below correspond to the successive musical phrases at the beginning
of this song.

Thomas Mann (Lubeck, Germany, June 6th, 1875 – Zurich, Switzerland, August 12th, 1955) –
was a German, naturalising to american citizenship. He is considere done of the most important
european writers his generation. Mann is remembered for the deep critical analisys de develop
around the European and German soul in the thirst half of twentieth century. For this he took as
mais references the Bible and the ideas of Goethe, Freud, Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. Thomas
Mann received the Nobel Prize of Literature in 1929, principally for his epic novel, Buddenbroks,
which has merited a steadily increased recognition as one of the classics of contemporary
literature. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thoman_Mann).
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At wellside, past the ramparts,
There stands a linden tree.
While sleeping in its shadow,
Sweet dreams it sent to me.

And in its bark I chiseled
My message of love:
My pleasures and my sorrows
Were welcomed from above.

Today I had to pass it,
Well in the depth of night –
And still, in all the darkness,
My eyes closed to its sight.

Its branches bent and rustled,
As if they called to me:
Come here, come here, companion,
Your haven I shall be!

Further on the music echoes how according to the text, the wind starts blowing
and the storm is unleashed.
The icy winds were blowing,
Straight in my face they ground.
The hat tore off my forehead.
I did not turn around.

Away I walked for hours
Whence stands the linden tree,
And still I hear it whisp’ring:
You’ll find peace with me! 29
29

Translator’s note: translation by Walter A. Aue.

As I have explained, Schubert was of a very tender and friendly disposition. It
would seem that he did not feel at home in his father’s house, nor did he come to
establish a home himself; he was, rather one of those people who like but miss
home, with its intimacy around the fireplace. I remember as a child I was given a
book about Schubert entitled “Schubert and his friends” – but he was an introvert
whose sense of friendship compensated a certain propensity for desolation that is

the very opposite of the home; and the cold of winter, devastation and loneliness which are the very opposite of the warmth of intimacy - also abound in his music.

So, when we talk about the courage of Schubert, we must think of the courage
involved in enduring loneliness, and the cold. All this prepared him to face death,
and “Winterreise”, which is the work that most moved Schubert whilst composing
it, speaks of both. (We have the testimony of how he wept when he played it on the
piano for his friends). I believe that after Schubert’s encounter with his higher self
in the “Unfinished” and other works, with the corresponding higher level of
inspiration, as well as the experience of becoming so intimate with himself, he
went through, like all people who enter this path, a moment of desolation. Only
after this comes the last symphony, where he finds himself once again and goes
one step further.

However, let us listen to the last lied of this cycle, called “Der Leiermann” (The
Organ Grinder). In it, there is in it an implicit comparison with one who earns a
living playing an organ, who depends on the charity of others and to whom no one
listens; a shoeless old man standing on the cold ground, whom occasionally dogs
bark at. We see in this lied a Schubert consecrated to his art, similarly to how we
see one who is crucified on a harp in “The Garden of Earthly Delights” by Bosch.

Let us listen to this very simple yet austere composition that makes us feel the
winter with its desolation. It seems important to me that we hear it before we
listen to the symphony, because in its last movement we will remember the organ
grinder, only now transforming his miserable simplicity into the simplicity of an
apotheosis.

I believe that the last (unitive) phase of the inner path, which is associated with the
experience of completeness, corresponds to what Stanislav Grof 29, a Czech
psychologist known for his research on the experiences induced by lysergic acid termed the “volcanic phase” in the sequence of “perinatal matrices”.
Stanislav Grof (born July 1st, 1931, in Prague, Czech Republic, Formerly Czechoslovakia) - is one
of the founders of transpersonal psychology and a pioneering researcher in the use of altered states
of consciousness for the purpose of healing, growth and introspection. Grof received the VISION 97
award granted by the Foundation of Dagmar and Vaclav Havel in Prague on October 5th, 2007.
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Grof explains that the four phases during biological birth correspond to four
characteristic inner states observed in the course of such experiences, so that he
associates what he calls the first “perinatal matrix” with something like the
memory of intrauterine life before the start of the contractions of labour, during
which all is well in the peace of the mother’s womb and the baby feels as if in
paradise. Then comes the time of uterine contractions when dilation of the cervix
has not yet begun; and we might think that the foetus feels cramped, choked,
unable to move, and it is like hell, and Grof speaks of a second perinatal matrix in
reference to inner states in the adult that resemble that condition that we all go
through before birth. When the journey through the birth canal begins, however,
although there is pressure, the foetus moves forward; and I would say that the
third perinatal matrix, in which we suffer but we feel the hope of making progress,
corresponds to what Christianity conceived of as a purgatory.
Grof describes the last stage of biological birth as the most spectacular and as one
where the mother begins to lose blood and body tissue might tear, but the
situation is such that there is something greater than the pain; as in the case of a
volcano that explodes. Experientially, this fourth perinatal matrix is one of an
explosive ecstasy that can be accompanied by larger-than-life visions.

I have argued that the “perinatal states” that Grof refers to when speaking of
“matrices” correspond to the stages of mystical development, so that the shaman
typically ascends to the heavens in his inner journey before descending into hell,
then his consciousness finds a balance on returning to earth, which is as a centre
from which he can move to other worlds, and finally reaches something like a
spiritual birth that has the characteristics of a leap to a new level of awakening. It
is the volcanic aspect of birth, an inner experience that is incomparable in the
outside world, except perhaps when our head had to push through our mother’s
bony pelvis and we most assuredly felt on the brink of death.

This movement begins, rapidissimo, with something like the archetypal trumpets of
the resurrection, then we hear something like a wind that sweeps away everything
known. The joy of the fast tempo seems to come precisely from a leaving behind of
everything by one making a transition to a transcendent world.

Further on, what dominates is a sense of progress; but it is not the pilgrimage of
Schubert the pilgrim, as here there is a great force that seems to sweep him along.
There is also a sense of imminence; we feel that something is about to occur. It is
coming! It is about to arrive! My personal association is that of the sperm that are
reaching the egg waiting to be fertilized. We feel we are on a journey into the
unknown, like a musical version of one of the books that have been written about
the journey of the dead beyond the familiar world. The sense of imminence is
increasing. As when in children's games you say “Warm! Warm! Warmer! You are
getting closer!”

However, I turn now to that for which I have quoted the song of the organ grinder
at the end of the Winter Journey, corresponding to the second thematic group. At
the beginning, its character resembles that of the song for its great simplicity:

At the end of the movement, however, its meagre simplicity is transmuted into a
monumental simplicity and a sacred monotony, which is like a having reached the
centre of all things to find something stable and unchanging. I have used the
metaphor of the sperm reaching the egg; but let us say now that it is rather the
arrival of the human spirit to the Self, the divine or the absolute.

We feel at the end of the movement that human consciousness has reached its
centre, and the centre of life, around which everything revolves, and that there is
nothing more to say than “I am here”.

The most important of the works composed by Schubert after “The Great” was his
very famous Quintet for Strings, D-956, of which we will now hear some excerpts.
As we have seen, many of Schubert’s works begin with his encounter with the
terrible, as occurs in this quintet, only this time we seem to chance upon an already
distilled affirmation; for although it speaks of the same thing as many other works,
it does so aphoristically, in a very brief space. Already from the opening phrase of
the first movement, we know that this will be the encounter with something very
poignant and terrible.

Now let us see how Schubert responds to this sort of “call of destiny”.

Faced with the challenge, which could not be more threatening, Schubert responds
in an obviously light, even playful, elegant manner - as if he wished to tell us his
answer to death is to keep singing.

Could we not say that it is a triumph over death, to allow oneself to ignore it? As we
continue with our listening, we can sense that for the musician, the stimulus of
death no longer evokes the feeling of dread, but an explosion of love. A dance,
almost. That is his triumph - but very different from the triumphalistic, almost
military, apotheosis of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.

After which, comes the second movement, one of the most beautiful works of the
universal musical repertoire, that could be interpreted as a requiem for himself by
the measure of peace and acceptance that it evokes: the peace of someone who has
nothing to avoid, for he has already seen the abyss and knows that there is nothing
he can do that makes more sense than to carry on loving and singing.

second movement, idilic part

However, not all is acceptance and peace in this second movement. The moment of
despair also arrives, and this tells us that in Schubert, one who has reached
serenity and sweetness coexists with one who has not yet transcended his human
personality.

Schubert recovers his peace, but dialectically, for what we hear after the despair
and terror is a more integrated peace in the presence of death and not as a
parenthesis after having encountered it – as if he who is in despair has been
communicated the capacity for peace.

Let us now listen to something of the third movement of this quintet, that
correlates to the pattern of what has been said about the scherzos of the
symphonies of Beethoven and the Romantics: it speaks to us of the return to earth,
the return to the ordinary, which is also the mundane. Only it seems that he who
has encountered death bears even the banal with increased enthusiasm.

It brings to mind what Dostoevsky writes in “The Idiot”, when he describes the
personal experience of when he was about to be shot in Siberia, and he saw in the
distance the sunlight reflected off a gilded dome. Such is the intensity and beauty of
life, that he wonders: “If I were to continue living now, how would it be possible to
live with this intensity?” Then pardon is granted, by order of the Tsar. He learns
that everything was planned, and it was to teach him a lesson. To cause him panic
and punish him through this threat. Of course, the scene of his novel alludes to this
experience that deeply impacted his life. It is as if with this intensity in the sense of
ordinary life he had overcome the encounter with his mortality.

Yet upon reaching the trio, and following this exaltation of the simple life, we feel
as if we heard a kind of farewell; that is, an awareness in which a farewell to life is
assumed, not so much to an individual or a group of people, but to life itself. We
hear now an intensely elegiac music, just as when a dead person is mourned, only
that it is the cry of the dying rather than that of those who participate in a funeral:
a cry that is the wholeness of love faced with separation.

Trio

Nevertheless, it is not that the capacity for pleasure has been lost, for, when the
trio is completed, the celebration of life is reaffirmed in its simplicity, as if this
were the composer’s final message.

In the fourth movement of the quintet we can still hear earthly life, always
experienced with the intensity of a visitor from the afterlife. There is a story by
Thornton Wilder, which I believe is borrowed from antiquity, about one who dies
and requests to return to life for a few moments. His wish is granted, and he can be
at home without anyone seeing him. What love he feels for everyone! He sees his
mother, and everything seems beautiful to him, just as in Dostoevsky’s
aforementioned experience. As in the preceding movement, we feel in this final
movement a genuinely popular spirit, and by extension allusive to the ordinary,
only that we feel the ordinary has become extraordinary for he who lives it with
such intensity, perpetually heightened. Only this last movement goes further than
the previous in that it suggests dancing, more committed than singing, and even
more evocative of the concreteness of treading the earth.

8 The experiential world of Brahms through the unknown work of
Tótila Albert

Brahms lived in the late nineteenth century and became known some time after
Schumann, who, in turn, was something like Beethoven's successor for the prestige
he had within Germany.

Beethoven had a contemporary – Schubert – so both lived in Vienna at the same
time: the colossus that was Beethoven (who transformed music into something
different from what it had been until then), and Schubert, who deeply admired
Beethoven but apparently was too shy to appear before him.

It is sometimes said that with the heroic period of Beethoven’s music Romanticism
appears in music, and with Romanticism music begins to serve as a vehicle for the
personal expression of composers. Of even greater importance than the beginning
of music as self-expression though, was that music was no longer an echo of the
“music of the spheres”, as claimed in the Middle Ages (referring to the idea that
this would be something like a sound expression of universal laws), but rather an
echo of human life, with its passions and lingering reflection of its biological self.
We feel that Bach speaks of the cosmos, and that the circular orbits of the celestial
bodies are reflected in his music. When Beethoven opens up to a new inspiration,
his music is not only an expression of universal laws, but also, more specifically, of
human experience.

As I have already mentioned, Beethoven had imitators who wanted to express
their personal experiences in music, though not achieving in their attempts at
musical autobiography results as interesting as Beethoven’s. Beethoven being
someone who had realized himself, “speaking of himself” in his music was more
than just talking about himself, and became an expression of the process through
which one can come to embody a spiritual dimension, awakening to a higher
world.
The famous German orchestra conductor and musicologist Von Bülow 30 used to
say that among the “three great B’s” of music - Bach, Beethoven and Brahms - Bach
was the Father, Beethoven the Son and Brahms the Holy Spirit. No doubt he said it
as a joke, but I think that the persistence of that joke in our time suggests that it
can also be taken as something deeper and valid. Thus, one cannot deny that Bach’s

Hans Guido Freiherr von Bülow (Dresden, January 8th, 1830 - Cairo, February 12th, 1894) was a
German director, pianist and composer of the Romantic period. He was artistic director and
director of the Berlin Philharmonic from 1887 to 1892. His intervention was crucial to the success
of some of the greatest composers of his time, as Richard Wagner. Between 1851 and 1853 he
studied
piano
under
the
guidance
of
Liszt
in
Weimar.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_von_Bülow).
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music is the closest to incarnate in the world of sound the Christian experience of
the Heavenly Father. Although all great music could, in a way, be called spiritual,
Bach seems to transmit to us most convincingly the devotion to a transcendent
god. (Moreover, for Bach, to such an extent was the act of composing an act of love
for God, that he signed his works with the expression Soli Deo Gloria (SDG) 31.

However, there are many possible experiences of God, so we can say that God has
“many faces”, or at least as many faces, as there are individuals. So, when in his
rather humorous sentence Von Bülow speaks of Beethoven as the Son, we find this
statement perfectly apt as an allusion to humans; or more precisely, the human
being as an expression of the divine: the human being when the individual, having
found himself, has realized his divine potential.

In a way, Mozart had been a “divine child” whose music reflects love that is not so
much devotional, as in Bach, but human, and more specifically, tenderness (as the
child’s love is, and especially the love between mother and child). Therefore,
although Mozart composed masses and other works of devotional music, it was
especially in opera that his characteristic genius was reflected and his personality
expressed - the opera, which is primarily the dramatic expression of human
relations. If Mozart is for us a “divine child”, Beethoven is a teenager or an
adolescent: an offspring who is no longer a child, and for whom God is not to be
worshipped by kneeling in churches. Aptly, the scriptwriter of a recent (not
historically accurate but very well conceptualised) film, Copying Beethoven
(2006) 32, attributes to him the words “God and I work back to back” – a statement
that might seem arrogant, but that can be understood as the expression of a
particular spiritual state, little known in Christian culture, of one where the
relationship with the divine is not that of the obedient son with the father.
In Eastern mysticism the scale of devotion is considered as one where the person
begins to love God as a child loves the father, then progresses to greater intimacy,
in which he feels about God as he does about his mother, and then to a love like
that of lovers. Similarly, in the relationship with spiritual masters, various forms of
love are recognized, that follow on through the stages of spiritual maturation, until

The baroque composer Johann Sebastian Bach wrote the initials "SDG" at the beginning and end
of his religious compositions and also at the end of other, but not all, secular compositions. A
contemporary of Bach, George Friederic Handel, for example in his Te Deum, also used this
dedication. In the sixteenth century the Spanish mystic and poet John of the Cross used a similar
phrase "Soli Deo honor et gloria" in his "Precautions and Councils".
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Copying Beethoven/ 2006 is a dramatic film by the Polish director Agnieszka Holland which
gives a fictional take on the German composer Ludwig van Beethoven’s last year of life.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copying_Beethoven)
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the gap between the consciousness of the pupil and the teacher disappears, and it
is said that the relationship of one to the other has evolved into something like
“water falling into water”. This implies a recognition that the person comes to have
a less reverential attitude before God as the one he was originally characterized by.
It is as if God were to disappear, even, and become purely immanent; and so, some
say referring to the Song of Songs, considered in the rabbinic tradition as the most
sacred book of the Old Testament in which the word “God” does not appear. The
love that is expressed is this human love that is considered an expression of the
fact that God has been fully integrated into human life – a love that through such
infusion of the divine has been elevated to a divine condition.
This is how I understand Beethoven’s identification with the Son of the Christian
Trinity, whose orthodoxy has identified exclusively with a historical individual but
that esotericism always understood as the profound nature of every human being.
Yet, how to explain that amongst the “three B’s of Music”, Brahms corresponds to
the Holy Spirit?

I might start by explaining that three aspects of the divine are recognized not only
in Christianity, but also in many other spiritual traditions, and that by Christianity
inheriting a more ancient teaching that spoke of three cosmic principles, the
patriarchal culture in which Christianity arose would have distorted the “maternal
face of God”, masculinizing it. This has been the opinion of the “liberation
theologians” by proposing that the Spirit corresponds to the archaic concept of the
Divine Mother, and that this is coherent with the characterization of the Spirit as
love. Although both knowledge and love transcend the male and female gender, it
is also true that boys from a young age are more interested in strategic games than
in dolls, and vice-versa; and surely the world would be less violent if women had
had a stronger say in their governance.

However, I return to Brahms, who for much of his life lived overshadowed by the
popular enthusiasm inspired by Wagner and Liszt. Wagner was a very arrogant
and competitive person, and we could say nowadays, that despite his musical
genius he suffered from a strong “personality problem”. It is significant of his
emotional anguish that he was, more than any other, the father of German antiSemitism 33 (although anti-Semitism had been associated with Christianity from its
beginnings, as Christianity was conceived in competition with the Jewish tradition
and therefore there had always been persecutions and ghettos). So intense was
Wagner’s hatred of Jews, that he transmitted it to the most enthusiastic of his
admirers - Adolf Hitler - who through musical fervour instilled in him the zeal for

The literary works of Wagner on race and anti-Semitism reflect some trends of thought in
Germany during the nineteenth century. Under the pseudonym K. Freigedank (K. Freethought), in
1850 he published in the journal Neue Zeitschrift für Musik his essay Judaism in Music (Das Judentum
in der Musik). In it, he attacked his Jewish contemporaries (and rivals) Felix Mendelssohn and
Giacomo Meyerbeer, deploring what he considered "the Judaization of modern art", in addition to
accusing the Jews of being a harmful and alien element in German culture.
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the supremacy of the Aryan race that was so strongly associated with competitive
contempt for Jews. An alliance was also formed between the talented and
passionate Wagner and Liszt, another great talent, whom later history has not
recognized as so great a genius for his compositions as he seemed to his
contemporaries, seduced by his unprecedented virtuosity, as well as his personal
magnetism and sympathy; when he played the piano, he captivated almost all his
listeners and enamoured the women. In spite of Liszt not being a composer whose
presence in the repertoire has endured to this day, the joint prestige of Wagner
and Liszt led to a musical ideology being imposed in their time, calling itself the
new German music, which proposed a literary interpretation of music and
prescribed that musical works should no longer adhere to traditional forms such
as the “sonata form” so frequently used by Beethoven and Mozart, but as well as
being free, should be inspired by a narrative programme, as Wagner in his operas.
From this point of view that dominated nineteenth century intellectual fashion,
Brahms, who was still composing according to the canons of the classics, was for a
long time considered a retrograde. Not only during his life did Brahms gain
increasing recognition, but also since his death, so that over the years (I am
reaching 80 and I have been a musician from a very young age), I myself have been
able to witness the progressive discovery of the greatness of Brahms.

Although I would say that I discovered Brahms through my experience of music as
a young pianist, this discovery of Brahms was strongly reinforced by an extramusical influence: that of Tótila Albert; and just as Tótila Albert influenced my
personal understanding of Brahms, I think it is within my scope to convey to others
something of the inner and subtle dimension of Brahms, which I came to
appreciate through a set of works by Tótila Albert that he referred to as his
“Musical Dictation”.

As I have said many times in various ways, to talk about the experiential world of a
musician is something that has not been very appreciated in academic music
circles, as the prevailing prejudice amongst music professionals is that music is
just music and one should not attempt to interpret or translate its alleged content
into words. So I shall reiterate my belief that, knowingly or not, musicians are
more than musicians. I would say that already in calling music “music” we are
somehow diminishing it, since thereby we transform it into an aesthetic object, and
the aesthetic is something less far-reaching than what music tends to be for us.

Just as music arose with shamanism to raise or deepen human consciousness, over
time it came to be a 'cultural asset', and it continues to serve in our consumer
society mainly for our enjoyment. Beethoven deplored such superficiality, and I
think that when the Viennese came to recognize in Brahms an extension of the
Beethovenian spirit, implicitly they felt they were in the presence of music of the

same mysterious and profound nature as that of his hitherto unparalleled
predecessor.

Music being a potential vehicle for the communication of consciousness, be this a
trivial consciousness (as is usually the case with cartoons) or a deep consciousness
(as is the case of great music), I think that the great musicians have been precisely
those who convey to us a profound consciousness, and that is why they have had,
unwittingly or not, a spiritual influence on the world. During the course of the last
centuries especially, musicians have been producing a nourishment that reaches
our ears, nourishing us without our realizing very well what happens to us through
this: their works convey to us the experience of elevated forms of love that are
connected to spiritual life. This happens without one thinking of relating it to the
field of religion, and without even us realizing the existence of a musical language
that conveys such higher emotions that go straight to our subconscious.
I have already suggested that Beethoven and Schubert experienced a development
of consciousness comparable to that expressed in verbal symbolism through the
hero’s myth, and although the mystics speak of such things, words can never
convey the evolution of consciousness as effectively as music and, more broadly,
art. Speaking in this chapter of “the experiential world of Brahms in light of the
work of Tótila Albert”, I will be proposing that Brahms was also one who
experienced that inner transformation that leads an ordinary human being to the
celestial regions of mystical experience, and that therefore he was able to become a
source of spiritual nourishment for his listeners.

I have explained that for many years, Brahms was considered a retrograde; yet in
providential compensation, there was someone who, already in his youth, realized
perfectly well who he was, and this was none other than Schumann – who, for
many, other than enthusiasts of Wagner and Liszt, was the greatest musical
authority of his time. It was Schumann who posthumously made known the shy
Schubert, (who had only given a concert at the end of his life, not being otherwise a
good pianist) and who had become known for more than his songs, which were for
the Viennese something of a folk art. After Schubert’s premature death at the age of
31, it was Schumann who had become interested in discovering his quartets,
sonatas and symphonies, and had made them known, and it would be Schumann
himself to whom it corresponded to bring the young Brahms to the attention of the
general public.

Schumann was a man of great intuition, who during his youth had not known
whether to consider himself a poet or a musician, but he had decided on music, and
been very poetic in it. Schumann was also a music critic, whose interest in
educating the public so that they could discriminate between true talents and
imitators that only become important because of adept handling of public opinion,

had led to found a review 34. There was, then, a certain militancy in him, and when
on the advice of a friend, the young Brahms, aged 20, presented himself at
Schumann’s doorstep carrying his first sonata for piano and other works under his
arm, the latter, after not having contributed to his own review for years, was
inspired to take up his pen again to tell the world about his enthusiasm and his
certainty that: “Here is the one we have been waiting for”.
Schumann was already retired and would not live much longer in a conscious state
- shortly after he tried to take his own life (throwing himself into the Rhine upon
finishing composing the Rhenish Symphony - which appears as the third but was
the last) came the onset of insanity, for which he wished to be admitted into
hospital. (Interestingly, the author of the famous “Carnival” for piano, which had
brought him fame in his youth, was rescued that day by a couple who we rowing a
boat wearing the costumes of a Harlequin and a Columbine).
Schumann's pronouncement regarding the young Brahms was sufficiently unusual
for the latter to be called (sometimes with a certain irony or defiance) “the musical
messiah”; for it would seem that what had so impressed Schumann and inspired
that phrase of his of “the one we have been waiting for”, was not so much Brahms’
music per se, but the consciousness that was projected in it.

Schumann had been a medium as well as a highly inspired artist, we could say that
he was a man touched by the spirit, and I do not think that his madness was
something purely negative. We know that madmen know a little more than the
sane because what the medical world calls “psychosis” strikes us as the person’s
encounter with a deeper reality that he or she is able to assimilate. I, who have
been a doctor, carrying out my practice in a mental hospital in Chile before
completing my training, have always had great respect for psychotic people. While
doctors used to treat the “loonies” with disdainful superiority, I could never adopt
that attitude, because I felt they understood things that I was not able to
understand, as much as they were mistaken in the correct interpretation of their
profound insights.

When Schumann wrote the famous article which contained the phrase “this is the
one we have been waiting for”, some people took it very seriously, but others said
to themselves “this old Schumann is half mad”; and life became very difficult for the
young Brahms, who from then on, had the German and Viennese public expecting
confirmation of this opinion and rather sceptical or mocking regarding the
prophecy of his appreciative benefactor.
The works of Brahms became known elsewhere in Germany before they did in
Vienna, where Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven had lived and which had become the

Together with friends and intellectuals of the time, in 1834 he founded the Neue Zeitschrift für
Musik (New Journal for Music) - a journal dedicated to music. In the ten years he was at the front of
this, he was the source of a rich artistic production. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schumann).
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great music capital. To be received by the Viennese public was no small thing, then,
and it was considerably difficult for Brahms; however, when the German Requiem
(composed by Brahms in 1868, shortly after Schumann’s death) became known,
the public knew it was something of great significance.

The composition of the Brahms Requiem coincided not only with Schumann’s
death, but with the death of Brahms’ mother, and its text is a call for compassion to
all those who are in mourning. We might say that by calling it “German Requiem”,
as if he did not wish to bring his personal pain to the foreground, perhaps he did so
because that same personal pain had led him to feel one with the human condition.

Gradually Brahms came to be known to the public as a great musician. However,
his monumental and admirable first piano concerto, also from the time of his
Requiem, was rather poorly received. It seems that only when he finished his
slowly incubated first string quartet did Brahms feel that he was reaching a new
level of mastery (for he then destroyed many earlier quartets); and only after his
First Symphony did he triumph before the Viennese public.

His First Symphony was extraordinarily slow in gestation, because it took him no
less than 22 years 35 to complete - a case never seen before in the history of music.
It was not that Brahms took a long time in its preparation but that, after
completing the first three movements, and before embarking on the composition of
the fourth (which in the symphonic form represents an integration and
culmination of all that has come before it), Brahms was wise in taking his time. My
friend Tótila thought that only after the death of his father did Brahms feel that he
could finish the symphony, and for this it was especially admirable that Brahms
had known to await the right moment rather than present his work with an
artificial final movement.
However, it is time to explain whom Tótila Albert was, in the light of whose
unknown work (as announced by the title of this chapter) I can say of the
composer some things that go beyond what can be found in his biographies.

Tótila Albert was known in his life as a sculptor, his name being very familiar to my
fellow Chileans during my youth. He had already reached relative fame as a
sculptor in Germany during the years following World War I, for that was where
his father had sent him from Chile to be trained as a sculptor, and there the war
had caught him by surprise, although under his Chilean citizenship he was able to
Brahms began composing in 1854, but was not satisfied with the symphonic potential of the
drafts, using them in the First Piano Concerto and the German Requiem. He completed his First
Symphony in the summer of 1874 and dedicated over two years of work on revisions before signing
and dating the score of his First Symphony in September 1876. (http://www.kennedycenter.org/calendar/? fuseaction = composition & composition_id = 2650).
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continue pursuing his art and become a very prolific artist who the critics came to
call “the German Rodin”. He was even offered the Royal Prize of Prussia, which he
was unable to accept given that, although born from German parents, his
nationality was Chilean. Much of his sculptural work, however, has been destroyed,
partly by bombing in World War II in Germany, partly due to the relative
barbarism of Chileans when preserving their national treasures, and also because a
sculptor (as an architect) cannot afford the luxury of producing the cast of his
larger works without the initiative of his clients. Therefore, despite being a rather
prodigious sculptor, he left his works in plaster, which is a very fragile material,
and they have been disintegrating over time even in museums.

Tótila said, however, that sculpture had been his profession, but poetry his
vocation; because at some point in his life he had gone through an experience of a
“living death” similar to those I have described when speaking of Beethoven and
Schubert, through which he had abandoned not only his youthful personality but
also, for a long time, sculpture itself, to devote himself to a nascent poetic
inspiration that accompanied the incubation of his new life.

His profound transformation had not been the result of a search or the influence of
a spiritual school, but of the impact of his father’s death. He said that his love for
his father had been so intense as to have followed him to the next world, and in
this he compared himself to Orpheus, who had descended into hell for love, and
with whom he also had in common having undertaken this journey through his
poetic inspiration.

By speaking of “inspiration” he did so in the most literal sense, because poetry was
not something that he felt exactly the author of, but something that came to him
and, more precisely, something he heard. Having grown up in Chile without the
German language, despite having German parents, the dictation he received when
becoming a poet was in German. He had begun with isolated poems, but at some
point, his poetry took the form of an epic that was extended from year to year and
volume to volume, until reaching five volumes of 120 songs each – with a greater
extension than the Divine Comedy. Just as in the Divine Comedy Dante presents the
individual’s universal journey to divinity as a personal journey of the author, also
the poem that Tótila wrote was the expression of a personal mystical journey,
which lasted from the psychic death lived after the death of his father to his new
birth – which he used to call his self-birth, or Selbstgeburt in German.

Tótila was a person of humble character, who reproached me for looking “up to
him” on more than one occasion. “It is not right” - he told me when I was about
thirty years old, “but I tolerate it in you because I know you look through me”. So,
egalitarian was he in his dealings with friends and strangers that he was always

called by his first name, just as the father of Gestalt therapy was called Fritz 36 or
during the Renaissance Leonardo, Michelangelo and Raphael were called by their
first names. In spite of me being forty years younger, he always treated me as a
friend, though I would say I always felt him to be a prophet and a little like a
grandfather. I could say he was close to a teacher for me, but more accurate than
the term “teacher”, I would the one that Don Juan, famous teacher of Castaneda 37,
used in reference to Don Genaro: a “benefactor” - explaining that a benefactor is
able to give a blessing without adopting the role of a guide or a critic.

I received the influence of various great teachers, and my path was especially
marked by Oscar Ichazo, emissary of the mysterious school we had only heard
about so far through Gurdjieff’s autobiography, and the Tibetan Tarthang Tulku
Rinpoche, known as the constructor of Odiyan monastery in California and for his
work in preserving the legacy of Tibetan teachings. They were my teachers in the
traditional sense of the word: guides, transmitters of traditional teachings, people
who tell one where to go and where not, and that set one tasks. Tótila Albert,
however, was only a blessing in my life through his proximity and the radiance of
his inner realization, and only in retrospect did I come to know that, for his living
legacy, he had been a spiritual father to me.
Tótila, despite feeling a spiritual brother of Lao Tze and Jesus of Nazareth, was a
humble person, and when (as usual) nonsense was spoken in his presence, he
remained silent and sometimes he smiled, never presenting himself petulantly; but
when at times he simply spoke his mind, some disliked his judgments; and so, for
example, when Chile welcomed him after returning from Germany, naming him
professor extraordinaire of the School of Fine Arts, it was common that the works
that he was drawn to were not those presented by the favourite students of other
distinguished professors, and a lack of diplomacy led him to become unpopular
with some in his guild. I imagine that, just as Socrates’ unpopularity amongst so
many of his contemporaries caused him to be condemned, the resentments and
rivalries that arose around Tótila were a factor which contributed to him isolating
himself from the artistic environment - although the fact that at this point in his life
his main interest was no longer sculpture but poetry, and also in a (rather

36 Friedrich Salomon Perls. (July 8th, 1893, Berlin, Germany - March 14th, 1970, Chicago, USA) known as Fritz Perls, neuropsychiatrist and psychoanalyst, was the creator of Gestalt therapy. After
fleeing Nazi Germany in 1933, Pearls established himself in Johannesburg, South Africa, and
developed a form of therapy that he defined as "revised psychoanalysis" and, later, with his move to
the US, defined as Gestalt Therapy. At the end of the 1950s and early 1960s, Fritz Perls moved to
California
and
joined
the
Esalen
Institute
in
California
in
1964.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fritz_Perls).
37 Carlos Castaneda (according to Time magazine, Cajamarca, December 25th, 1925 - Los Angeles,
April 27th, 1998) - was a writer and anthropologist trained at the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA); he became known after the publication in 1968 of his master’s dissertation called
The
Teachings
of
Don
Juan
a
Yaqui
way
of
knowledge.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlos_Castaneda).

impotent) desire to shock the ridiculous and foolish society in which he felt he was
living, surely also contributed to this.

It was thanks to the providential help of his friends that he had returned to Chile
from Germany, where he was absorbed in his poetic vocation. It was a very
precarious survival situation in Germany for anyone in view of the scarcities, cold
winters and hunger, but Tótila was apparently surrounded by friends who were
convinced that the work that was being dictated to him was something highly
significant and mysterious that was to be protected, and he also had the support of
the Royal Prince, who recognized him as a relative (for Tótila was the grandson of
an illegitimate half brother of the famous Ludovico of Bavaria). Thus, we can
imagine how heart breaking for him was the contrast between this sheltered
existence in a kind of ivory tower, and what followed when only hours before the
declaration of the Second World War, Tótila hastily embarked on one of the last
boats leaving for South America. Once in Chile, he found himself obliged to return
to his old profession as a sculptor in order to survive, and that is how, as time went
by I, got to know him, because something like an informal salon where especially
musicians gathered had formed around my mother.

In view of the displacement of so many excellent musicians from Europe, great
orchestra conductors and performers were arriving in Chile, and music was
breathed in the very air of my childhood home. A Viennese violinist who was then
the concertmaster of our national symphonic orchestra – Freddy Wang - brought
Tótila with him when he had just arrived in the country, so I think that his face had
been familiar to me since childhood; only being a very shy and introverted child, I
must have felt that I had nothing to say to any of my mother’s important visitors.
Only when in my final year of humanities (in the late forties, when I was about
fifteen or sixteen) did Tótila and I first speak to each other, and then our friendship
began.

We were walking in opposite directions along one of the trails in the beautiful park
of Santiago that still surrounds the Museum of Fine Arts - the Woodland Park - on
the edge of which he lived on the seventh and highest floors of a building, the
terrace of which he had covered with trees. His father, who had arrived from
Germany in the nineteenth century by invitation of the Chilean government, was a
naturalist, and had not only been the founder of the natural science museum, but
had also brought trout to South America, and experimented with planting trees
from around the world in our country’s different climatic zones; he had been a
pioneer of ecology before the word even existed. His son, despite sharing his
father’s love of nature, had preferred to be an artist.
We recognized each other on meeting one day in this park as we approached each
other when walking in opposite directions, and not only did I recognize his striking

face with “Einsteinesque” hair around a natural tonsure, but he also recognized me,
and greeted me in a very friendly manner.
- Hello Claudio! How are you?

Being then very monosyllabic, and very shy, I did not know what else to say except
“good, thank you”.
- But tell me something about yourself!
So, interested did he seem in knowing something about me, that I wondered what I
could tell him, and found nothing else to report except that I had recently written
something for the school magazine. As Tótila then wanted to know what, exactly, I
had written, I explained my intuition that just as the historical and cultural
phenomenon of the Renaissance had taken place in Europe centuries ago, a new
wider revival would take place shortly, which would originate in the Americas and
not gravitate around art but around psychology. I had even imagined that the
stimulus for this new cultural wave would come from Bolivia (simply because it
had been suggested to me by the analogy between Bolivia’s highlands and the
mountains of Tibet).
Not once, during my school life, had I taken an interest in history, which I
associated with very boring teachers, but a few days previously I had written in a
single stroke of the pen a couple of pages about this idea, as if moved by an unusual
inspiration, and these pages were of immense influence in my life, not only because
they served to stimulate my first conversation with Tótila but because my own
prophecy regarding Bolivia was a factor in that I take notice, years later, of a
master hitherto unknown, who first was spoken of as a Sufi and who later
described himself as “an emissary of Western prophetic tradition”: Oscar Ichazo.

When I finished explaining to Tótila the contents of my short article, he shook his
head thoughtfully while he said: “I wish I was as optimistic as you are!” so I asked in
turn, “Don’t you think it’s going to be like this?”

To which he replied with a glum expression: “I think that the world is so crazy that
if it continues in this way, it runs the risk of self-destruction”.
This was still in the fifties, and if someone had already expressed this concern
(which has become so present from the eighties onwards), I was not aware of it;
not only because of the unusual contents of Tótila words, but because of something
in his attitude, I felt strongly that I stood before someone who knew what he was
saying; or rather, that just knew: he was a sage, whose knowing did not come from
simple reasoning or things heard, but from a deeper source. By virtue of this
perception that I might not have been able to explain then as explicitly as now, I
began, in a way, to follow him. Or, as I was saying before, to “milk him”; for it
seemed to me that with my questions I wanted to extract this knowledge that

belonged to a different consciousness to the one the rest of us share, made up of
simple sensory impressions, reasoning and the opinions of others, and that only
imperfectly could be explained rationally, similarly to how a three-dimensional
body can be only partially described from its projection on a plane or through a
certain angle.

During my time at school it was popular for a while to play a game in which we
fought imaginary launching projectiles at certain points defined by mathematical
coordinates, trying to sink equally imaginary ships, invisible to us on the map of
our opponents. Similarly, I felt that with Tótila’s answers to my questions I was
gaining a picture of what he could see clearly but was beyond my ability to
perceive simultaneously, and thus I was attempting to conceive how one who can
directly perceive certain things that ordinarily are not perceived through simple
reasoning, understood them.

When I read Plato's Symposium I came across something similar to what I felt when
Apolodoro explains how he followed Socrates and learned from everything that he
said and did, even if it was something as simple as how to tie one’s sandals. I would
say that Tótila was becoming an implicit model for me; only he was not one to seek
disciples, nor would he have liked that I refer to him as a teacher. Also, I was the
only disciple he had.

In his own country, Tótila was an unacknowledged prophet, and he would have
gone down in history as a just another sculptor were its not for our friendship and
that in view of my desire to understand his view of things, he came to delegate to
me not only his manuscripts but his mission. This happened some days before his
death, on the last occasion that I saw him at his home; for soon after it, a
mesenteric infarction determined his hospitalization and the end of his life.
My visit having come to its end, he had kindly escorted me to the door, as he did in
this time when his hemiplegia no longer allowed him to walk with me towards my
house, and said goodbye to me with the words: “See you then, Tótila”, in a tone that
could correspond more to a “see you next week" than to a “this is the last time you
will see me standing on my feet”.

It left me baffled that he would have called me by his name, and in view of the
stroke he suffered a few years before, I wondered if perhaps his neurological
condition had him confused; but then, perceiving my perplexity, he cleared my
doubt: “No, now you will be Tótila, and I am leaving”.
I told him then that I would like to be his successor, but he was one who had died
and been reborn, while I barely understood this and other experiences of his that I
had not known first-hand. “You are one who feels the bearer of a message, which you
refer to as “the message of the three”; while I, who over the years have tried to

understand you, have yet to attain the experience of my inner trinity”. How, then,
could I be worthy of his name?

He said then, “All that will come to you in time! The most important thing is not to
push: everything will come of its own accord”. As I did not seem satisfied with
what he said, he added: “You lack one thing only, and that, unfortunately, need not
be searched for: suffering”.
However, as I was unconvinced and speechless, he added: “It will come to you at the
age of 37”.
I was 37 years old when my only son died, and I think nothing else could have
opened my heart, because where others have a heart, I had a stone. I was very
intellectual and insensitive; very much a searcher, yes, but also very limited and a
little autistic; clumsy, too, a kind of social idiot, who understood things but did not
experience them.
From the day of the accident in which Matías had died I wept day and night, and it
was only a month later, when I suddenly realized, “but I am thirty-seven years old as
Tótila had anticipated!” This point in my life also coincided with beginning shortly
thereafter a solitary retreat in the desert near Arica that the other teacher I
mentioned - Ichazo - had prescribed me, and that I perceived as an opportunity to
make sense of my son’s death.

Ichazo had already predicted that I would find what I was searching for in the
desert, and that is what happened, in the sense that I had an experience of
enlightenment, though after a few years - as he also predicted for me – I would lose
the extraordinary consciousness I had known there and would have to recover it
without his help. As Christian mystical theology says, one must go through the
“illuminative way”, and then through “the dark night of the soul”, before reaching
the unitive stage of the way.
However, I have skipped ahead to a period of my life when Tótila was no longer
alive, so I go back to the moment in our friendship in which he first shared with me
some of his “Musical Dictation”.

His epic completed, Tótila felt as if he were floating without a clear purpose, for it
seemed to him that both his work and his path had come to an end, until someone and this still in Berlin - had brought him as a gift Beethoven’s last quartets, which
impressed him deeply. Surely, as a cultured person, and moreover, a German, he
had listened to Beethoven many times, but now for the first time he listened to him
with the ear of one who has experienced first-hand the “journey of the soul”, and
now it moved him to feel that Beethoven had also endured an inner process similar
to his own, and had known, for example, intrauterine consciousness.

I imagine that hearing the music of Beethoven with new ears was for Tótila
something like for Siegfried listening to the birdsong after bathing in the blood of
the dragon. Just as Siegfried, according to the myth, was then able to understand
the language of birds, Tótila began to understand the song of musicians, and
suddenly Beethoven’s intimate experience became so transparent to him, that he
conceived shaping his new understanding through another epic, which this time
would not be the "epic of the self" but one that he would call “the you revealed” about the inner journey of this new spiritual brother whom he had just discovered.
The work that he had just finished was (unlike the Commedia, in which Dante’s
personal experience is expressed through the forms of Greco-Roman and Christian
symbolism) a phenomenological epic, in which he had given his experience of the
inner journey a form free of traditional characteristics, and thus he imagined he
would do regarding Beethoven’s inner journey. However, when he was preparing
to contemplate Beethoven’s musical works chronologically, with the intention to
translate into words the corresponding experiences, and specifically when placing
the needle of his Vitrola gramophone on a recording of the first of Beethoven’s
piano sonatas, he was surprised by a terrifying experience that surely was
something comparable to an encounter with a ghost: he heard words in the music!

Such was his terror that he struck out at the Vitrola to stop it. Only that after,
recovered from the shock, he listened again; and the words returned. However,
after exploring the phenomenon, he decided he would set aside his initial idea of
“interpreting” the music of Beethoven. Instead of putting into words his direct
perception of the experiences of the composer, he would simply receive the
music’s “dictation”. (Hence he would later refer to the body of work that he
produced in this way as “the Musical Dictation”).

This work was interrupted, however, when Tótila, one day before the Second
World War was declared, left for Chile on the last boat leaving from Hamburg. He
had left behind his belongings and even his works in the emergency, and he must
have felt a bit like a castaway, besides feeling devastated by the war, for he was a
very caring man. (When I met him, he seemed to me a new Jeremiah by how moved
he was day to day just reading the newspaper, and I would even say that already at
that time his willingness to awaken the people he met to the vision of a better
world had come to constitute a dominant passion of his).

In retrospect, I can say that Tótila was the first critic of patriarchal society, for
Bachofen 38, who had discovered our matristic past, had conceived the patriarchal
society as a step forward in history. Such has been the conventional view, since to
speak of a patriarchal society is to speak of “civilization”; alluding to the time when

Johann Jakob Bachofen (1815 - 1887) was a Swiss jurist and anthropologist. Bachofen became an
important precursor of twentieth century theories about matriarchy, as the theory of Ancient
European Culture postulated by Marija Gimbutas in the 50s and the field of feminist theology and
"Studies on Matriarchy". (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Caspar_Bachofen).
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the calendar appears, writing begins, the great religions and the important cities
are born, with their monumental works – it not having been discovered yet (as we
now know from archaeology), that it was at the same time that slavery, wars and
social injustice arose.

Tótila considered that patriarchy was the fundamental evil of society, and
cherished an alternative vision consistent with that diagnosis. His view on this was
somewhat similar to Gurdjieff’s 39, whom he never knew and who preached the
need to educate "three-brained" beings in whom there existed harmony between
intellect, emotion and will; only that he referred to our inner parts or components
as “father”, “mother” and “son”. Just as Gurdjieff thought that humanity’s
fundamental problem was a lack of unity among its three brains, for Tótila the
fundamental problem was people’s lack of inner balance, induced by patriarchal
dominance in society.

Established in Chile, he returned to writing poetry, notably political poetry, as the
musical dictation which had been interrupted for many years seemed to him
something like an abortion: a natural process that he would no longer be able to
continue. I witnessed, however, how this process came back to life - no longer with
Beethoven but with Schubert.

While he was dedicated to working with Beethoven in Berlin he had heard
Schubert's Unfinished, and it struck him that he had been presented with the vision
of an Aztec sacrifice. How shall I explain? The image was of a young man who had
spent a lifetime preparing to climb the pyramid of sacrifice, where a priest would
remove his heart as an offering to the sun (as was done in ancient times, before the
Aztecs began to sacrifice prisoners of war). This strange image left Tótila with the
impression that in Schubert’s music lay a meaning that could be “auscultated” (as
he called the kind of listening that had allowed him access to Beethoven’s
dictation). However, many years passed before Tótila started to listen closely to
the Unfinished Symphony, and thus confirm his intuition that he could also receive
a dictation from Schubert. Furthermore, he understood then the seemingly bizarre
image that had appeared to him in Berlin, as the text that flowed from his
exploration reflected the experience of sacrifice in Schubert, who had chosen to be
faithful to his musical vocation even though it had entailed a life of poverty for him.
Thus, through his exploration of the Unfinished he discovered the heroism of
Schubert, so different from the aggressive Beethovenian heroism; the heroism of a
gentle person who, faced with aggression, desolation and threats, simply “turns the
other cheek”.

Georges Ivanovitch Gurdjieff (Russian Empire, 1866 - Neuilly-sur-Seine, 1949) - was an
Armenian mystic and spiritual teacher. He taught the philosophy of deep self-knowledge, through
the remembrance of self, transmitting to his students, first in St. Petersburg, later in Paris, what he
learnt in his travels around Russia, Afghanistan and other countries. It was Gurdijieff who
introduced
the
knowledge
of
the
Enneagram
to
the
west.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Gurdjieff).
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Tótila then went on to research Schubert's life, and discovered that such was the
composer’s poverty, that he sometimes even went without the lined paper on
which he wrote his music, so it was not unusual for him to write on the paper
tablecloths of taverns, neither did he always have a piano, and he even had to
forsake the woman he loved for being unable to provide the economic security
required by her parents.

Tótila then became interested in Schumann, who had discovered Schubert and
made his most important works known. In Schumann he discovered not only
another who had experienced the inner transformation, but someone whose case
revealed something like the phenomenon of a “musical lineage”: not just a mere
chain of influences, but a deeper continuity of consciousness running through the
generations. Furthermore, in the stylistically distinctive dictation that Tótila
received this time (of two of Schumann’s symphonies and other works), for the
first time, a “character” appeared: the archetype of Lucifer, the fallen angel who
longs to return to his divine origin.
Where to continue after Schumann? It was natural that Tótila then became
interested in Brahms, who had been so valued by Schumann; only that Tótila had
never been drawn to Brahms, having even harboured against him a prejudiced
attitude by sharing the opinion that Brahms was an “epigone”: An unoriginal
imitator. However, given our already close friendship, I was soon to witness how,
when Tótila started listening to the Brahms First Symphony, he discovered there
an unimaginable world.

Let us now turn to musical listening, beginning with the introduction to the first
movement of this symphony, Opus 68.
Let us listen first to just a few bars, to then attempt to put into words something
apropos its character.

From the first chords, we feel that we have entered a monumental work, the
content of which is not this or that, but the All itself - the cosmos. We feel a
pulsating sound mass, and the melody indicates an expansive movement.

Let us listen to this initial fragment once more.

We could say that it is a weighty progression, so the rhythmic pulse and expansive
gesture of the melody impress us as a slow progressive dilatation suggesting a
pressure that is resolutely exerted against a great resistance.
In Tótila’s text, the voice that accompanies this initial melody is that of the Original
Night (Urnacht), and approaches the Spirit of the World (Welt Geist) singing:
“Spirit of the World,
How heavily I carry you in me
Since divinity sleeps in my breast,
A creature is appearing
In space and time,
And with pleasure and pain
Longs to break out of me”;

It is the words “break out of me” which accompany this explosive gesture in the
music and that perhaps we already expected after the laborious expansion
accompanying the sound of the regular beats of the kettledrum, and that have most
likely implicitly suggested to us the strong beat of the heart during childbirth.

If the music strongly suggests childbirth, it also evokes in us something of cosmic
proportions, and the conjunction of both reminds us of something like a universal
delivery, a cosmogenesis or “Big Bang”.

All cultures have had their myths of creation. How come? Somewhat primitively,
anthropologists think that as the primitives do not understand the universe, they
dream up stories to explain its origin; but it seems more likely to me that the
cosmogonies are the expression of an extraordinary human experience: a birth
from the individual mind to a cosmic dimension that can be presented poetically as
the birth of the cosmos itself. I would also say that is precisely the birth of Brahms
to this cosmic dimension that primarily expresses the beginning of the First
Symphony – only that such events are not of an individual nature - and therefore,
he who sings his own experience also sings a universal human experience (at least
potentially).
Now it is the Universal Spirit (the Cosmic Father, let us say) that responds to the
Original Night: “count” – he orders; and after the night counts “one, two, three”, he
rules: “enough!”

Let us see it now in a video clip showing the text so far reported in synchronicity
with the corresponding music:

One of the most ancient texts of the Kabbalistic tradition – the Sefer Yetzirah - says
that God created the world with numbers and letters, and so it is in this text, in
which with counting to three the soul is born. The Spirit immediately orders the
soul to count, and the soul now goes from one to seven, which is the
number (explains the Spirit) “that transforms the creator into creature”.
Here is the corresponding fragment of the dictation, and a little more, until the end
of the introduction - now without further explanation.

I do not know how many among those who read these pages may have already met
with the numbers three and seven. They can, of course, be found in all mystical
literature, but they are especially present in the geometric shape of the
Enneagram, which originates from a mysterious Christian esotericism which
is said to have been especially cultivated in Afghanistan, and that as Gurdjieff
(who was the first to mention it) explains, refers to two cosmic laws
designated specifically as “the law of three” and “the law of seven”.
In view of this, I showed this page to Oscar Ichazo, who in 1970 made publicly
known in Chile the first information about the application of the Enneagram to the
personality. His comment that Tótila was one of the “invisible saints” and the
bearer of a revelation seems interesting to record here, particularly in view of the
conditions of invisible saint and bearer of a revelation, precisely those which in the
course of this chapter I attribute to Brahms – with whom Tótila so deeply
identified.
However, I move on now to the fourth movement, which ends this symphony, the
composition of which seemingly had to await the death of the composer’s father.

It starts with something like an “Oh!” - a tearing pain, which could be interpreted
as the pain of the world faced with the universal experience of death.

We can interpret what follows as part of the grieving process, which at first is a
state of desolation. Initially, we hear in this music the experience of death that is
associated with the tombs and the dismal, with depression, darkness,
impoverishment and shock - like in the encounter with the ghostly.

There is also the nostalgia for what has been lost.

However, there comes a time when the suffering and despair lead to connecting
with something higher; as if in the midst of desolation the Heavens opened.

As we continue to listen, it seems as if a celestial voice infused hope to the person
grieving, and this left him at peace.

The trombones seem to communicate the peace of the dead, or an intuition of
eternity.

This peace, however, is heading towards something new, which makes us feel that
an inner state is about to end in singing.

Finally, we hear the announced song, which is a song to plenitude, and from
plenitude. I usually call it “the song of the Bodhisattva”, referring to the Mahayana
notion that one who completes the path becomes a saviour, who occupies himself
with helping those still working towards their liberation.

I am convinced that at the premiere of this symphony, it was mainly this melody
that led to the Viennese public recognizing Brahms as Beethoven’s successor. I also
think that, although there are some similarities between this and the choral

movement of Beethoven's Ninth, the most significant similarity between the two is
experiential: in both cases we seem to hear, rather than the composer's voice, the
voice of a “we” - or the voice, we could also say, of one who has become a
spokesman for the “we” because of his deep sense of belonging and solidarity with
humanity.

Tótila, having finished his work with Brahms' First Symphony, then proceeded to
listen closely to the Second, the Third and Fourth; and he then worked on the
double concerto for violin and cello - a work of symphonic dimensions that,
according to his musical dictation, represents yet another leap of consciousness,
depicted as a crossing of the rainbow. Tótila also worked with the first Brahms
piano concerto, his three string quartets, the quintet for clarinet and strings, the
trio for clarinet and the trio for French horn; a body of work whose sheer numbers
reveal the extent to which Tótila felt close to Brahms – in whom he saw one that
had realized “the harmony of the three” in a most exemplary manner, with no
other stimulus than that which nature offers us through the experience of the
death of our loved ones.
Of all these works, however, I will dwell here only on the first Brahms quartet
(Opus 51, N. 1), for its relevance to his spiritual birth.

The fact that when writing this quartet (composed shortly after the death of his
mother) Brahms destroyed many others that he had composed previously, leads us
to believe that he felt such a change in his musical understanding that he did not
wish all his works of lesser maturity to pass into history. Brahms wrote only three
quartets after this one, and for now I will quote only a small fragment of the
beginning of the first movement.

If we wish to put into words the expressive character of this melody, we would say,
first, that since its minor key suggests suffering, and not joy, and that the
combination of its rather fast tempo with its rhythmic pattern conveys a turbulent,
desperate suffering. Moreover, the varied repetition of a melodic fragment in the
final portion of this melody makes us feel as if someone were pleading for
something in an attitude of insistent protest.

Tótila’s text to this first phrase, “Warum hast du mich verlassen” - which translated
into English means “why have you forsaken me?” - can be understood as a pained
question that Brahms directs at his mother like a grievance.

Then, as if one who has lost his mother does not know in his grief, whether to turn
against God himself, divine will itself being responsible for his pain, the text
continues: “I cannot understand. And God, to hate him?”
This first musical thought is answered now by a contrasting musical thought,
which seems to express comfort:

It is as if someone told the one wailing so excitedly: “resign yourself, man, such is
life and you will get over it...”

Yet more precisely, the consolatory voice urges him to “take comfort in the living”
and not fall into a protesting attitude: “Stay among those who give, for often the
guilty are those who take”.

While we have not undergone the great transformation, we are all “unweaned”, set
in the childish attitude of calling out for love. Therefore, the voice of his spiritual
intuition not only comforts him, but in wisely advising him to “place himself among
those who give”, invites him to a happy life, which is that of love and not that of
claiming.
If we listen to the complete first movement after this introduction, it will become
apparent how through the varied repetition, and especially through the harmonic
variation of this musical material, a transformation of attitudes is made manifest to
us, going from desperate claim to joy and fulfilment. I shall only quote the coda,
whose end is suggestive of an orgasm.

However, now I come to the second movement, which opens with “romance”, and
that could be described (according to Tótila Albert’s text) as the expression of that
very first stage of spiritual birth that can be conceived as a birth of embryonic life,
which precedes birth itself, and that in the Christian tradition has been celebrated
as the “Conception”. We can conceive it as the fertilization of the human soul by the
divine. In Tótila Albert’s text, this music corresponds to the scene (so often treated
by Renaissance painters) of the Annunciation to Mary. I now quote some of the
corresponding dictation:

The process of incarnation of the spirit continues in the next movement, which
corresponds to the work of a birth: a kind of purgatory in which the individual feels
himself advance arduously towards his birth:

The effort and hopes of those who go through this purgatory with a strong prenatal
resonance are compensated not only by knowing that they are progressing, but
alternate the painful periods of the contractions with periods of rest involving a
joyful hope.

The quartet culminates, finally, according to the text of Tótila Albert, at birth itself,
as can be seen in the final chapter, in the form of a separate DVD, which I shall
dedicate to a small anthology of fragments of Tótila Albert’s Musical Dictation.
I will cite here only the beginning of the corresponding text.

The experiential context that this first Brahms quartet alludes to, according to
Tótila Albert, will seem familiar to those acquainted with the investigations of
Stanislav Grof, who during his years in Prague dedicated to exploring the effects of
LSD, described what he called the “perinatal matrices”: inner states that refer to
situations that we all go through in the course of our biological birth but that
become symbolic references for processes that we also go through during
our adult life.

In the first chapter of my book Songs of Awakening, I have argued that it is not only
valid to speak of perinatal “states” or “matrices”, but also of perinatal stages that
take place in the course of our “inner journey” (which typically correspond
to stages of the shamanic journey, and that anthropologists have collected from
so many personal versions. It begins with the ascent to heaven (which can
be understood as the regression to the intrauterine joy we knew before
labour contractions began), continues with the descent into hell, and then
with the transformation of hell into purgatory when, with the dilation of the
cervix, the need to move out of the womb becomes an experience of progress
through the birth canal. Finally, the journey is completed, following an
explosive, “volcanic phase” in the “state of the new-born” – which mythically
translates into a return to earth, and phenomenologically into the arrival at a new
psychic equilibrium.

One might question the validity of this interpretation that I am offering of music
through the artistic inspiration of Tótila Albert, which amounts to asking whether
the content of this “musical dictation” has been the projection of the poet’s purely
personal spiritual experiences.

Is it valid to think that music is a record of the profound experiences of the
composer? And if so, would Schumann be right when saying of Brahms that he was
“the one whom we have been waiting for”; that is to say, not simply a great talent,
but a remarkably evolved consciousness?

Today we have an additional fact, which I learnt about twenty years ago when at a
conference in Vienna, I met there a well-known personality at that time - Count
Keyserling, son of another famous Keyserling, some of whose books I had read in
my youth and who had created a “school of wisdom”. This son of his - Arnold – at
that time taught mathematics at the University of Vienna; and as he represented
the European branch of the Association for Humanistic Psychology, it was at one of
its meetings that we had met. Brahms appeared in our conversation and he said,
“Have you not read the interview they did with Brahms, which has only now been
published?” I knew nothing of this interview, only that it appeared now because
Brahms had agreed to answer the question about “the secret of his music” with the
condition that the interview not be published until fifty years after his death.

That interview has now been published and I have read it. The interviewer, a Mr
Abell, an Englishman who interviewed many musicians of his time, wanted to
know from Brahms what “the secret of his music” was, as he was very aware that
the music of Brahms was different from all other music of his time. Brahms asked
him in turn what he understood by the Muse that Homer and Virgil invoked at the
beginning of their poems, and upon the response of Mr Abell that it was a literary
figure used by the Greeks to talk about the experience of inspiration, Brahms
replied flatly that it was not a mere literary figure. He comes to explain it sometime
later, when he asks his interviewer: “what do you understand when Jesus says, the
Father and I are one only”?

This, according to Brahms, was the secret of his music - and that implied that it was
not his music really. For him it was very clear that music was a divine creation, be
it Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert or other great creators, and he thought that the
same force that could be expressed in miracles is also expressed in the creative
miracle. This testimony of Brahms of having had access to a connection to
something beyond the human sphere itself is something that probably would not
have been possible to document, in view of his extreme modesty and reticence
regarding intimacy, except as something intended for posterity, and confirms what
I have been arguing here about the spiritual source of the music of the great
classical composers.

The phenomenon of a supra-personal inspiration becomes more visible to us in
Beethoven, given that the rather arrogant character of the composer led him to
adopt (at least for most of his life) a somewhat daunting attitude: that he felt so
close to God led him to not treat mere mortals that kindly, and to claim the
privileges of a genius. Brahms, however, was one who lived his creative experience

most secretly; in the company of others he laughed a little about himself and spoke
humbly of his works. (When, for example, he sent his second piano concerto to a
pianist friend, he says of this sublime work of universal depth, “This will give your
little right foot quite a bit of exercise”. I would say he was too embarrassed to
glorify himself, and because of this he came across as a good bourgeois. However,
not only music and its influence on us allow us to grasp the spiritual depth of
Brahms. His rare generosity could also give this impression, for his was a selfless
generosity, and there are few people whose generosity is disinterested, with many
more who give to receive, or give to be appreciated, or at least to inspire gratitude.
Only when Brahms died, did a number of people who had been receiving money in
their bank accounts without suspecting that Brahms was their benefactor, stop
receiving it, and then realized that these gifts had been from him. Also notable was
Brahms’ generosity towards Dvorak when he had not yet become famous and
worked as a schoolteacher. Brahms hand copied one of his symphonies to make it
known in Vienna, so that not only was he generous in his desire to help his great
colleague, but also in the postponement of his own creative activity to devote
himself to the laborious task of copying a symphonic score.
Perhaps with what I have explained about the generosity and humility of Brahms it
may be better understood that I have called him an invisible saint, and that I have
celebrated that he had been able to live such a deep inspiration without it being
noticed - which in turn implied that “it did not go to his head” - as they say
regarding hubris. Such a deep humility in the face of his creation seems to me a
proof of how far Brahms came on his spiritual journey, and it also confirms to me
that Tótila Albert, who had felt himself a pupil of Beethoven, came to feel Brahms
as the composer closest to his own spirit.

Tótila used to say that nobody like Brahms had reached the harmony of “the three
principles” – the paternal, the maternal and the filial and furthermore, he identified
with him because his awakening had been precipitated by the most natural of
stimuli: the death of loved ones. He also felt linked to Brahms for his “sense of us” that feeling of empathy for humanity reached by Beethoven in his Ninth
Symphony, which in Brahms finds continuation and development.

In my own theoretical, therapeutic and educational work, I have developed the
idea that the three inner people, who according to Tótila integrate (or should
integrate) our psyche, are characterized by three different forms of love,
compassionate or benevolent love corresponding to our maternal aspect, Eros or
instinctive love to our “inner child” (which also coincides with our most archaic
animal aspect), and appreciative love to our paternal aspect, manifested in the
sense of values and devotion. Translating into these terms Tótila’s claim that
Brahms reached an exemplary “harmony of the three”, I think we can say, on the
one hand, that the richest palette of forms of love is expressed in his music, and
also that, in contrast to the classics that preceded him, who were comparatively

more patriarchal and in whom prevailed the devotional-sublime and the joyfulerotic, in Brahms we see the culmination of the presence of the maternal.

Particularly the presence of maternal love is felt towards the end of Brahms’ life, in
the works for clarinet (of which I will say something in a later chapter) and the
piano intermezzi.

As a novelist who dedicated the end of his career to writing short stories, Brahms
the symphonist wrote towards the end of his life many short piano compositions
that seem like the very essence of his spirit, and of many of them can it be said
what Brahms makes explicit about one of them, Opus. 117, N. 1, through a poetry
quotation collected by Herder from a Scottish song book, which refers to the
imaginary act of cradling our own wounded inner child in a motherly embrace.
Schlaf, Schlaf mein Kind,
schlaft sanft und schoen
mir dauert’s sehr
dich weinen sehn.

As in the famous Lullaby, an aged Brahms has reached a serenity that allows him to
relive romantic longing from a psychic distance that make his old passions
continue to vibrate in him without depriving him of rest, and the presence of this
distance lends these works a typically autumnal character. However, it is not only
serenity that these piano pieces communicate to us, but also love for oneself - a
capacity for compassionate self-mothering that teaches us to love ourselves
without being aware of it, and that now in his maturity allows him to forgo a
woman’s love which he renounced all his life for the sake of his art.

9 On the heart of music

I first presented the contents of this chapter, originally entitled “The Heart of Music
Therapy”, at a conference 40. I did so with some hesitation in view of the fact that
many different theories would be represented amongst the many music therapists
in my audience, and it did not seem to me that professional literature even
mentioned the core of my own theory of why not only do we like music, but that it
also does us good: that is because it is an invitation to love.

So, I began that conference by asking the people present what they thought about
the beneficial effect of music aside from music therapy. For though music therapy is
a recent practice, I think it can be considered a professionalization of something
that has always happened spontaneously with music. One might say that music has
always had a beneficial effect on people; and let us not forget that long before the
appearance of music therapists, already the young future King David alleviated
King Saul’s headaches with his harp.
I began, more specifically, by asking who, amongst those present, thought that
music not only serves to induce transient moments of aesthetic pleasure, but also
to better us, or perhaps to stimulate our spiritual evolution, becoming something
akin to nourishment - and I was very happy to see that the majority of the large
audience raised their hands.

I have often said that I believe music is little understood when considered merely
as an aesthetic phenomenon, and that in “aestheticizing” music, it has been
diminished from its true dimension, which is much wider than what appears to us
merely as “beauty”. Therefore, if it is true that music is good for us, it is of interest
to ask ourselves why; seeking to gather more ideas from my audience before
offering my own answers, I continued to pose questions.
Why is it true that music helps life or helps our mind, or - to put it in more modern
terms – why is it “therapeutic”?

It has been said that music “conveys strength”, that “the beautiful is good”, that
music “has a biological effect of binding groups”, that it “accompanies feelings” (to
which I added that “it makes us aware of emotions, operating as a mirror that
makes us better realize what is happening to us”). Someone also suggested that
music “brings us into contact with something magical, beyond the known”, that “it
is a sublimation of anguish”, that it is “moving” (to which my comment was that it
would already be enough for the indifferent to feel moved, but there would surely
Part of the small conference, “Dialogues on Music”, that took place in the Vitoria Conference
Centre with Fernando Palacios and Ramón Andrés, through the initiative of Patxi del Campo and
under the auspices of his School of Music Therapy.
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be others already too moved, and music could be harmful to them if its effects were
limited to that).

It was also said that music leads us to “find ourselves”, and I suggested that this
could also be understood as a reference to the fact that we encounter something
that is more universal than merely our individual experience, as music expresses
something that is within us yet beyond our ordinary “self”. It was also said that as
music unfolds in time, perhaps music could in some way be an analogy of our lives,
which also develops over time, and somehow invites us to consider how we move.
Other things were also said, such as that music “realigns us with harmony”, which
leaves open the question of the nature of such harmony, which is certainly not the
same thing as what this word denotes in the technical vocabulary of musicology.

I finally felt satisfied that the theory I outlined was not a mere truism, and because
it had not been mentioned during the lengthy time I spent listening to the experts,
this could be sufficient to support my claim that what I intended to say, as it was
not the most popular answer to my question, deserved to be considered somewhat
original. Only then, having somehow exorcised my concern of speaking a platitude,
did I state my belief that listening to music heals through love.

It has often been said that music expresses emotions, it has been explained to some
extent how this occurs and theories regarding this have been formulated.
However, Leonard Meyer 41, author of the first systematic book on the subject,
makes the observation that seems to me very appropriate when he says that if
music only expressed everyday emotions, it would be of little interest to us. I agree. If
music merely reflected our ordinary feelings, it would be good to accompany
cartoons and even as an accompaniment to dance, thereby contributing
significantly to the expressive impact of the corresponding visual images, but such
music could not be sustained alone - for our ordinary emotions are not so
interesting without a perspective to provide them with additional content.
However, great music elevates us above our everyday emotions, and invites us to
experience another level of our emotional life, which we can call the “higher
emotions”.
Such is the theme that can alternatively be referred to as the theme of love – for
one thing is the love that is expressed as one who represents a role, and another
thing true love, which is scarce in the everyday world insomuch as we fail to
perceive that most expressions of affection in people’s lives are rather shallow and
in essence false – like empty words or gestures.
However, before proceeding with the theme of love in music, I would like to say a
Leonard B. Meyer (January 12th, 1918 - December 30th, 2007) was a composer, writer and
philosopher. He contributed in his work to the field of aesthetics and music theory.
(Http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_B._Meyer).
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few words about a vision of love that is not to be found in books: what might be
called a “theory of love”, which could also aspire to constitute a theory of
happiness.

I will begin by saying something that I do not recall hearing, but that I think is
important to understand and perhaps is obvious once it is pointed out: that
mental health is a happy and loving state. In other words, when we feel good,
we are expressing our loving potential; and when, by contrast, we are in neurosis or in samsara, or whatever we wish to call the state of relative unconsciousness in
which we usually live - we are thirsty for love, but we are not practicing it or giving
it. And we are not offering it precisely because we are searching for it.
It is sufficient to ask oneself what love is to realize that this is not something that
can be easily answered. That state of grace that is love is comparable to white light
before it fractures into a prism producing the colours of the rainbow.

Just as one can speak to some extent of this or that colour, but not of clear or pure
light, we can speak about this or that quality or aspect of love, and recognize that
love has certain dimensions, just as we recognize that the infinity of possible points
in space can be characterized in terms of only three dimensions: width, height and
depth.
Something similar occurs with colours. We only have three colour receptors in the
retina, and this allows us to see the rich variety of colours of the world. Something
similar also happens in photography: only three basic ingredients are needed, from
which all the rest can be created through mixing.

Similarly, I believe that what we call love consists of three different types of love
(which are like the dimensions of space or the primary colours) and infinite
mixtures or combinations of them.

As three-brained beings, our brain is equipped with an archaic part that has
sometimes been characterized as a “reptilian” or instinctive brain; a midbrain
(which, as Rof Carballo described in the middle of the last century, is related to our
emotional world, and that MacLean, through studies on the evolution of the
nervous system, suggested that we inherited from mammals); and the human
brain proper - the neo-cortex – which is closely related to intellectual function.

I proposed that just as we can say that we are endowed with three neuroanatomical areas that are related to thinking, feeling and willing respectively, we
can also distinguish in our experience something like three inner persons, so that
our psychic life is not characterized so much by the presence of a stable identity
but by the counterpoint of three sub-personalities or egos that we can characterize
as paternal, maternal and filial. To speak of the “father, mother and child”, may not
sound very Christian, except for liberation theologians, who say that the Holy Spirit
(which is love) can be considered “the maternal face of God” - and Tótila Albert

thought that the mother was patriarchized when turning into the Holy Spirit
(consistent with the patriarchal nature of ancient Christianity, women, in the time
of St. Paul, did not even enter the synagogues).

If three persons are held within us, we can recognize in ourselves the normative
voice of the “critical parent” (as the Freudian super-ego is called in transactional
analysis) and the voice of nature within us (Freud’s Id, or the It) as well as a third
that, as the “ego”, aims to play a conciliatory role between the first two (even
though the predominant experience is the conflict between the social authority of
the father and the instinctive will), do not these parts of our inner family
correspond with our ways of loving? I can say that since I started to observe this, I
have come to feel that our three inner persons can be characterized by their three
ways of loving even more so than by their functions of thinking, feeling and willing.

Naturally, when we refer to an “instinctive brain”, we are implicitly referring to
“instinctive love” or Eros, that we recognize as the love of our “inner child”, which
is also our “inner animal”: who we are when we are born, endowed with an
instinctive intelligence prior to culture. Freud thought that Eros was the root of all
other manifestations of love, including solidarity and kindness, but not everyone
agreed with him and his notion that all these were “sublimations” of instinctive
love. In any case, Eros is very important in human life, and I personally agree with
his view that we suffer because of a conflict between civilization and the “pleasure
principle”, which is none other than the love-pleasure impulse.
Pleasure can be manifested in many ways, which also seem to us to be positioned
at different levels: one thing is pleasure, another joy, and a third happiness, which
goes beyond pleasure and pain and is a satisfaction that seems to us to be an
indicator of the individual’s overall harmony and extent of self-realization. There
is, furthermore, that mystical pleasure that Saint Teresa referred to when speaking
of her “raptures”, in which she said the body very much participated. We can speak
here of bliss, blessedness, or ecstasy, a state in which the instinctive seems to have
risen to a spiritual level, as expressed by the representation of the Mexican god
Quetzalcoatl, whose very name alludes to a snake that has grown wings and now
soars in the sky.

I think we can say that Eros is part of our essence, but pleasure is not to be
confused with sexual activity, which begins relatively late in life. Eros begins in our
earliest love life, which is not couple life but the mother-child relationship,
characterized by affection and tenderness. What the person in love seeks later in
life in their partner is something they have already known in the early contact with
the mother, and often experienced as insufficient, perhaps due to living in a
patriarchal culture where inadequate mothering is passed down through the
generations; we feel as if we have been separated too soon or as if we have not
received the care, attention and empathy we expected. Like a virus, this mothering

deficit that will subsequently shape our own mothering ability or deterioration in
our own capacity to love appears to be transmitted from one generation to the
next.

If we call “Freudian love” the love that begins from birth, that is expressed in the
mother-child relationship and is associated with pleasure, we must distinguish it
from another form of love that might be called “Christian love” (regardless of it
being exalted by all spiritual traditions). When we say, “love thy neighbour as
thyself”, the love prescribed by the imperative to love our neighbour is not of the
same nature as that of loving yourself. For to love oneself is something like wanting
happiness for oneself, or becoming supportive of the inner child we carry within
us, which is something very simple. Love for your neighbour, however, entails the
expression of an empathic ability, which emerges from mammals (that is to say,
from maternity) and with the mother’s attitude to her offspring. The tigress
protecting her cubs as part of her own body, regarding them, experiences an
identification that would be allowed, theoretically, to be extended towards other
beings, and this is what appears in human life: universal love; even though few
attain it. Such is the love of holiness: a maternal love that reaches out beyond the
family and even beyond the tribe or nation, attaining its maximum expression as
compassion for all beings.
We can call “empathic” the love that allows us to put ourselves in the place of
another, and that has to do with compassion, a desire that the other not suffer, and
more broadly with solidarity, kindness and the spirit of collaboration.

Yet that does not exhaust all forms of love, and the Christian precept specifies the
love of God, even placing it “Above all things”. Buddhists also have this precept,
despite not speaking of God (or more accurately, not personifying the divine as a
creator father), as do Taoists. Speaking of God or not, we acknowledge that all
religions place importance on a love of the transcendent, that we can call devotion,
or love of “mystery”, that is, love of an intuited depth of existence.

We can also say that the love that drives us towards our personal evolution, which
is one that arises from an intuition of our potential, is of the same nature, so that
when one says, “I want to make the necessary efforts to improve my mind and
overcome the obstacles that prevent me from being more fully”, one is being
driven by a form of devotion. Or even when one wishes to cleanse the soul, as in
the therapeutic impulse, such motivation involves the intuition of a higher state of
consciousness, in the light of which one’s own blindness, limitation, disease or sin
is understood.
We can say, then, that there is a love that looks up to the heavens, which is
devotional love, regardless of whether or not it is accompanied by a dogmatic
system; that is to say, a belief system or a symbolism that designates as “God” that
which is sensed as larger than ourselves, and just as maternal love is based on the

perception of the other as a “you” - that is to say, as another “I”, in the same way
this love for the “Father” is founded on an ability to intuit an afterlife regarding the
limits of our ego – whether one speaks about that mystery as a heavenly Father or
a mysterious nothing which is the root of everything.

We are moved, then, by an appreciative and enthusiastic love that looks up to the
heavens of the ideal, a compassionate love that looks to the earth of individual
beings and the needs of others, and also by the love that has been called Eros which
looks to pleasure as revealed to us by instinct - which need not be the unrefined
sexual instinct, but that which is dictated by a natural and animal wisdom that is
just as an essential part of us as our maternal and our paternal or ideal parts.
I have already explained briefly how this formulation of the three loves as an
expression of our inner persons is an elaboration of Tótila Albert’s vision - a
Chilean who was known in his time as a sculptor, who said that sculpture was his
profession but poetry his vocation, and in my opinion, was even more a prophet
than a poet - one of those prophets unrecognized in their own land.

His inspiration reached me, fortunately, at the same time as the influence of
Gurdjieff, who was interested in the education of “harmonious three-brained
beings”, and with the notion that human suffering derives from the inability to
coordinate our three brains, and through the influence of both I came to develop
the idea that our life is like a three-voice counterpoint among our inner persons.

Like shamans, Tótila Albert was not initiated by a human teacher or a tradition, but
experienced that which is sometimes called an “inner initiation”. This experience of
initiation was accompanied by a vision somewhat similar to that of the Siberian
shamans, who say they are descendants of eagles. He was transformed into a
vulture, or more precisely a condor; and on his right wing he was carrying his
father, who pointed to the sky, and on his left wing his mother, pointing to the
ground, while he himself had one hand on his heart, pointing forward with the
other; and he saw himself flying towards an eye, and he knew that when he fell into
that eye (which was both consciousness and the centre of creation) his individual
existence would be extinguished.

And thus it was, only he came back to life, and what had seemed to him a definitive
extinction was the beginning of his new beginning - as he explains in his poetic
autobiography “The Birth of the I”.
Many years later, in response to the Chilean President Don Pedro Aguirre Cerda’s
request to make a relief as a pediment of a school in the capital, he gave sculptural
form to this vision that initiated his flight beyond ordinary life, and that relief
seems to me a good emblem of our potential self-realization. For it integrates a
(paternal) love pointing to heaven, a (maternal) love pointing to earth and a (filial)
love pointing forward, which is also freedom.

Bird of Returning - Tótila Albert , 1947

However, I do not wish to elaborate further on these three loves that correspond to
our three inner persons and brains, except to better explain that, just as
compassion is maternal and Eros is filial, the love that derives from our childhood
experience with the father is appreciative or admiring.
The child’s original bond with the father is somewhat subtler than that of receiving
maternal nurturing and tenderness, and rather consists in looking towards who his
mother looks at. With that the father becomes a reference point for the child. If the
mother loves the father, the child through identification with his mother, loves
him. Yet how? Through a receptivity that turns him into an ideal, a model or guide
as to what has value.

Just as among birds the chick follows the hen, in our species it is as if our chick –
the baby – follows the father by taking him as a model, and thus the father becomes
a figure of original authority. Unfortunately, however, the father will take
authority, and thereby will abuse authority, transforming his spontaneous
influence into an authoritarian rule. However, the source of authority lies not in
the mandates of the father, but in the child’s urge to follow; the impulse to mould
him or herself following an example: an imitation that becomes a motivation to
learn.

When we admire something, we become it, and no one can prevent a devotee from
gradually coming to resemble his or her teacher.

It is clear that, despite his natural impulse to admire grown-ups, the child sooner
or later comes to realize that in the degraded world we live in, grown-ups are not
so grown up, and there comes a time when the child feels that he was wrong to
accord his parents the dignity of gods. As he discovers the imperfections of grownups, and their lack of wisdom (which he perceives before he can become explicitly
aware of it), he starts rebelling against them and even against other authorities in
the world. Furthermore, it is a pity that educators and especially education
politicians fail to realize the lack of knowledge in what is instilled in children, and
how this contributes to children, albeit later on, losing interest in learning and
even developing attention disorders; nevertheless, a child comes into the world
programmed to admire, and “takes on the world”, absorbing the language and
culture that he has been born into, and he assimilates everything with great ease
(even effortlessly), for he perceives his parents as gods. It is surely this original
experience that we relive when we create the model of God the Father, or that of
God the Mother. These are not invented images, but simply neglected, because they
belong to a forgotten part of our childhood, when our parents were gods, who
moved in a dimension that we could barely apprehend.

It is sufficient to admire a person for their speech and other attitudes for them to
begin to rub off on us. It would also suffice to watch any film with a heroic
character, whether it is Superman or an admirable detective, for the hero’s
gestures to rub off on one. (We are all familiar with the experience of how, when
leaving the cinema we find ourselves walking like the hero and moving our head
like him). All of this stems from the admiring love, which is essential to learning.
If one becomes what one admires, thus it is also with devotion, which therefore
becomes a very direct path to the divine. To love the God that we are able to
conceive makes us become like him, as in the Christian doctrine of the “Imitation of
Christ”.

Only that presenting devotion (or worship) as a mere spiritual exercise would be
to ignore its experience, which shows that love for the divine is not as voluntary as
it might seem. Therefore, it is said in the mystical traditions that God's love is,
rather, a divine gift. So, devotion begins by being a thirst for God, a metaphysical
thirst that can be confused with a thirst for knowledge or a thirst for truth, it is a
thirst for something that cannot be named. If we wish, we might call it “God”, which
is a suitable symbol for the deep aspect of existence, but the enigma of devotion is
that love of God is not really ours, but divine, and could not be invented.
There are those who have had so many problems with their father that they do not
know the attitude of respect in their life, and have become condescending cynics.
This abounds in modern culture, in the twilight of the patriarchal world in which a

collective disappointment reigns. It would seem that this is good, by the fact that it
constitutes a response to an evil, but it has the drawback of entailing a widespread
death of values. With no appreciation, there is no appraisal, and then the world
becomes very poor, small and flat.

Such is the impoverishment of values that characterizes our time (and when I say
values I wish to refer to such things as love of truth, of beauty, and of justice), and if
we wish to believe the post moderns it is a sign of intellectual maturity that we no
longer believe in anything: ideologies are condemned and no great thoughts are
fashionable; moreover: we suspect that anyone who proposes a big idea wants to
entice us, to call undue attention to something or plot a power move.

The recognition that we are afflicted by a collective deficit of appreciative love
enables us to comprehend the importance of understanding that music is not only
a spiritual phenomenon (which emerged with shamanism as a way to access the
religious experience, or the divine) but more precisely, it is a great vehicle of
expression and exercise of appreciative love - culminating in devotion and worship
of an ideal reality.
It can certainly be said that there is nothing sacred about certain music, or that it is
decidedly secular. The music we hear in lifts or in airports is not exactly sacred,
and it is even difficult to keep a high spirit in an atmosphere of muzak. There is
nowadays a packaged music industry, which according to experts is used to
increase sales, just as more is sold with good lighting. However, even in such cases
we can say that what is offered is a derivative of love, only certain people prefer
derivatives and substitutes of love to true love - both in music and in life.
All neuroses are perversions of love, and apart from aggression and terror, nothing
but love and its perversions exist in our emotional world. In all emotions, certainly,
we find derivatives of love or the thirst for love, and just as sometimes love is
sought in fetishism or where it is simply not to be found, the healing factor par
excellence is that instead of seeking love we learn to generate it.

Nothing like music teaches us to generate appreciative love. If the purpose of life is
to reach something beyond life itself (because life is not only living more but more
than living) and it is not enough that we move in a horizontal plane, in our nature
there is also vertical growth, in search of transcendence, it is of paramount
importance that we restore the thirst for transcendence that our culture has
forgotten and in its ignorance invalidates.

There is no longer a place, either in the vocabulary of education or of
bureaucracies, for references to the divine, or even for euphemisms for the divine;
yet the result is that we are educated to live meaningless lives. People no longer
even search for the meaning of life, also because they have not come to realize
their own insignificance. Sometimes, as Kierkegaard said, what people most aspire

to is aesthetic experiences, as a substitute for the meaningful: as if one, not living a
meaningful life, could glimpse for a few moments the experience of meaning
through cinema or music.

However, music should not merely be a substitute for our lost depth, but a
reminder and an invitation to recover our sense of wonder and reverence. There is
an emptiness that, to a certain extent, music fills, and to some degree even music
that does not smell of incense or that we associate with ecclesiastical uses can be
satisfying, and I think there is a famine in the West of ethnic music that comes to
replace what we have lost by becoming deaf to our own tradition.

Many years ago, I was invited to do a workshop in Germany in which I spoke of the
spiritual significance of the music of the classics. One of the participants - a Swiss
woman, for whom what I had spoken of had been a revelation – told me she would
have never imagined that Beethoven's music had a spiritual meaning. I, in turn,
asked if she had been previously interested in the spiritual in music, and her
response being enthusiastically affirmative, I was naturally interested in asking her
in what music she had found the spiritual - and she named some New Age
composers such as Vangelis and Kitaro.

Then I understood the German phenomenon of disconnection from the values of its
own past. The Germans lived through the harsh experience of having as parents
people who not only had been enthusiastic supporters of Hitler but also great
admirers of their classical composers. This circumstance, that the great love of the
classics coincided in them with something that they ended up recognizing as an
error of monstrous dimensions that appeared to have been, moreover, inseparable
from their fanatical idealism, had led them to feel that admiration for the classics
had in no way helped them to live better lives. Precisely because they felt
themselves to be a special people, who appreciated Beethoven and Goethe, they
had become contemptuous of their “inferiors”, that is to say, the rest of the world:
how to feel that admiration of the admirable is admirable? Was that not precisely
the fanaticism of fascism?
I think that something similar has happened to us all in the Western world: people
are angry with the classics, and with all the systems of thought of the past and with
what used to be considered great music because it did not make us better. Yet it is
also true that we have ceased listening to music with the appropriate ears. If what I
am saying is true, we should take an interest in learning to listen befittingly.

I believe that the key lies in changing the consumerist attitude to music: one
usually listens to music with the expectation that the music will do something to
one, or it is listened to as background music. However, both are inappropriate
attitudes. Because the musical consumerism that seeks in music a background that
makes us feel we are not alone without bothering us by claiming our attention
(which we need to concentrate on a task, or for our egotistical absorption in our

own problems) is not something that can properly be called “listening to music”;
and when we expect music to do us good we also enter into it in an attitude not
conducive to receiving from it anything important, for music surrenders its gift,
paradoxically, when we surrender to it selflessly.
The alternative is precisely the devotional attitude. However, how can one who
believes in nothing adopt a devotional attitude? My suggestion is that, just as fairy
tales “work” (that is to say, they bring us something more valuable than mere
entertainment) despite being no more than “fairy tales”, likewise music works like
a fairy tale. Even religions work like fairy tales, and much is lost when they are
taken too literally. For if they are taken literally, there comes a time when even our
limited idea of “God” becomes an obstacle to finding God.
It is better to say to oneself when listening to music, “the music of Bach that I am
listening to is the expression of the divine mind, which Bach was able to sense”. We
can take it as a working hypothesis, similar to that of someone who says: "I shall
devote my full attention to this act of creative imagination, and create within me, in
a theurgic act (with the help of musical stimulus, of course) a semblance of the
divine mind. After contemplating music as divine, moreover, I “swallow” it; I “eat”
it, just as in the Christian rite of communion the consecrated wafer is swallowed and
one imagines that its holiness is assimilated in the body. In Tibetan Buddhism, the
deities are evoked by visualizing them above the head (with the help, sometimes,
of musical sounds) and then one carries out the visionary act of imagining that
they penetrate the crown and travel down the body, filling it with their attributes
and blessings. We can do something similar with music if we start by sanctifying it
(that is to say, focusing on its sacredness), and then identifying with it.

Let us begin now to implement some of what I have described, starting with simple
devotional listening, where one attends to the sacred quality of the sound and of
the musical statements. We will listen to some Bach, and I propose that we listen to
it with the ears of Bach himself, for whom composing was a service to the glory of
God.

Bach was a devotional musician not only when composing his passions, masses
and cantatas, but at all times, so that even when he composed his Brandenburg
Concertos and suites, he did so with the same attitude, and therefore used to sign
next to his name “Soli Deo Gloria” (or simply the abbreviation “SDG” (For the Glory
of God Alone). Because all his music was a glorification of God, it is perfectly
appropriate that we attempt to listen to it as he himself heard it, and when trying
to identify with his consciousness, we do so in a sanctifying state of mind.

As an example, let us take the beginning of the famous Chaconne that Bach wrote
as part of one of his partitas for violin - but that I will touch on here in the
convincing piano transcription for left hand done by Brahms. This is a secular
work, and if we wish to associate it with something, the most significant thing that

we know about its origin is that it was composed after the death of his beloved
wife Maria Barbara 42.

Yet, what does a devout man do faced with the death of a loved one? Celebrate
some kind of funeral ceremony - that is to say, to experience that death in the
context of their relationship with God.
If we listen to just the initial motif of the Chaconne:

First of all, the initial minor chord in the low register lets us know that the speaker
(or rather, the singer) is sad; immediately, the ascending leap impresses us as a
turning towards the heavens in a gesture comparable to that suggested by the
architecture of a Gothic church. Although the implicit premise of contemporary
musical culture (that music is just music) is enough to perceive this leap from one
chord to another as beautiful, it is enough that we have contemplated that music
for Bach was a devotional act in order that, in light of this different paradigm, the
same musical gesture becomes for us something equivalent to lifting the inner gaze
to the divine.

In other words, I think that the premise that we are about to hear something of a
devotional nature is enough for its gesture of elevation to the divine to become
transparent to us, already in the first three chords. Let us now continue with our
listening. After the three initial chords that we perceive as an act of elevation, we
now hear three chords whose metric similarity leads us to perceive them in
comparative reference to the first three. The second musical statement is what is
called a sequence - that is, a varied transposition - that starts from the ending point
of the previous phrase and goes back somewhat further up the sound space. Let us

Maria Barbara was born in Gehren, Thuringia. She married Johann Sebastian Bach during his
tenure as church organist of Mühlhausen, St. Blasius, in 1707. Little is known of her life and
marriage, except that they were happy. According to [Philipp Emanuel Bach Carl], her second
surviving son, Maria Barbara Bach died suddenly in 1720. Johann Sebastian Bach, at the time,
accompanied his patron, the Duke of Köthen, as the duke had gone to take the waters at the spa of
Carlsbad (the Duke took his musicians with him to provide entertainment). When he left, Maria
Barbara was in normal health, when he returned two months later, he learned that she had died
and had been buried on July 7th. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Barbara_Bach).
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now listen to the succession of the initial motif and its first variation.

Even more than the initial upward leap, this additional leap that takes us even
higher inspires in us a will to rise above ourselves; and given the natural symbolic
correspondence between "the high" and the superior, the ideal and the divine, we
perceive this will to elevate as a will to go deeper into the contact with the divine.
However, Bach is not content with these two successive ascending leaps, for what
follows makes us feel that these were only a preparation to rise to even greater
heights. More than ever, his musical statement now becomes for us something
analogous to the shape of the spires of Gothic architecture which, in turn, so
obviously symbolize the aspiration of humans to the divine.
Let us now listen to the complete musical phrase, of which so far have heard the
first two fragments.

If we have not perceived it prior to this, it becomes evident at this point that the

impulse to the divine that has animated the melody from the beginning is in no
way the gesture of a plaintive beggar, because it conveys to us great dignity.

It is not an “Oh! I suffer because I am far away from you, Oh God!”, but the voice of
one who already feels close to the divine, and despite his satisfaction and gratitude
continues to look upwards. That is to say, it is the relationship with God of one
who, despite his suffering, essentially feels good and grateful. The realm of the
devotional can hold a number of “flavours”: perhaps infinite.

I have only touched upon the beginning of Bach’s famous Chaconne as a bridge to a
devotional exercise in itself, since it illustrates clearly how devotion is present in
instrumental classical music to a greater extent than is commonly thought.

However, before describing the aforementioned exercise I wish to say, as a
preliminary, a little more about devotion in music. It is something that comes to us
from Hindu mythology, and that surely was formulated to give the required
spiritual depth to the practice of chanting the mantras or sacred syllables of the
Vedic religion. I remember reading in one of Marius Schneider’s books that when
describing the Vedic tradition the primordial war that took place between the
devas (or gods) and asuras (or Titans - also considered “demigods”) states that the
gods won, and since then they occupy the highest rank in the structure of our
world; the legend explains that their victory was because they knew the science of
sacrifice through song.
How can singing be a sacrifice? This is known by he, who, when singing surrenders
so deeply to the statement of each of its sacred syllables, that the strength of his
devotion leads him to throw himself fully into his singing until he disappears, so
that the singer no longer exits, but just the sung. I have explained this here for
those who are reading me now to listen to the Sufi music that I reproduce below,
identifying as fully as possible with the enthusiasm of the singer.
That is to say, I invite you to sing without your voice but with all your heart,
attuning your own will to this song, which is both a song of aspiration and
devotion.

I advise my readers, in addition, to start with your eyes closed and then open them
without losing the degree of commitment to the intensity of the inner singing. And,
if you wish, before the exercise, you can equip yourself with a mirror, so, that when
opening your eyes you can prolong the exercise in front of your own face reflected
in it. For just as there is sexual shame, in contact with the external world there also
exists a shame of the sacred, which makes it difficult to show oneself to another in
the intimacy of musical communion. Although oneself is not able to be an “other”,
this does not take away from the fact that it serves as a bridge to an encounter with
a “you”, and therefore, in front of this you that is also an “I”, I recommend that you
venture to share such an intimate act as devotion, risking to reveal your gaze; that

is to say, not to “deflate” the musical experience by removing fervour in identifying
with the singing. Moreover, I advise you to try to radiate the feeling of the music
through your gaze, as an act of blessing through a “breathing” of sacredness to
your own reflected image.

Alim Qasimov: Shushtar mugamunda bastachar mahnelare
(Gälgäl), from album Love’s Deep Ocean.

Let us now turn to a second part in this demonstration of the use of music as a
vehicle for love - dedicated this time to Agape or compassionate love.

I do not know if you will agree with me that even though our culture highly values
the ability to be interested in the happiness of others (or at least of not wanting
people whom we love to suffer), we are not very compassionate people. Freud says
that to heal is to leave behind childhood ambivalence, and that the majority of
adults, having not succeeded in leaving behind such ambivalence, move, like
children, between love and hate. There persists in us, as when we were children, a
considerable burden of hatred originated in the wounds received in childhood, as
well as a desire for revenge. And while, sometimes, a “path of love” is spoken of (as
preached by Christianity), it is difficult for us, to set foot on the path of love if we
are not able to first forgive those who have hurt us.

But how can we forgive when we have gone through moments of life that have hurt
us so much? Our “psychic apparatus” as this expression already describes, is
mechanical in nature, and anger follows the offenses without our will being able to
do more than reproach or accept it.
Nevertheless, there is in us the possibility of compassion, which is a grace beyond
our mechanical and conditioned existence. The love of God is already God;
compassion also is a divine gift that can take us beyond our mechanicity. When
Saint John says that, “God is love” it is to this kind of love he is referring to and
although we humans may feel it at times, it is also something of a spiritual nature,
which is beyond our limited “apparatus” and the predictable operation of its
programmes and circuitry. At the same time, however, it is profoundly human,
because, actually, while we do not have the capacity to forgive we are robots - that
is, a set of conditioned reflexes. The leap to forgiveness, then, is one that leaves the
past behind, and no longer judges, and to go back to this very beautiful and

profound experience, music can be of considerable help.

Many times in my lectures or workshops, I have asked, how can we reach
forgiveness? How to be able to forgive? Also, how can we develop a more
compassionate attitude? Nobody mentions music, which is a very important
stimulus for this. I think music would not circulate the world so much if it were not
because we need its loving encouragement. Music is interwoven with love, and
there is not only devotional love in music, but also “human love”, which is
empathetic, benevolent and compassionate.

I invite my readers now to listen to one of Bach’s arias of the Passion according to
Saint Matthew as a stimulus to enter into a state of compassion, and just listening
to it would be enough to temporarily raise our level of compassion, because the
music is so imbued with this feeling, that it suffices to allow ourselves to be filled
by it for this emotional state to penetrate us to a certain extent. However, we will
do a somewhat more complex exercise than simple listening; an exercise that will
include a series of successive steps that I will explain before we start, in order to
not interrupt the listening with excessive written explanations. Once I have
explained these steps, simply write a few words between one segment and the next
of the recording, and it will not distract from the progressive development of the
experience through them.

1-First of all, I invite you to imagine that part of Bach’s greatness lies, beyond his
specific musical talent, in an intuition of the divine mind, and that the music of this
Aria - whose sung text appeals to divine mercy, exudes compassion for the
suffering of all beings.

During this first stage of the exercise, then, whether we are believers or not, we
will imagine ourselves surrounded by music that is nothing but divine compassion
– that should be no harder than imagining a unicorn or a dragon despite not
believing in its existence in the external world. It will certainly help us more than
imagining compassion from the evocation of somebody we know.
Let us allow ourselves to feel that we are enveloped by a universal compassion
extending to infinity, which is aware of the suffering of all beings and mournful,
wishes them to regain happiness.

2-Secondly, we will try to identify as much as possible with the compassion of this
divine mind in which we are immersed. Similarly to how an actor identifies with a
character in order to represent it, we can identify with music beyond the extent
that this already occurs spontaneously in the act of normal listening. Let us
imagine that we are that universal compassion which is aware of the immense
suffering of the whole world and wishes its wellbeing. Naturally, this is but taking
to greater intensity something that happens when we identify with music, that is
already an expression of compassion, but the experience will take on a different

nuance when we are not only identifying with the music but with the compassion
of a universal and sacred mind.

3-Thirdly, we will continue the exercise with our eyes open and looking in the
mirror that we have thought ahead to have with us. First, with our eyes open, we
will simply continue the exercise of identifying with the universal compassion that
permeates the music, but we will begin to practice radiating this feeling through
gazing at our image reflected in the mirror, in an act of blessing.
4-Finally, still in contact with the gaze of our image in the mirror and in an attitude
of deeply benevolent friendship towards ourselves, we can try to radiate
benevolence also towards other significant people in our lives, starting with the
most beloved and continuing with those we are separated from through some
resentment, and try to repair such relationships through a double forgiveness –
that we can even verbalize as “I forgive you and I forgive myself”.

Let us begin, now, and I have divided the musical reproduction of the Aria into four
parts that my readers will have to activate in succession with a click. The written
instructions may be useful again, if necessary, when listening to the corresponding
musical piece.

Bach, Passion according to Saint Matthew, Aria “Erbarme Dich”

Having led my readers through brief experiments with forms of musical listening
aimed at intensifying the effect of music on us either in its devotional aspect or in
that of stimulating our capacity for compassion, I should now provide a
demonstration of the third dimension of love, which is related to pleasure and
happiness.

The musical expression of pleasure makes present to us the diversity of
experiences to which we apply this term and its different levels, from the vulgar or
coarse to the subtle and spiritual. Music serves to liven up any party, and in such
cases it is popular music especially which is used. Popular music can be both
simple and very wholesome and dignified – such as flamenco, Brazilian popular
music, Israeli or Eastern European music, which so inspired Bartok. It contains
many love songs, but many where the source of joy is not love between the sexes,
but love of life, or the taste for movement that inspires dancing. Yet even when it
comes to pure percussion, that so encourages the joy of movement, we can ask
ourselves how much movement and freedom of the erotic in the broadest sense of
the word are present in that pleasure – for it seems that rhythm awakens our
instinctive life beyond the sentimental, the Dionysian, beyond the “game of love”,
the pleasure of surrendering to joy itself.

Babatunde Olatundi: Akiwowo ( Chant to the Trainman)

Another nuance of Eros in music is less “primitive” than this one in percussion
(which is not limited to popular music, for that matter, or drums, as demonstrated
so vividly by Stravinsky in “The Rite of Spring”), it has a tender, caressing
character, and Mozart is a great example of this.

Mozart was a highly erotic person, and also tender and playful, with childlike traits,
all of which are very present in his music, though such traits sometimes rise to
such a spiritual level that we might speak of an angelic eroticism, or of the
tenderness of a seraph. The Benedictus of his Requiem illustrates this:

Mozart, Requiem – Benedictus

The musical translation of the act of blessing requires special expressive intensity,
particularly in the case of a text that says: “Blessed is he who comes in the name of
the Lord”. Where does Mozart find such a quality of love? Precisely in that
cherishing love that characterizes the mother-child relationship, which we would
say is his specialty, and that has so enriched the adagios of his sonatas and
concertos. We would not have imagined it, and so I found it of particular interest to
illustrate. Incidentally, in Beethoven´s Missa Solemnis, the Benedictus also has an

erotic character, which is easy to appreciate in contrast with the preceding parts which I cite below.

Beethoven, Missa Solemnis in D-Major, op.123

More obvious, however, than the Eros expressed in the pleasure of the movement,
of the rhythm and the intensity, and than the Eros of the caressing attitude of
gentleness, is the Eros that is present to us in the music of those we call the
“Romantics”.

Chopin says in a letter that in his music, “he wrote with semen”, and it is not
difficult to understand that he put the same libido into his music as into his
infatuation. We often find in Chopin passages in which we feel he approaches a
climax similarly to one who is reaching an orgasm with his desire.
However, that analogy is so obvious, that I find it more interesting to comment on
something less obvious, which is, that such passages that are leading up to a climax
may also be interpreted as part of a process of liberation by one who seeks a way
out of his neurotic depression.

For example, the following passage from the third ballad progresses with a feeling
of a search for fulfilment.

Piano - Arthur Rubinstein.

Although what we are listening to is a sequence of desire and satisfaction, is it
actually the expression of sexual libido, or rather, a longing for liberation? I would
say that it is one too locked in on itself, so that freedom of full expression is gained
through a somewhat aggressive gesture. Chopin, then, reaches here not an ecstasy
of pleasure, but the triumph of his freedom, which finally allows him to breathe
deeply.
I explain this to draw attention to the fact that the romantic phenomenon is not
always as erotic as it seems, nor as sentimental, but involves a search for fulfilment
that can also be understood as a search for being, and sexual desire becomes
metaphorical. Can romantic love and spiritual seeking be clearly separated? Is not
the divine sought in romantic love at times?

Rather than to attempt an answer, I leave this thought as a preliminary explanation
of a third exercise, aimed this time at concentration on the romantic ecstasy of love
through listening to the second movement of the second Rachmaninoff piano
concerto.

In the first phase, I invite my readers to surrender as much as possible to musical
emotion, trying to be the music. Afterwards, opening your eyes, I invite each of you
to allow yourselves to embody more of the music’s emotion in your own face. If
you experience this music to the fullest, which is like recovering paradise lost, it is
unnatural not to smile, so I invite you to stand in front of your own reflection as an
ecstatic lover, perhaps even imagining the opposite sex (just as in reading fiction
we identify with characters of either sex). We intensify both the love of beauty and
the delight of the beauty of sound, and finally we try, as in the previous exercise, to
radiate our enjoyment of the musical beauty through our gaze, as if to infuse it into
the being before us - and thus counteract some of the repressive spirit of the
culture we move in, which has taught us to hide pleasure to the point of burying
the spontaneity of our inner child.

Piano - Arthur Rubinstein.

Regardless of whether the three exercises I have proposed constitute therapeutic
applications of music that can contribute to the realization of its healing potential, I
hope they have also served to make clear my contention that, music being a
conduit of loving communication, spontaneous listening will bring us closer to the
world of higher emotions. However, what matters most in order for this listening
to enrich us is not the degree of attention, but something subtler: that the
experiential treasure of music becomes a way to compensate for our superficial life
as a substitute for our own feeling, or that we use it, rather, for the recovery of our
own feeling. For one thing is that music communicates devotion, compassion and
pleasure, and another that we are able to feel them - which is what really matters
because it is that which enriches us.
I hope, therefore, that this chapter leaves my readers with a better understanding
of how much it us up to each of us to enter into a real communion with the music
we listen to - incarnating it in our deep feeling and in our body itself.

Finally, I invite those of you who are still reading to a musical communion with the
beginning of the first movement of the Sextet op.18 No.1 by Brahms, which despite
a certain predominance of maternal love, can also be said to be full of pleasure and
nobility - so that this integration of the three loves makes us feel a particular
abundance and density of experience.

Isaac Stern & friends

10 A little more about the Musical Dictation of Tótila Albert
I have mentioned the musical dictation of Tótila Albert several times throughout
the course of this book and I have devoted the eighth chapter more specifically to
the implicit musical hermeneutics of what Tótila Albert wrote after listening
closely to some of Brahms’ works. However, I have quoted just a few verses of that
dictation, thinking that such works would be better appreciated in a DVD. Finally, I
have already set aside for this last chapter not only the most complete illustration
of the Musical Dictation inspired by Brahms, but also some samples of what Tótila
heard when he explored the works of other composers. I have chosen for the
purpose three slow movements for ease of reading, and I invite my readers to view
the corresponding videos, in which I indicate in a karaoke-type technique how the
poems should be read in synchrony with the respective musical works.

The first of the videos corresponds to the full text for the second movement of the
First Symphony of Brahms. If the first movement of this symphony, of a solar
character, reflects a cosmogenesis, and the poet's voice in it, identifying with that
of the composer, expresses an identification with a cosmic creative will, the second
movement, lunar, was conceived by the poet as a second phase of the process of
creation: the awakening of human consciousness and the looking inwards of this
consciousness in a contemplative act.

Here now, is the second movement of Schubert's Unfinished.
I have already drawn attention in my chapter on Schubert about the juxtaposition
at the beginning of this movement between the descending scale of the bass
(suggesting the sinking of the individual’s consciousness of the into the
«night journey» that is a foretaste of death) and the melody, in the upper registers
(on the strings), which with its turn on itself suggests a spiral, and therefore
embryonic life. I have borrowed these images from a remark made by Tótila
Albert himself, and it can be appreciated how, according to his text, this
passage constitutes a musical metaphor for how death and gestation
are juxtaposed in the transformation of the individual at this stage of his
inner journey.

Finally, here is the adagio of Beethoven’s quartet Op.135. This is the third
movement of the last of Beethoven’s quartets, of which is often said that the final
movement, that follows it, begins with notes on which Beethoven wrote the words
“Muss es sein?” (“Must it be so?”). As can be appreciated by the text of this
dictation, the content of the movement is an anticipation of death, imagined as a
dissolving into the elements.

I will end my book with this mini-anthology, hoping my thoughts on the
experiential content of European classical music have served to neutralize to a
certain extent the antagonism of some, not only to the very existence of such
content, but also regarding the idea that, although it is tolerable that a composer
put music to a poem, it is not, however, appropriate to add a text to a pre-existing
musical work. I understand that this view emerged in response to the usual
mediocrity of the melopea, the monotonous chants that were fashionable in the
nineteenth century, but I believe it should be suspended in the face of texts of such
greatness as those of Tótila Albert.

I hope, finally, that the illustration of Tótila’s Musical Dictation that I provide in this
chapter through some slow (and thus easy to read) movements stimulates in my
readers the desire to better understand his poetic-musical legacy. For my part, I
have produced some home-made DVDs with most of Tótila’s texts in
synchronization with the interpretations that he chose in his work during the
fifties and sixties, in which one can understand how text and music are
coordinated and therefore can serve as a guide for anyone who wishes to produce
more professional versions of this repertoire. I am encouraged by the
conviction that such works will allow many to delve into the inner sense of
music, and I am also convinced that, regardless of the correspondence of
Tótila’s texts to the experience of their respective composers, they are works of
great artistic value of a new art: a sacramental art which for some will become the
vehicle a blessing.
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